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Introduction

Cities in Southeast Asia (SEA) are exceedingly diverse,
ranging from hubs of the global economy to small
marketplaces in remote areas. Most countries in SEA,
despite large regional disparities at the beginning
of the 2020s, have made significant achievements on
a number of indicators in the Agenda 2030 Sustainable
Development Goal (SDGs) framework. For example,
significant progress has been made in achieving SDG
4 (quality education) and SDG 9 (industry, innovation
and infrastructure). The region has also achieved
considerable success on the SDG 6 (clean water and
sanitation) indicator for “Access to safe drinking water
services” in the last decade. However, little progress
has been made on almost all other water-related
subgoals, as is also the case with SDG 11 (sustainable
cities and communities) and SDG 13 (climate action)
[1].
The success of Agenda 2030 will mainly be decided
in cities. By 2050, nearly 70% of humans are expected
to live in urban areas, making urbanization one of
the 21st century’s most transformative trends, and
intensifying the economic, social, environmental
and cultural challenges and opportunities. In its shared
vision for a better and more sustainable future, the
New Urban Agenda (NUA) underlines the importance
of water for the development of cities and human
settlements. Urban planning processes should incor
porate integrated water resources planning and management, considering urban-rural linkages, at the
local and territorial scales, ensuring the participation
of multiple sectors, stakeholders, and communities.
The NUA calls for strengthening the role of small and
intermediate cities in enhancing food security and
nutrition systems, providing access to sustainable,
affordable, adequate, resilient, and safe housing, infrastructure and basic needs services, and facilitating
effective trade links across the urban-rural continuum
[2].
Many secondary and tertiary cities and towns in SEA
are experiencing rapid but quite often insufficiently
planned and managed developments which result in
major challenges: the sustainable protection of water
resources; the reduction of vulnerability to climate
change and disaster risks; and the effective provision
of water-related public services for all citizens.
In other words, they are struggling to establish more
livable, climate change-resilient and inclusive cities.
Often insufficiently equipped with institutional capacities, effective management and financing models,
adequate administrative mandates and effective
procedures, many city administrations in SEA find it
difficult to develop and maintain efficient and sustain
able water infrastructure, to ensure the comprehensive provision of water related public services, and
to protect their water resources. Furthermore, the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on urban residents
has drawn more attention to the spatial and socio-economic aspects of cities [3].
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There is increasing agreement among urban devel
opment decision makers, scholars and practitioners
that classical models of urban planning and waterrelated infrastructure development alone cannot meet
the development challenges of these cities. They no
longer reflect the cities’ realities, needs and capacities.
Current planning approaches and implementation
schemes for these cities should be rethought.
The management of urban water resources should
be removed from a solely sector-focused approach and
understood as a cross-cutting issue of overall urban
development. Infrastructure development should rely
on flexible, integrated and financially sustainable
modular approaches that can adapt to the development
and needs of cities over time. New governance
structures at city and neighborhood level involving city
administrations, communities, citizens, the private
sector, civil society institutions and academia should
allow a polycentric management of water resources.
This required comprehensive urban transformation
may be guided by concepts such as “water-sensitive
cities” [4] or “water-wise cities” [5].

⁓ introduces a conceptual framework for how the
integration of innovative urban planning approaches with urban water resources management can
contribute to the establishment of water-sensitive
cities in the context of rapid urban transformation
processes and limited institutional capacities;

Although multiple approaches, instruments and
experiences for the development of water-sensitive
cities are already available worldwide, these are
either completely lacking for secondary and tertiary
cities in the SEA region or only exist in isolated
cases. This need is addressed by the practice-oriented, interdisciplinary research project “Polycentric
approaches to the management of urban water
resources in Southeast Asia” (PolyUrbanWaters). Here,
cities, academic institutions and civil society organi
zations from Cambodia, Germany, Indonesia, Laos,
Thailand and Vietnam are working together with
the aim of developing approaches and instruments for
the establishment of water-sensitive secondary and
tertiary cities in the region. By these means, the project
contributes to the localization of the SDGs and the
NUA by supporting processes that define, implement
and monitor local-level strategies to reach global,
national, and subnational targets.

Further project results and updates are available on
the website www.polyurbanwaters.org.

⁓ identifies main features of how planning and implementation processes for water-sensitive cities
can be configured and which prerequisites
should be created on the local and national levels;
⁓ p
 resents the research design of the PolyUrbanWaters
project, which has the main goal of developing
scalable and transferable instruments for polycentric water-sensitive urban development, the validity
of which will be tested at the local level; and
⁓ includes analyses (elaborated by PolyUrbanWaters
network partners) of framework conditions and
experiences that are relevant for a water-sensitive
transition of secondary and tertiary cities in SEA.

Bangkok, Berlin, Bremen, Cologne, Hamburg, Hanoi,
Phnom Penh, Sleman, Solo, Vientiane, Yogyakarta
March 2021

This report publishes the results of the Definition
Phase (2019–2020) of the PolyUrbanWaters project,
which is funded by the German Federal Ministry for
Education and Research (BMBF). Based on intensive
consultation processes with partner cities in SEA, the
project partners developed a concept for the Research
and Development Phase of the project (2021–2025)
and examined experiences and trends of sustainable
urban development in the region in its regulatory,
technological, economic, administrative, institutional
and ecological dimensions. The work presented here:
⁓ c ontextualizes polycentric approaches to urban
water management as a relevant cross-sectoral
instrument for localizing Agenda 2030 and the
NUA, especially for secondary and tertiary cities
in Southeast Asia;
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Pengantar
Bahasa Indonesia

Kota-kota di Asia Tenggara sangat beragam, berkembang dengan pesat dengan rentang cakupan mulai
dari pusat-pusat kegiatan ekonomi global sampai ke
tingkatan sentra perdagangan lokal/tradisional di
wilayah terpencil. Meskipun ada kesenjangan antardaerah yang lebar diawal dasawarsa ketiga abad
ke-21, sebagian besar negara di Asia Tenggara telah
berhasil dalam pencapaian yang signifikan dalam
beberapa indikator Agenda 2030 pada kerangka kerja
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) atau Tujuan
Pembangunan Berkelanjutan (TPB). Sebagai contoh,
beberapa negara menunjukkan kemajuan yang berarti dalam mencapai TPB 4 (pendidikan berkualitas)
dan TPB 9 (industri, inovasi, dan prasarana). Pada
dasawarsa terakhir, Asia Tenggara juga dinilai cukup
berhasil dalam mencapai indikator TPB 6 (air bersih
dan sanitasi layak) untuk “akses ke layanan air minum
aman”. Beberapa kemajuan yang cukup berarti juga
telah diraih di hampir semua sub-tujuan dalam TPB
yang berkaitan dengan air dan pengelolaannya.
Kondisi yang sama juga didapati pada pencapaian
TPB 11 (kota dan permukiman yang berkelanjutan)
sekaligus TPB 13 (penanganan perubahan iklim) [1].
Keberhasilan pencapaian Agenda 2030 akan sangat
ditentukan oleh perkembangan yang terjadi di kota.
Pada tahun 2050 nanti, sekitar 70% populasi dunia
diprediksikan akan tinggal terutama di wilayah
perkotaan sehingga urbanisasi akan menjadi salah
satu tren perpindahan penduduk pada abad ke-21.
Hal ini berdampak pada makin meningkatnya tantangan sekaligus peluang di bidang ekonomi, sosial,
lingkungan, dan budaya. Dalam visi bersamanya
untuk mewujudkan masa depan yang lebih baik dan
lebih berkelanjutan, The New Urban Agenda (NUA) atau
Agenda Baru Perkotaan menekankan pentingnya air
bersih untuk membangun kota dan permukiman.
Proses perencanaan perkotaan harus mempertimbangkan perencanaan dan manajemen sumber daya
air yang terintegrasi dengan mempertimbangkan
aspek interaksi desa-kota dalam skala lokal dan
daerah, guna memastikan peran serta dari berbagai
sektor, pemangku kepentingan dan masyarakat.
NUA mewajibkan penguatan peran kota kecil dan
kota sedang dalam meningkatkan sistem ketahanan
pangan dan gizi, memberikan akses ke perumahan,
prasarana dan layanan kebutuhan dasar yang berkelanjutan, terjangkau, memadai, andal dan aman,
serta memfasilitasi hubungan perdagangan yang
efektif antara kesatuan desa-kota [2].
Banyak kota sekunder dan tersier di wilayah Asia
Tenggara berkembang dengan pesat namun seringkali kurang terencana dan terkelola dengan baik yang
berakibat pada munculnya tantangan besar; yang
berkaitan dengan perlindungan berkelanjutan terhadap sumber daya air, mitigasi kerentanan terhadap
perubahan iklim dan risiko bencana, serta layanan
publik yang efektif terkait penyediaan air bersih
untuk seluruh penduduk. Dengan kata lain, kota-kota
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tersebut kesulitan mewujudkan kota inklusif yang
lebih layak huni serta tahan terhadap perubahan
iklim. Seringkali karena kurangnya kapasitas institusi,
manajemen keuangan yang efektif, wewenang pemerintahan yang memadai serta prosedur yang efektif,
banyak pemerintahan kota di wilayah Asia Tenggara
kesulitan dalam membangun dan memelihara prasarana air bersih yang efisien secara berkelanjutan;
termasuk didalamnya memastikan terselenggaranya
penyediaan layanan terkait air bersih secara menyeluruh sekaligus melindungi sumber daya air yang ada.  
Para pengambil keputusan, akademisi dan praktisi
pembangunan perkotaan makin sepakat bahwa
perencanaan kota dan pembangunan prasarana air
bersih yang konvensional saja tidak dapat mengatasi persoalan pembangunan di kota-kota yang
ada. Perencanaan pembangunan tersebut tidak lagi
mencerminkan realita, kebutuhan dan kapasitas yang
sebenarnya. Pendekatan perencanaan dan skema
pelaksanaan yang ada sekarang perlu dipertimbangkan ulang. Manajemen sumber daya air perkotaan
harus dipisahkan dari pendekatan yang semula hanya
berfokus pada satu sektor dan selanjutnya harus
sejatinya dipahami sebagai persoalan lintas sektor
dalam pembangunan perkotaan secara keseluruhan.
Pembangunan prasarana harus didasarkan pada pendekatan modular yang fleksibel, terintegrasi dan stabil secara finansial; yang mampu beradaptasi dengan
pembangunan dan kebutuhan kota yang semakin
berkembang seiring berjalannya waktu. Struktur tata
kelola pemerintahan baru di tingkat kota dan daerah
yang melibatkan pemerintah daerah, masyarakat,
warga, sektor swasta, organisasi masyarakat sipil dan
akademisi harus memungkinkan terciptanya manajemen polisentris terhadap sumber daya air yang ada.
Perubahan pembangunan perkotaan menuju arah
yang lebih baik atau transformasi perkotaan komprehensif termaksud ini dapat didasarkan pada konsep
seperti “kota ramah air” [3] atau “kota bijak air” [4].
Meskipun sudah ada berbagai pendekatan, instrumen dan pengalaman terkait pembangunan kota
ramah air ini di seluruh dunia, namun aspek-aspek
ini sama sekali belum ditemukan di kota sekunder
dan tersier di wilayah Asia Tenggara; atau hanya
dapat ditemukan pada kasus-kasus tertentu saja.
Kebutuhan atas pemecahan persoalan ini dijawab
oleh suatu proyek yang bernama “Pendekatan
Polisentris terhadap Manajemen Sumber Air
Perkotaan di Asia Tenggara” yang berorientasi pada
pengalaman dan pelaksanaan di lapangan serta
penelitian lintas disiplin ilmu dan implementasinya. Dalam proyek ini, kota, institusi akademik dan
organisasi masyarakat sipil dari Kamboja, Jerman,
Indonesia, Laos, Thailand dan Vietnam bekerja sama
guna mengembangkan pendekatan dan instrumen
untuk terwujudnya konsep kota sekunder dan tersier
ramah air di wilayah Asia Tenggara.

Melalui pendekatan dan instrumen tersebut, proyek ini berkontribusi terhadap penerapan Tujuan
Pembangunan Berkelanjutan serta Agenda Baru
Perkotaan di wilayah setempat yang mendukung
semua proses yang menetapkan, melaksanakan serta
memantau strategi tingkat daerah untuk mencapai
target daerah, nasional dan global.
Laporan ini mencantumkan hasil dari Fase Definisi
(2019–2020) proyek PolyUrbanWaters yang didanai
Kementerian Pendidikan dan Riset Federal Jerman
dan bisa diakses oleh masyarakat yang berminat
pada topik ini. Berdasarkan proses konsultasi intensif
dengan kota-kota mitra di Asia Tenggara, mitra proyek
telah menyusun konsep untuk Fase Penelitian dan
Pengembangan proyek ini (2021–2025) dan mengkaji
pengalaman sekaligus tren dalam pembangunan
perkotaan yang berkelanjutan di Asia Tenggara dalam
aspek regulasi, teknologi, ekonomi, pemerintahan,
lembaga dan lingkungan. Laporan ini mencakup:
⁓ k
 ontekstualisasi pendekatan polisentris terhadap
manajemen air bersih perkotaan sebagai instrumen lintas sektor yang relevan untuk implementasi Agenda 2030 dan Agenda Baru Perkotaan di
wilayah setempat; terutama untuk wilayah perkotaan sekunder dan tersier di Asia Tenggara;
⁓ p
 enyajian kerangka kerja konseptual untuk
menunjukkan bagaimana integrasi antara pendekatan dalam perencanaan perkotaan yang inovatif
dan manajemen sumber daya air perkotaan mampu berkontribusi pada pembangunan kota ramah
air dengan proses transformasi perkotaan yang
cepat dan kapasitas institusi yang terbatas;
⁓ identifikasi aspek-aspek utama terkait bagaimana
proses perencanaan dan pelaksanaan untuk mewujudkan kota ramah air dapat disusun dan prasyarat
yang harus dipenuhi di tingkat daerah dan nasional;
⁓ p
 enyajian desain penelitian proyek PolyUrbanWaters
yang tujuan utamanya adalah pengembangan
instrumen terukur untuk pembangunan perkotaan
ramah air yang polisentris, yang validitasnya akan
diuji di tingkat lokal; dan
⁓ a
 nalisis (yang diuraikan oleh mitra jaringan
PolyUrbanWaters) terhadap kondisi dan pengalaman dalam kerangka kerja ini yang sesuai dengan
peralihan menuju kota ramah air untuk kota
sekunder dan tersier di wilayah Asia Tenggara.
Hasil dan pembaruan lainnya terkait proyek ini
tersedia di situs web www.polyurbanwaters.org.
Bangkok, Berlin, Bremen, Köln, Hamburg, Hanoi,
Phnom Penh, Solo, Vientiane, Yogyakarta
Februari 2021
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ក្នុុ�ងក្រ�បខ័័ណ្ឌឌរបៀ�ៀបវាារៈៈឆ្នាំំ��២០៣០នៃ�គោ�ោលដៅ�ៅអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយ
ចីីរភាាព។ ឧទាាហរណ៍៍ កន្លលងមកមាានវឌ្ឍឍនភាាពគួួរឱ្យយកត់់សម្គាា�ល់់ក្នុុ�ងកាា
រសម្រេ��ច គោ�ោលដៅ�ៅអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយចីីរភាាព (SDG) ទីី ៤ (កាារអប់់រំំ
ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយគុុណភាាព) និិងគោ�ោលដៅ�ៅអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយចីីរភាាព
(SDG) ទីី ៩ (ឧស្សាា�ហកម្មម នវាានុុវត្ន៍៍� និិងហេ�ដ្ឋាា�រចនាាសម្ព័័�ន្ធធ)។ តំំបន់់នេះ�ះក៏៏
សម្រេ��ចបាានជោ�ោគជ័័យជាាច្រើ��ើនជុំំ�វិិញគោ�ោលដៅ�ៅអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយ
ចីីរភាាព (SDG) ទីី ៦ (ទឹឹកស្អាា�ត និិងអនាាម័័យ) នោះ�ះ�គឺឺ “កាារទទួួលបាាន
សេ�វាាទឹឹកផឹឹកប្រ�កបដោ�ោយសុុវត្ថិិ�ភាាព” នៅ�ៅក្នុុ�ងទសវត្សសរ៍៍ចុុងក្រោ��ោយនេះ�ះ។
ប៉ុុ�ន្តែ�ែ សម្រា�ាប់់គោ�ោលដៅ�ៅរងស្ទើ�ើ�រតែ�ទាំំ�ងអស់់ដទៃ�ទៀ�ៀតពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនឹងទឹឹ
ឹ កស្អាា�ត
មាានកាារសម្រេ��ចបាានវឌ្ឍឍនភាាពតិិចតួួចប៉ុុ�ណ្ណោះ�ះ�� តួួយ៉ាា�ង ដូូចជាាករណីី
គោ�ោលដៅ�ៅអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយចីីរភាាព (SDG) ទីី ១១ (ទីីក្រុ�ុង និិង
សហគមន៍៍ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយចីីរភាាព) និិង គោ�ោលដៅ�ៅអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយ
ចីីរភាាព (SDG) ទីី ១៣ (សកម្មមភាាពបរិិស្ថាា�ន) [1] ជាាដើ�ើម។
ជោ�ោគជ័័យនៃ�របៀ�ៀបវាារៈៈឆ្នាំំ�� ២០៣០ ត្រូ�ូវសម្រេ��ច នៅ�ៅទីីក្រុ�ុង។ ត្រឹ�ឹមឆ្នាំំ��
២០៥០ មនុុស្សសជាាតិិ ៧០% នឹឹងរស់់នៅ�ៅតំំបន់់ប្រ�ជុំំ�ជន ដែ�លធ្វើ�ើ�ឱ្យយ
នគរូូបនីីយកម្មមក្លាា�យជាានិិន្នាា�កាារមួួយ ក្នុុ�ងចំំណោ�ោមនិិន្នាា�កាារដែ�លនាំំ�មកនូូវ
កាារផ្លាា�ស់់ប្ដូូ�រធំំៗជាាងគេ�ក្នុុ�ងសតវត្សសរ៍៍ទីី ២១ ហើ�ើយនាំំ�មកនូូវបញ្ហាា�ប្រ�ឈម
ក៏៏ដូូចជាា ឱកាាសសេ�ដ្ឋឋកិិច្ចច សង្គគមបរិិស្ថាា�ន និិងវប្បបធម៌៌ជាាច្រើ��ើនផងដែ�រ។
នៅ�ៅក្នុុ�ងចក្ខុុ�វិិស័័យរួួម ដើ�ើម្បីី�នាាគត�កាាន់់តែ�ប្រ�សើ�ើរ និិងកាាន់់តែ�មាានចីីរភាាព
របៀ�ៀបវាារៈៈថ្មីី�នៃ�ទីីក្រុ�ុង (NUA) គូូសបញ្ជាា�ក់់ពីីសាារៈៈសំំខាាន់់នៃ�ធនធាានទឹឹក
សម្រា�ាប់់កាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍទីីក្រុ�ុងនិិងតំំបន់់តាំំ�ងទីីលំំនៅ�ៅរបស់់មនុុស្សស។ ដំំណើ�ើរកាារ
ធ្វើ�ើ�ផែ�នកាារទីីក្រុ�ុងគួួរបញ្ចូូ�លកាារធ្វើ�ើ�ផែ�នកាារ និិងកាារគ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ងធនធាានទឹឹក
ជាាមួួយគ្នាា� ដោ�ោយត្រូ�ូវធ្វើ�ើ�កាារពិិចាារណាាពីីទំំនាាក់់ទំំនងរវាាងតំំបន់់ប្រ�ជុំំ�ជន និិង
តំំបន់់ជនបទ ទាំំ�ងនៅ�ៅកម្រិ�ិតមូូលដ្ឋាា�ន និិងកម្រិ�ិតដែ�នដីីទាំំ�ងមូូល និិងធាានាា
ឱ្យយមាានកាារចូូលរួួមពីីវិិស័័យអ្ននកពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធ និិងសហគមន៍៍នាានាា។ របៀ�ៀបវាារៈៈថ្មីី�
នៃ�ទីីក្រុ�ុង (NUA) អំំពាាវនាាវឱ្យយមាានកាារពង្រឹ�ឹងតួួនាាទីីរបស់់ទីីក្រុ�ុងដែ�លមាាន
ទំំហំំតូូច និិងមធ្យយម ក្នុុ�ងកាារធ្វើ�ឱ្យ
ើ� យកាាន់់តែ�ប្រ�សើ�ើរនូូវប្រ�ព័័ន្ធធសន្តិិ�សុុខស្បៀ�ៀ�ង
និិងអាាហាារូូបត្ថថម្ភភ តាាមរយៈៈកាារផ្ដដល់លទ្ធធ
់
ភាាពឱ្យយប្រ�ជាាពលរដ្ឋឋអាាចទទួួល
បាានហេ�ដ្ឋាា�រចនាាសម្ព័័�ន្ធធលំំនៅ�ៅដ្ឋាា�ន ដែ�លមាានចីីរភាាព តម្លៃ�ៃសមរម្យយ
គ្រ�ប់់គ្រា�ាន់់ ធន់់ និិងប្រ�កបដោ�ោយសុុវត្ថិិ�ភាាព ក៏៏ដូូចជាា សេ�វាាដែ�លអាាច
ឆ្លើ�ើ�យតបចំំពោះ�ះ�តម្រូ�ូវកាារជាាមូូលដ្ឋាា�នរបស់់ពួួកគេ� និិងបង្កកភាាពងាាយស្រួ�ួល
ដល់់កាារតភ្ជាា�ប់់ទំំនាាក់់ទំំនងពាាណិិជ្ជជកម្មមដោ�ោយមាានប្រ�សិិទ្ធធភាាព ចាាប់់ពីី
តំំបន់់ប្រ�ជុំំ�ជន រហូូតដល់់តំំបន់់ជនបទ [2]។
ទីីក្រុ�ុង និិងទីីប្រ�ជុំំ�ជនកម្រិ�ិតទីី ២ និិងកម្រិ�ិតទីី ៣ ជាាច្រើ��ើននៅ�ៅអាាស៊ីី�
អាាគ្នេ�េយ៍៍ កំំពុុងមាានកាាររីីកចម្រើ��ើនយ៉ាា�ងឆាាប់់រហ័័ស ប៉ុុ�ន្តែ�ែជាារឿ�ឿយៗ
កាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍដោ�ោយគ្មាា�នផែ�នកាារ និិងគ្មាា�នកាារគ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ងឱ្យយបាានគ្រ�ប់់ជ្រុ�ង
ុ ជ្រោ��ោយ
បង្កកឱ្យយមាានបញ្ហាា�ប្រ�ឈមធំំៗជាាច្រើ��ើនដូូចជាា កាារកាារពាារធនធាានទឹឹក
ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយចីីរភាាព កាារកាាត់់បន្ថថយភាាពងាាយរងគ្រោះ��ះ�ដោ�ោយសាារកាារ
ប្រែ��ប្រួ�ួលអាាកាាសធាាតុុ និិងហាានិិភ័័យគ្រោះ��ះ�មហន្តតរាាយ និិងកាារផ្ដដល់់សេ�វាា
សាាធាារណៈៈពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនឹឹងទឹឹកស្អាា�តប្រ�កបដោ�ោយប្រ�សិិទ្ធធភាាព ដល់់
ប្រ�ជាាពលរដ្ឋឋគ្រ�ប់់រូូប ជាាដើ�ើម។ និិយាាយម្យ៉ាា��ងទៀ�ៀត ទីីក្រុ�ង
ុ និិងតំំបន់់ប្រ�ជុំំ�ជន
ទាំំ�ងនេះ�ះជួួបកាារលំំបាាកក្នុុង
� កាារកសាាងនូូវទីីក្រុ�ង
ុ ដែ�លមាានលក្ខខណៈៈបរិិយាាបន្ននផ្ដដល់់
នូូវលក្ខខណៈៈអំំណោ�ោយផលសម្រា�ាប់់កាាររស់់នៅ�ៅរបស់់ប្រ�ជាាពលរដ្ឋឋ និិងធន់់
ទៅ�ៅនឹឹងកាារប្រែ��ប្រួ�ួលអាាកាាសធាាតុុ។ រដ្ឋឋបាាលទីីក្រុ�ុងជាាច្រើ��ើននៅ�ៅអាាស៊ីី�
អាាគ្នេ�េយ៍៍ជួួបកាារលំំបាាកក្នុុ�ងកាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍ និិងថែ�ទាំំ�ហេ�ដ្ឋាា�រចនាាសម្ព័័�ន្ធធផ្គគត់់ផ្គគង់់
ទឹឹកប្រ�កបដោ�ោយប្រ�សិិទ្ធធភាាព និិងចីីរភាាព ដើ�ើម្បីី�ធាានាាឱ្យយមាានកាារផ្ដដល់់សេ�វាា
សាាធាារណៈៈពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនឹឹងធនធាានទឹឹក បាានគ្រ�ប់់ជ្រុ�ុងជ្រោ��ោយ ក៏៏ដូូចជាា
កាារពាារធនធាានទឹឹករបស់់ពួួកគេ� ព្រោះ��ះ�តែ�រដ្ឋឋបាាលទាំំ�ងនេះ�ះពុំំ�មាាន
សមត្ថថភាាពស្ថាា�ប័័នគ្រ�ប់់គ្រា�ាន់់ ពុំំ�មាានគម្រូ�ូគ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ង និិងផ្ដដល់់ហិិរញ្ញញប្បបទាាន
ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយប្រ�សិិទ្ធធភាាព និិងពុំំ�មាានកាារកំំណត់់តួួនាាទីីរដ្ឋឋបាាល និិងនីីតិិវិិធីី
ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយប្រ�សិិទ្ធធភាាព។ [3]
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អ្ននកធ្វើ�ើ�សេ�ចក្ដីី�សម្រេ��ចចិិត្តតពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនឹឹងកាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍទីីក្រុ�ុង បញ្ញញវន្តត និិង
អ្ននកជំំនាាញនាានាាកាាន់់តែ�យល់់ស្រ�បគ្នាា�ថាា គម្រូ�ូធ្វើ�ើ�ផែ�នកាារទីីក្រុ�ុងដែ�លធ្លាា�ប់់
អនុុវត្តតកន្លលងមក ព្រ�មទាំំ�ងកាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍហេ�ដ្ឋាា�រចនាាសម្ព័័�ន្ធធពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនឹឹង
ធនធាានទឹឹកតែ�ឯង មិិនអាាចឆ្លើ�ើ�យតបចំំពោះ�ះ�បញ្ហាា�ប្រ�ឈមពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនឹឹងកាារ
អភិិវឌ្ឍឍទីីក្រុ�ុងទាំំ�ងនេះ�ះឡើ�ើយ។ របៀ�ៀបអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ទាំំ�ងនេះ�ះ លែ�ងឆ្លុះះ��បញ្ចាំំ��ងពីី
តថភាាពតម្រូ�ូវកាារ និិងសមត្ថថភាាពរបស់់ទីីក្រុ�ុងទៀ�ៀតហើ�ើយ។ គួួរមាានកាារគិិត
ពិិចាារណាាឡើ�ើងវិិញពីីអភិិក្រ�មដែ�លប្រើ��ើប្រា�ាស់់សម្រា�ាប់់ធ្វើ�ើ�ផែ�នកាារ
និិងអនុុវត្តតផែ�នកាារនាាពេ�លបច្ចុុ�ប្បបន្ននសម្រា�ាប់់ទីីក្រុ�ុងទាំំ�ងនេះ�ះ។ កាារគ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ង
ធនធាានទឹឹកនៅ�ៅក្នុុ�ងទីីក្រុ�ុង គួួរដកចេ�ញពីីអភិិក្រ�ម ដែ�លផ្ដោ�ោ�តលើ�ើវិិស័័យ
តែ�មួួយ ហើ�ើយត្រូ�ូវចាាត់់ទុុកថាាជាាបញ្ហាា�អន្តតរវិិស័័យដែ�លពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនឹងកាារ
ឹ
អភិិវឌ្ឍឍទីីក្រុ�ុងទាំំ�ងមូូល។ កាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍហេ�ដ្ឋាា�រចនាាសម្ព័័�ន្ធធគួួរប្រើ��ើប្រា�ាស់់
អភិិក្រ�មក្នុុ�ងទម្រ�ង់់ជាាម៉ូូ�ឌុុលដែ�លមាានលក្ខខណៈៈក្ដោ�ោ�បរួួម ទន់់ភ្លលន់់ និិងអាាច
ធាានាាបាាននូូវចីីរភាាពហិិរញ្ញញវត្ថុុ� ដែ�លអាាចកែ�សម្រួ�ួលឱ្យយស្រ�បតាាមនិិន្នាា�កាារ
នៃ�កាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍ និិងតម្រូ�ូវកាារនាានាារបស់់ទីីក្រុ�ុង។ រចនាាសម្ព័័�ន្ធធអភិិបាាលកិិច្ចចថ្មីី�
របស់់ទីីក្រុ�ុង និិងរបស់់សហគមន៍៍ដែ�លមាានកាារចូូលរួួមពីីរដ្ឋឋបាាលក្រុ�ុង
សហគមន៍៍ប្រ�ជាាពលរដ្ឋឋ វិិស័័យឯកជន សង្គគមស៊ីី�វិិល និិងស្ថាា�ប័័នសិិក្សាា�
ស្រា�ាវជ្រា�ាវ គួួរផ្ដដល់់លទ្ធធភាាពឱ្យយគេ�អាាចគ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ងធនធាានទឹឹកបែ�បតាាមបែ�ប
ពហុុមណ្ឌឌល (Polycentric)។ កាារផ្លាា�ស់់ប្ដូូ�រមុុខមាាត់់ទីីក្រុ�ុងគ្រ�ប់់ទិិដ្ឋឋភាាព
ទាំំ�ងអស់់ អាាចអនុុវត្តតតាាមទស្សសនទាានផ្សេ�េងៗ ដូូចជាា “ទីីក្រុ�ុងដែ�លគិិតគូូពីី
បញ្ហាា�ទឹឹក” [4] ឬ “ទីីក្រុ�ុងដែ�លមាានភាាពឈ្លាា�សវៃៃក្នុុ�ងកាារដោះ�ះ�ស្រា�ាយបញ្ហាា�
ទឹឹក” [5]។
បើ�ើទោះ�ះ�ជាាមាានអភិិក្រ�ម ឧបករណ៍៍ និិងបទពិិសោ�ោធន៍៍ជាាច្រើ��ើន ដែ�លគេ�អាាច
យកមកប្រើ��ើប្រា�ាស់់សម្រា�ាប់់អភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ទីីក្រុ�ុងដែ�លគិិតគូូពីីបញ្ហាា�ទឹឹកនៅ�ៅទូូទាំំ�ង
សកលលោ�ោកក៏៏ដោ�ោយ អភិិក្រ�ម ឧបករណ៍៍ និិងបទពិិសោ�ោធន៍៍ទាំំ�ងនេះ�ះនៅ�ៅ
មិិនទាាន់់គ្រ�ប់់គ្រា�ាន់់សម្រា�ាប់់ទីីក្រុ�ុងកម្រិ�ិតទីី ២ និិងទីីក្រុ�ុងកម្រិ�ិតទីី ៣ នៅ�ៅ
តំំបន់់អាាស៊ីី�អាាគ្នេ�េយ៍៍ឡើ�ើយ ឬមាានតែ�សម្រា�ាប់់ករណីីដាាច់់ដោ�ោយឡែ�កពីីគ្នាា�
តែ�ប៉ុុ�ណ្ណោះ�ះ��។ គេ�អាាចឆ្លើ�ើ�យតបចំំពោះ�ះ�បញ្ហាា�នេះ�ះបាាន តាាមរយៈៈកាារអនុុវត្តត
គម្រោ��ោងស្រា�ាវជ្រា�ាវអន្តតរវិិស័័យផ្ដោ�ោ�តលើ�ើកាារអនុុវត្តតជាាក់់ស្ដែ�ែង ដែ�ល
មាានឈ្មោះ�ះ��ថាា “អភិិក្រ�មនៃ�កាារគ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ងតាាមបែ�បពហុុមណ្ឌឌល
(Polycentric) សម្រា�ាប់់គ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ងធនធាានទឹឹកក្នុុ�ងទីីក្រុ�ុងនៅ�ៅអាាស៊ីី�អាាគ្នេ�េយ៍៍
”។ នៅ�ៅទីីនេះ�ះ ទីីក្រុ�ុង ស្ថាា�ប័័នសិិក្សាា�ស្រា�ាវជ្រា�ាវ និិងអង្គគកាារសង្គគមស៊ីី�វិិលមក
ពីីប្រ�ទេ�សកម្ពុុ�ជាា អាាល្លឺឺ�ម៉៉ង់់ ឥណ្ឌូូ�នេ�ស៊ីី� ឡាាវ ថៃ� និិងវៀ�ៀតណាាម
កំំពុុងធ្វើ�ើ�កាារងាាររួួមគ្នាា� ក្នុុ�ងគោ�ោលបំំណងអភិិវឌ្ឍឍនូូវអភិិក្រ�មនិិងឧបករណ៍៍
ដែ�លគេ�អាាចយកមកប្រើ��ើប្រា�ាស់់សម្រា�ាប់់បង្កើ�ើ�តទីីក្រុ�ុងកម្រិ�ិតទីី ២ និិង
កម្រិ�ិតទីី ៣ ដែ�លគិិតគូូពីីបញ្ហាា�ទឹឹកនៅ�ៅក្នុុ�ងតំំបន់់នេះ�ះ។

⁓ ប
 ង្ហាញពីក្របខ័ណ្ឌទស្សនទាន ដែលបង្ហាញឱ្យឃ�ើញពីរប�ៀបដែល
កាារបញ្ចូូ�លអភិិក្រ�មធ្វើ�ើ�ផែ�នកាារទីីក្រុ�ុងបែ�បនវាានុុវត្តតន៍៍ទៅ�ៅក្នុុ�ង
កាារគ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ងធនធាានទឹឹកក្នុុ�ងទីីក្រុ�ុង អាាចរួួមចំំណែ�កដល់់កាារកសាាង
ទីីក្រុ�ុងដែ�លគិិតគូូពីីបញ្ហាា�ទឹឹក ក្នុុ�ងបរិិបទនៃ�ដំំណើ�ើរកាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ទីីក្រុ�ុងដ៏៏
ឆាាប់់រហ័័ស និិងក្នុុ�ងកាាលៈៈទេ�សៈៈដែ�លសមត្ថថភាាពស្ថាា�ប័័ននៅ�ៅមាានកម្រិ�ិត
នៅ�ៅឡើ�ើយ
⁓ កំណត់ពីមុខងារសំខាន់ៗដែលអាចកែសម្រួលសម្រាប់ដំណ�ើរការធ្វើ
ផែ�នកាារ និិងអនុុវត្តតទីីក្រុ�ុងដែ�លគិិតគូូពីីបញ្ហាា�ទឹឹក ហើ�ើយដែ�លគួួរយក
មកប្រើ��ើប្រា�ាស់់ ដើ�ើម្បីី�កំំណត់ពីី
់ បុុរេេលក្ខខខណ្ឌឌសម្រា�ាប់់ថ្នាា�ក់់មូូលដ្ឋាា�ន និិង
ថ្នាា�ក់់ជាាតិិ
⁓ ប
 ង្ហាញពីការរចនាការស្រាវជ្រាវគម្រោង(PolyUrbanWaters)
ដែ�លមាានគោ�ោលដៅ�ៅចម្បបងអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍នូូវឧបករណ៍៍អភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ទីីក្រុ�ុងគិិតគូូ
ពីីបញ្ហាា�ទឹឹកបែ�បពហុុមណ្ឌឌល (Polycentric) ដែ�លអាាចយកទៅ�ៅ
អនុុវត្តតនៅ�ៅទីីកន្លែ�ែងផ្សេ�េងទៀ�ៀត ដែ�លនឹឹងមាានកាារធ្វើ�ើ�តេ�ស្តតផ្ទៀ�ៀ�ងផ្ទាា�ត់់នៅ�ៅ
កម្រិ�ិតមូូលដ្ឋាា�ន
⁓ ប
 ញ្ចូលការវិភាគ (ផ្ដល់ដ�ោយដៃគូនៃគម្រោង PolyUrbanWaters)
លើ�ើលក្ខខខណ្ឌឌនៃ�ក្រ�បខ័័ណ្ឌឌ និិងបទពិិសោ�ោធន៍៍នាានាាដែ�លពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនឹឹង
កាារផ្លាា�ស់់ប្ដូូ�រទីីក្រុ�ុងកម្រិ�ិតទីី ២ និិងកម្រិ�ិតទីី ៣ នៅ�ៅអាាស៊ីី�អាាគ្នេ�េយ៍៍ឱ្យយ
ក្លាា�យជាាទីីក្រុ�ុងដែ�លគិិតគូូពីីបញ្ហាា�ទឹឹក។
⁓ ព័ត៌មានបន្ថែមទ�ៀតអំពីលទ្ធផលគម្រោង និងព័ត៌មានបច្ចុប្បន្នភាព
នាានាាអាាចរកបាានលើ�ើគេ�ហទំំព័័រ www.polyurbanwaters.org.

បាាងកក ប៊ែ�ែកឡាំំ�ង ប្រី�ីមែ�ន គូូឡូូញ ហ៊ែ�ែមប៊ឺឺ�ក ហាាណូូយ ភ្នំំ�ពេ�ញ
សូូឡូូ យូូកយាាកាាតាា វៀ�ៀងចន្ទទន៍៍
ខែ� កុុម្ភៈៈ� ឆ្នាំំ�� ២០២១

តាាមរយៈៈកាារប្រើ��ើប្រា�ាស់់មធ្យោ�ោ�បាាយទាំំ�ងនេះ�ះ គម្រោ��ោងនេះ�ះរួួមចំំណែ�កដល់់
កាារធ្វើ�ើ�មូូលដ្ឋាា�ននីីយកម្មមគោ�ោលដៅ�ៅអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍ប្រ�កបដោ�ោយចីីរភាាព (SDG)
និិងរបៀ�ៀបវាារៈៈថ្មីី�នៃ�ទីីក្រុ�ុង តាាមរយៈៈកាារគាំំ�ទ្រ�ដល់់ដំំណើ�ើរដែ�លកំំណត់់
អនុុវត្តតនិិងពិិនិិត្យយតាាមដាានយុុទ្ធធសាាស្ត្រ�រនៅ�ៅកម្រិ�ិតមូូលដ្ឋាា�នដើ�ើម្បីី�ឈាានទៅ�ៅ
សម្រេ��ចទាំំ�ងនៅ�ៅកម្រិ�ិតសកល ថ្នាា�ក់់ជាាតិិ និិងថ្នាា�ក់់ក្រោ��ោមជាាតិិ។
របាាយកាារណ៍៍នេះ�ះផ្សសព្វវផ្សាា�យជូូនសាាធាារណជនដែ�លចាាប់់អាារម្មមណ៍៍អំំពីី
លទ្ធធផលនៃ�ដំំណាាក់់កាាលកំំណត់់ពីីសកម្មមភាាព(២០១៩-២០២០) នៃ�
គម្រោ��ោងគ្រ�ប់់គ្រ�ងធនធាានទឹឹកនៅ�ៅតំំបន់់ប្រ�ជុំំ�ជនតាាមបែ�បពហុុមណ្ឌឌល
(PolyUrbanWaters) ក្រោ��ោមកាារឧបត្ថថម្ភភថវិិកាាពីីក្រ�សួួងអប់់រំំ និិង
ស្រា�ាវជ្រា�ាវនៃ�សហព័័ន្ធធអាាល្លឺឺ�ម៉៉ង់់។ ផ្អែ�ែកតាាមដំំណើ�ើរកាារពិិគ្រោះ��ះ�យោ�ោបល់់
ជាាមួួយនឹឹងទីីក្រុ�ុងជាាដៃ�គូូនាានាានៅ�ៅអាាស៊ីី�អាាគ្នេ�េយ៍៍ ដៃ�គូូគម្រោ��ោងបាានរៀ�ៀបចំំ
នូូវទស្សសនទាានមួួយ សម្រា�ាប់់ដំំណាាក់់កាាលស្រា�ាវជ្រា�ាវនិិងអភិិវឌ្ឍឍន៍៍នៃ�
គម្រោ��ោងនេះ�ះ (២០២១-២០២៥) និិងបាានធ្វើ�ើ�កាារពិិនិិត្យយលើ�ើបទពិិសោ�ោធន៍៍
និិងនិិន្នាា�កាារនៃ�កាារអភិិវឌ្ឍឍទីីក្រុ�ុងប្រ�កបដោ�ោយចីីរភាាពនៅ�ៅក្នុុ�ងតំំបន់់ ចេ�ញពីី
ជ្រុ�ុងលិិខិិតបទដ្ឋាា�នគតិិយុុត្តត បច្ចេ�េកវិិទ្យាា� សេ�ដ្ឋឋកិិច្ចច រដ្ឋឋបាាល ស្ថាា�ប័័ន និិង
អេ�កូូឡូូស៊ីី�។ កាារងាារដែ�លបង្ហាា�ញដូូចតទៅ�ៅនេះ�ះ៖
⁓ បានកែសម្រួលអភិក្រម (Polycentric) សម្រាប់គ្រប់គ្រង
ធនធាានទឹឹកនៅ�ៅតំំបន់់ទីីក្រុ�ុង ឱ្យយស្រ�បតាាមឧបករណ៍៍អន្តតរវិិស័័យដែ�ល
ពាាក់់ព័័ន្ធធនាានាា ដើ�ើម្បីី�ប្រើ��ើប្រា�ាស់់សម្រា�ាប់់ធ្វើ�ើ�មូូលដ្ឋាា�ននីីយកម្មមរបៀ�ៀបវាារៈៈឆ្នាំំ��
២០៣០ និិងរបៀ�ៀបវាារៈៈថ្មីី�នៃ�ទីីក្រុ�ុង ជាាពិិសេ�សសម្រា�ាប់់តំំបន់់ប្រ�ជុំំ�ជន
កម្រិ�ិតទីី ២ និិងកម្រិ�ិតទីី ៣ នៅ�ៅអាាស៊ីី�អាាគ្នេ�េយ៍៍
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ບັັນດາຕົົວເມືືອງຢູ່່�ອາຊີີຕະເວັັນອອກສ່່ຽງໃຕ້້ (SEA) ແມ່່ນມີີຄວາມຫຼຼາກ
ຫຼຼາຍທີ່່�ສຸຸດ ເຊິ່່�ງເລີ່່�ມຕັ້້�ງແຕ່່ຕົົວເມືືອງເປັັນສູູນກາງທາງດ້້ານເສດຖະກິິດໂລກ
ຈົົນເຖິິງຕົົວເມືືອງທີ່່�ມີີພຽງແຕ່່ຕະຫຼຼາດນ້້ອຍໃນເຂດຫ່່າງໄກສອກຫຼີີ�ກ. ເຖິ່່�ງ
ແມ່່ນວ່່າ, ສ່່ວຍຫຼຼາຍແລ້້ວບັັນດາປະເທດທີ່່�ຢູ່່�ອາຊີີຕະເວັັນອອກສ່່ຽງໃຕ້້ ແມ່່ນ
ກັັບລັັງປະສົົບກັັບຄວາມຫຼຸຸ�ດໂຕນກັັນຫຼຼາຍທາງດ້້ານເສດໃນລະດັັບພາກພື້້�ນ
ໃນຊ່່ວງຕົ້້�ນທົົດສະວັັດທີີສາມຂອງສັັດຕະວັັດທີີ 21, ແຕ່່ກໍ່່�ຍັັງມີີຫຼຼາຍປະເທດ
ສາມາດບັັນລຸຸໄດ້້ ຫຼຼາຍຕົົວຊີີວັັດໃນກອບຂອງວາລະ 2030 ຂອງເປົ້້�າໝາຍ
ການພັັດທະນາແບບຍືືນຍົົງ (SDGs). ຕົົວຢ່່າງເຊັ່່�ນ, ມີີຄວາມຄືືບໜ້້າທີ່່�ສໍໍາ
ຄັັນໃນການບັັນລຸຸໄດ້້ SDG 4 (ການສຶຶກສາທີ່່�ມີີຄຸຸນນະພາບ) ແລະ SDG 9
(ອຸຸດສາຫະກໍໍາ, ນະວັັດຕະກໍໍາ ແລະ ພື້້�ນຖານໂຄງລ່່າງ). ແລະ ໃນທົົດສະວັັດ
ສຸຸດທ້້າຍ, ຍັັງໄດ້້ປະສົົບຜົົນສໍໍາເລັັດສູູງ ໃນການບັັນລຸຸໄດ້້ຕາມເປົ້້�າໝາຍ
SDG6 (ນໍ້້�າສະອາດ ແລະ ສຸຸຂາພິິບານ) “ການເຂົ້້�າເຖິິງການບໍໍລິິການນໍ້້�າດື່່�ມ
ສະອາດ ແລະ ປອດໄພ”. ແຕ່່ກໍ່່�ຍັັງມີີບາງຕົົວຊີ້້�ວັັດທີ່່�ມີີຄວາມຄືືບໜ້້າບໍ່່�ຫຼຼາຍ
ສ່່ວນຫຼຼາຍແລ້້ວແມ່່ນກ່່ຽວຂ້້ອງກັັບເປົ້້�າໝາຍຍ່່ອຍໃນດ້້ານທີ່່�ກ່່ຽວກັັບນໍ້້�າ
, ເຊັ່່�ນກໍໍລະນີີຂອງ SDG 11 (ຄວາມຍືືນຍົົງຂອງຊຸຸມຊົົນ ແລະ ຕົົວເມືືອງ)
ແລະ SDG 13 (ການດໍໍາເນີີນການ ກ່່ຽວກັັບດິິນຟ້້າອາກາດ) [1].
ນອກຈາກນີ້້�, ຜົົນສໍໍາເລັັດສໍໍາຄັັນຂອງວາລະ 2030 ແມ່່ນເກີີດຂຶ້້�ນໃນບັັນດາ
ຕົົວເມືືອງໃຫຍ່່. ເຊິ່່�ງຄາດຄະເນວ່່າພາຍໃນປີີ 2050, ເກືືອບ 70% ຂອງ
ມະນຸຸດ ແມ່່ນຕ້້ອງການອາໄສຢູ່່�ເຂດຕົົວເມືືອງ, ດັ່່�ງນັ້້�ນ, ທ່່າອ່່ຽງຂອງການ
ປ່່ຽນແປງຫຼຼາຍທີ່່�ສຸຸດໃນສັັດຕະວັັດທີີ 21 ຈະແມ່່ນການຫັັນປ່່ຽນເປັັນຕົົວ
ເມືືອງຫຼຼາຍຂຶ້້�ນ, ເຊິ່່�ງເຮັັດໃຫ້້ມີີການເພີ່່�ມທະວີີຄວາມເຂັ້້�ມແຂງໃນດ້້ານ
ເສດຖະກິິດ, ສັັງຄົົມ, ສິ່່�ງແວດລ້້ອມ, ໂອກາດ ແລະ ສິ່່�ງທ້້າທາຍດ້້ານວັັດທະ
ນະທໍໍາຫຼຼາຍຂື້້�ນ. ໃນວິິໃສທັັດຮ່່ວມກັັນເພື່່�ອອະນາຄົົດທີ່່�ຍືືນຍົົງ ແລະ ດີີຂຶ້້�ນ
ຂອງວະລະການພັັດທະນາຕົົວເມືືອງສະບັັບໃໝ່່ ແມ່່ນໄດ້້ເນັ້້�ນໜັັກກ່່ຽວກັັບ
ຄວາມສໍໍາຄັັນຂອງນໍ້້�າ ເພື່່�ອການພັັດທະນາຕົົວເມືືອງ ແລະ ການຕັ້້�ງຖິ່່�ນຖານ
ຂອງມະນຸຸດ. ດັ່່�ງນັ້້�ນ, ຂະບວນການວາງແຜນຜັັງເມືືອງຈໍໍາເປັັນຕ້້ອງມີີການວາງ
ແຜນ ແລະ ການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງແຫຼ່່�ງນໍ້້�າ ເຊິ່່�ງຕ້້ອງໄດ້້ພິິຈາລະນາເຖິິງຜົົນທີ່່�ຈະເກີີດ
ຂື້້�ນຕໍ່່�ກັັບພື້້�ນທີ່່�ຕົົວເມືືອງ ແລະ ຊົົນນະບົົດ ໃນລະດັັບທ້້ອງຖິ່່�ນ ແລະ ພາກພື້້�ນ
. ເພຶ່່�ອຮັັບປະກັັນການມີີສ່່ວນຮ່່ວມຂອງພາກສ່່ວນຕ່່າງໆ, ຜູ້້�ມີີສ່່ວນກ່່ຽວຂ້້ອງ
ແລະ ຊຸຸມຊົົນ ດັ່່�ງນັ້້�ນ, ວາລະການພັັດທະນາຕົົວເມືືອງສະບັັບໃໝ່່ ຈິ່່�ງໄດ້້
ຮຽກຮ້້ອງໃຫ້້ສ້້າງຄວາມເຂັ້້�ມແຂງດ້້ານພາລະບົົດບາດຂອງຕົົວເມືືອງນ້້ອຍ
, ກາງ ແລະ ໃຫຍ່່, ໃຫ້້ສາມາດເຂົ້້�າເຖິິງທີ່່�ຢູ່່�ອາໄສ, ພື້້�ນຖານໂຄງລ່່າງ ແລະ
ການບໍໍລິິການທີ່່�ມີີຄວາມຍືືນຍົົງ, ລາຄາບໍ່່�ແພງ, ພຽງພໍໍ, ໝັ້້�ນຄົົງທົົນທານ
, ມີີຄວາມປອດໄພ ແລະ ອໍໍານວຍຄວາມສະດວກໃນການເຊື່່�ອມໂຍງດ້້ານ
ການຄ້້າຢ່່າງມີີປະສິິດທິິພາບ ແລະ ມີີຄວາມຕໍ່່�ເນື່່�ອງລະຫວ່່າງຕົົວເມືືອງ ແລະ
ຊົົນນະບົົດ [2].
ມີີຫຼຼາຍໆຕົົວເມືືອງອັັບດັັບສອງ ແລະ ຕົົວເມືືອງນ້້ອຍ ໃນອາຊີີຕະເວັັນອອກ
ສຽງໃຕ້້ ກໍໍາລັັງປະສົົບກັັບການຂະຫຍາຍ ຕົົວຂອງຕົົວເມືືອງແບບໄວວາ ແຕ່່
ຍັັງຂາດການວາງແຜນ ແລະ ການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງການພັັດທະນາທີ່່�ດີີພໍໍ ເຊິ່່�ງສົ່່�ງຜົົນ
ໃຫ້້ມີີສິ່່�ງທ້້າທ້້າຍຄັັນຫຼຼາຍຢ່່າງເກີີດຂື້້�ນເຊັ່່�ນ: ການປົົກປ້້ອງແຫຼ່່�ງນໍ້້�າແບບຍືືນ
ຍົົງ; ການຫຼຸຸ�ດຄວາມສ່່ຽງຕໍ່່�ການປ່່ຽນແປງດິິນຟ້້າອາກາດ ແລະ ຄວາມສ່່ຽງ
ດ້້ານໄພພິິບັັດ; ແລະ ການສະໜອງການບໍໍລິິການສາທາລະນະທີ່່�ກ່່ຽວຂ້້ອງ
ກັັບນໍ້້�າ ທີ່່�ມີີປະສິິດຕິິພາບສໍໍາລັັບທຸຸກຄົົນ. ເວົ້້�າອີີກຢ່່າງໜື່່�ງ, ລັັດຖະບານຍັັງ
ມີີເງື່່�ອນໄຂບໍ່່�ພຽງພໍໍ ທີ່່�ຈະສ້້າງສ້້າງຕົົວເມືືອງໜ້້າຢູ່່�, ສາມາດປັັບຕົົວໄດ້້ຕໍ່່�ກັັບ
ການປ່່ຽນແປງດິິນຟ້້າອາກາດ ແລະ ຕົົວເມືືອງທີ່່�ເປັັນຂອງທຸຸກຄົົນ. ເຊິ່່�ງສ່່ວນ
ຫຼຼາຍແລ້້ວໜ່່ວຍງານຈັັດຕັ້້�ງປະຕິິບັັດຍັັງບໍ່່�ມີີຄວາມພ້້ອມທາງດ້້ານຄວາມອາດ
ສາມາດ, ຮູູບແບບການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງ ແລະ ການເງິິນທີ່່�ມີີປະສິິທິິພາບ, ລະບຽບ
ການບໍໍລິິຫານທີ່່�ພຽງພໍ່່� ແລະ ວິິທີີການທີ່່�ມີີປະສິິດທິິພາບ. ການບໍໍລິິຫານ
ຄຸ້້�ມຄອງຕົົວເມືືອງໃນອາຊີີຕະເວັັນອອກສ່່ຽງໃຕ້້ ເຫັັນວ່່າມີີຄວາມຫຍຸ້້�ງຍາກ
ທີ່່�ຈະພັັດທະນາ ແລະ ບົົວລະບັັດຮັັກສາພື້້�ນຖານໂຄງລ່່າງດ້້ານນໍ້້�າໃຫ້້ມີີປະ
ສິິທິິພາບ ແລະ ມີີຄວາມຍືືນຍົົງ ທີ່່�ຮັັບປະກັັນການສະໜອງການບໍໍລິິການ
ສາທາລະນະທີ່່�ກ່່ຽວກັັບນໍ້້�າ ແລະ ປ້້ອງກັັນແຫຼ່່�ງນໍ້້�າຂອງຂອງຕົົນເອງ.
ຜ່່ານມາຜູ້້�ຕັັດສິິນບັັນຫາ, ນັັກວິິຊາການ ແລະ ຜູ້້�ຈັັດຕັ້້�ງປະຕິິບັັດໂຕຈິິງ ເລີ່່�ມມີີ
ຄວາມເຫັັນກ່່ຽວກັັບການພັັດທະນາຕົົວເມືືອງຄ້້າຍຄືືກັັນວ່່າ ໃນສ້້າງຮູູບແບບ
ການວາງແຜນຜັັງເມືືອງ ແລະ ການພັັດທະນາພື້້�ນຖານໂຄງລ່່າງກ່່ຽວກັັບນໍ້້�າ
ແບບເກົ່່�າທີ່່�ເຄີີຍປະຕິິບັັດມານັ້້�ນ ແມ່່ນບໍ່່�ສາມາຮັັບມືືກັັບສິ່່�ງທ້້າທາຍໃນການ
ພັັດທະນາຂອງບັັນດາຕົົວເມືືອງໄດ້້ ເພາະວ່່າຮູູບແບບການພັັດທະນາ ແບບເກົ່່�າ
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ນັ້້�ນ ບໍ່່�ສະທ້້ອນໃຫ້້ເຫັັນຄວາມເປັັນຈິິງ, ຄວາມຕ້້ອງການ, ຄວາມອາດສາມາດ
ຂອງຕົົວເມືືອງ. ດັ່່�ງນັ້້�ນ, ພາກສ່່ວນທີ່່�ກ່່ຽວຂ້້ອງຄວນພິິຈາລະນາຄືືນໃໝ່່ ເຖິິງ
ວິິທີີການວາງແຜນ ແລະ ແຜນການຈັັດຕັ້້�ງປະຕິິບັັດໃນປະຈຸຸບັັນ ລວມທັັງ
ວິິທີີການການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງແຫຼ່່�ງນໍ້້�າໃນຕົົວເມືືອງທີ່່�ເໜັ້້�ນສະເພາະແຕ່່ພາກສ່່ວນ
ໃດພາກສ່່ວນໜຶ່່�ງນັ້້�ນຄວນລຶຶບລ້້າງອອກ ແລະ ສ້້າງຄວາມເຂົ້້�າໃຈຕໍ່່�ບັັນຫາ
ການພັັດທະນາຕົົວເມືືອງແບບຮອບດ້້ານ. ການພັັດທະນາພື້້�ນຖານໂຄງລ່່າງ
ຕ້້ອງສາມາດດັັດປັັບໄດ້້, ເຊື່່�ອມສານ ແລະ ມີີຮູູບແບບດຳຳ�ເນີີນງານດ້້ານການ
ເງິິນທີ່່�ຍືືນຍົົງ ເຊິ່່�ງສາມາດດັັດປັັບໃຫ້້ແທດເໝາະການພັັດທະນາ ແລະ ຄວາມ
ຕ້້ອງການຂອງຕົົວເມືືອງໃນແຕ່່ລະໄລຍະໄດ້້. ນອກຈາກນີ້້� ຍັັງຄວນພິິຈາລະນາ
ໃນການສ້້າງໂຄ່່ງຮ່່າງການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງແບບໃໝ່່ໃນລະດັັບຕົົວເມືືອງ ແລະ ເມືືອງ
ທີ່່�ຢູ່່�ອ້້ອມແອ້້ມ ເຊິ່່�ງລວມມີີອໍໍານາດການປົົກຄອງເມືືອງ, ຊຸຸມຊົົນ, ປະຊາຊົົນ,
ພາກສ່່ວນເອກະຊົົນ, ສະຖາບັັນດ້້ານສັັງຄົົມຕ່່າງໆ ແລະ ສະຖາບັັນການສຶຶກສາ
. ເຊິ່່�ງພາກສ່່ວນເຫຼົ່່��ານີ້້�ຄວນເຫັັນດີີ ແລະ ອະນຸຸຍາດ ໃຫ້້ນໍໍາໃຊ້້ຮູູບແບບການ
ພັັດທະນາແບບໃໝ່່ໂດຍການໃຊ້້ວິິທີີການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງແຫຼ່່�ງນໍ້້�າແບບບໍ່່�ລວມສູູນ.
ໃນການປ່່ຽນແປງຂອງຕົົວເມືືອງແບບຮອບດ້້ານ ແມ່່ນອາດອີີງໃສ່່ບັັນດາແນວ
ຄວາມຄິິດຕໍ່່�ໄປນີ້້�ເຊັ່່�ນ “ຕົົວເມືືອງທີ່່�ຄຸ້້�ມຄອງນໍ້້�າໄດ້້ແບບຮອບດ້້ານ (watersensitive cities)” [3] ຫຼືື� “ການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງນໍ້້�າໃນຕົົວເມືືອງແບບສະຫຼຼາດ
(water-wise cities)” ເປັັນແນວທາງໃນການປະຕິິບັັດ [4].
ເຖິິງແມ່່ນວ່່າຈະມີີຫຼຼາຍວິິທີີການ, ເຄື່່�ອງມືື ແລະ ປະສົົບການໃນການການ
ພັັດທະນານໍ້້�າໃນຕົົວເມືືອງ ທີ່່�ມີີຢູ່່�ໃນທົ່່�ວໂລກແລ້້ວ ແຕ່່ຍັັງບໍ່່�ທັັນແທດເໝາະ
ໃນບາງດ້້ານ ສໍໍາລັັບຕົົວເມືືອງອັັນດັັບສອງ ແລະ ຕົົວເມືືອງນ້້ອຍ ໃນຂົົງເຂດ
ອາຊີີຕະເວັັນອອກສ່່ຽງໃຕ້້. ເຊິ່່�ງບັັນຫານີ້້� ແມ່່ນຈະໄດ້້ຮັັບການແກ້້ໄຂໂດຍ
ການຄົ້້�ນຄວ້້າແບບວິິຊາການຂອງໂຄງການ “ວິິທີີການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງນໍ້້�າໃນຕົົວເມືືອງ
ດ້້ວຍຮູູບແບບບໍ່່�ລວມສູູນ ຢູ່່�ອາຊີີຕະເວັັນອອກສຽງໃຕ້້” ໃນນີ້້�ລວມມີີບັັນດາ
ຕົົວເມືືອງ, ສະຖາບັັນ, ອົົງການຈັັດຕັ້້�ງສາກົົນ ຈາກກໍໍາປູູເຈຍ, ອິິນໂດເນເຊຍ,
ລາວ, ໄທ ແລະ ຫວຽດນາມ ທີ່່�ຈະຮ່່ວມກັັນພັັດທະນາວິິທີີການ ແລະ ເຄື່່�ອງມືື
ສໍໍາລັັບການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງນໍ້້�າ ເພື່່�ອສ້້າງຕົົວເມືືອງອັັນດັັບສອງ ແລະ ຕົົວເມືືອງນ້້ອຍ
ທີ່່�ຢູ່່�ໃນພາກພື້້�ນ.
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ກໍານົດໄດ້ວ່າຮູບແບບໃດ ແລະ ຂໍ້ກໍານົດໃດທີ່ຄວນສ້າງຂື້ນໃນລະດັບ
ທ້ອງຖິ່ນ ແລະ ລະດັບຊາດ.
ນໍາສະເໜີຮູບແບບການຄົ້ນຄວ້າ ຂອງໂຄງການຄຸ້ມຄອງນໍ້າແບບບໍ່ລວມ
ສູນ, ເຊິ່ງມີເປົ້າໝາຍຫຼັກ ທີ່ຈະພັດທະນາເຄື່ອງມືທີ່ສາມາດດັດປັບໄດ້
ສໍາລັບການຄຸ້ມຄອງນໍ້າໃນຕົວເມືອງແບບຮອບດ້ານດ້ວຍຮູບແບບ
ບໍ່ລວມສູນ, ເຊິ່ງຈະມີການທົດສອບຄວາມຖືກຕ້ອງຂອງເຄຶ່ອງມືໃນ
ລະດັບທ້ອງຖິ່ນ ແລະ
ນໍາສະເໜີຜົນຂອງການວິໄຈ (ທີ່ກໍານົດໂດຍເຄືອຂ່າຍຄູ່ຮ່ວມມື
PolyUrbanWaters) ໃນດ້ານເງື່ ອນໄຂຂອບເຂດວຽກ ແລະ
ຂໍ້ມູນ ທີ່ຕິດພັນກັບການຄຸ້ມຄອງນໍ້າແບບຮອບດ້ານ ຢູ່ຕົວເມືອງອັນດັບ
ສອງ ແລະ ຕົວເມືອງນ້ອຍໃນອາຊີຕະເວັນອອກສ່ຽງໃຕ້.

ຜົົນໄດ້້ຮັັບ ແລະ ຄວາມຄືືບໝ້້າເພີ່່�ມເຕີີມສາມາເຂົ້້�າເບິ່່�ງໄດ້້ທີີເວັັບໄຊ໌໌ສ
www.polyurbanwaters.org.
ບາງກອກ, ເບີີລິິນ, ເບຣເມັັນ, ໂຄໂລນ, ຮໍໍາເບີີກ, ຮາໂນ່່ຍ, ພະນົົມເປັັນ,
ໂຊໂລ, ຈອກຈາກາຕາ, ນະຄອນຫຼຼວງວຽງຈັັນ,
ກຸຸມພາ 2021 February 2021

ດ້້ວຍວິິທີີການທີ່່�ກ່່າວນີ້້�, ໂຄງການຈະປະກອບສ່່ວນໃນການນໍໍາເອົົາ ເປົ້້�າໝາຍ
ການພັັດທະນາແບບຍືືນຍົົງ ແລະ ວາລະການພັັດທະນາຕົົວເມືືອງສະບັັບໃໝ່່
ມາຈັັດຕັ້້�ງປະຕິິບັັດຢູ່່�ໃນທ້້ອງຖິ່່�ນ ໂດຍການສະໜັັບສະໜູູນບັັນດາກິິດກໍໍາຕ່່າງ
ໆທີ່່�ຈະກໍໍານົົດການຈັັດຕັ້້�ງປະຕິິບັັດ ແລະ ການຕິິດຕາມ ການຈັັດຕັ້້�ງປະຕິິບັັດ
ໃນຂັ້້�ນທ້້ອງຖິ່່່�ນ ເພຶ່່�ອບັັນລຸຸໄດ້້ເປົ້້້�າໝາຍລະດັັບຊາດ, ອະນຸຸພາກພື້້�ນ, ແລະ
ລະດັັບໂລກ.
ນີ້້�ແມ່່ນບົົດລາຍງານຜົົນໄດ້້ຮັັບຈາກໄລຍະກໍໍານົົດເປົ້້�າໝາຍ (2019–2020)
ຂອງໂຄງການຄຸ້້�ມຄອງນໍ້້�າແບບບໍ່່�ລວມສູູນ (PolyUrbanWaters), ໃຫ້້
ທຶຶນຊ່່ວຍເຫຼືື�ອໂດຍກະຊວງສຶຶກສາທິິການ ແລະ ການຄົົນຄ້້ວາ (BMBF),
ເຊິ່່�ງໄດ້້ເຜີີຍແຜ່່ບົົດລາຍງານນີ້້� ໃຫ້້ຜູ້້�ທີ່່�ສົົນໃຈ. ອີີງຕາມການປືືກສາຫາລືືກັັນ
ຢ່່າງຕັ້້�ງໜ້້າລະຫວ່່າງຕົົວເມືືອງທີ່່�ເປັັນຄູ່່�ຮ່່ວມມືືກັັນໃນອາຊີີຕະເວັັນອອກສຽງ
ໃຕ້້, ທີ່່�ໄດ້້ຮ່່ວມກັັນກໍໍານົົດແນວຄວາມຄິິດທີ່່�ຈະນໍໍາໄປປະຕິິບັັດໃນໄລຍະການ
ຄົ້້�ນຄວ້້າ ແລະ ພັັດທະນາຂອງໂຄງການ (2021–2025) ແລະ ດໍໍາເນີີນ
ການຖອດຖອນບົົນຮຽນຈາກບັັນດາກະລະນີີສຶຶກສາ ແລະ ທ່່າອ່່ຽງຂອງ
ການພັັດທະນາຕົົວເມືືອງແບບຍືືນຍົົງໃນດ້້ານລະບຽບການ, ເຕັັກໂນໂລຊີີ
, ເສດຖະກິິດ, ການບໍໍລິິຫານ, ສະຖາບັັນ, ແລະ ນິິເວດວິິທະຍາ, ເຊິ່່�ງໄດ້້ສັັງ
ລວມໝ້້າວຽກດັ່່�ງນີ້້�:
⁓

⁓

⁓

ກໍານົດກອບແນວທາງໃນການນໍາເອົາ ວິທີການຄຸ້ມຄອງນໍ້າໃນຕົວ
ເມືອງແບບບໍ່ລວມສູນ ມາເປັນເຄື່ອງມືສໍາລັບການພັດທະນາຕາມວາລະ
2030 ແລະ ວາລະການພັດທະນາຕົວເມືອງສະບັບໃໝ່, ໂດຍເນັ້ນໃສ່
ຕົວເມືອງອັນດັບສອງ ແລະ ຕົວເມືອງນ້ອຍ ທີ່ຢູ່ໃນຂົງເຂດອາຊີຕະເວັນ
ອອກສຽງໃຕ້.
ນໍາສະເໜີຜົນທີ່ຈະໄດ້ຮັບຈາກ ກອບແນວຄວາມຄິດສໍາລັບວິທີການ
ເຊື່ອມສານນະວັດຕະກໍາຂອງວິທີການວາງແຜນຜັງເມືອງ ເຂົ້າກັບການ
ຄຸ້ມຄອງນໍ້າໃນຕົວເມືອງ ເພື່ອສ້າງຕົວເມືອງສາມາດຄຸ້ມຄອງນ�້ຳໄດ້
ແບບຮອບດ້ານ ພາຍໃຕ້ຮູບແບບຂອງຕົວເມືອງທີ່ມີການປຽນແປງ
ແບບໄວວາ ແລະ ໜ່ວຍງານຄຸ້ມຄອງທີ່ມີຄວາມອາສາມາດຈໍາກັດ.
ກໍານົດກິດຈະກໍາຫຼັກ ໃນດ້ານການວາງແຜນ ແລະ ຈັດຕັ້ງປະຕິບັດ
ວຽກງານການຄຸ້ມຄອງນ�້ຳໃນຕົວເມືອງ ແບບຮອບດ້ານ ທີ່ສາມາດ
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คำ �แปล
Thai

ภู มิ
ู ภ
ิ าคเอเชี ย
ั ออกเฉี ย
ี งใต้้ (SEA) ประกอบด้ ว้ ยเมื อ
ื งต่่าง ๆ
ี ตะวั น
ที่�มี
่ ค
ี วามหลากหลายเป็ น
็ อย่่างมาก เพราะมี ตั้้
ี ง� แต่่เมื อ
ื งระดั บ
ั
ศู น
ู ย์์กลางเศรษฐกิ จิ โลกไปจนถึ ง
ึ เมื อ
ื งที่�มี
่ เี พี ย
ี งตลาดชุ มช
ุ นเล็ ็ก ๆ
ในพื้้�นที่�ห่
่ า่ งไกล ถึ ง
ึ แม้ ว่้ า่ ภู มิ
ู ภ
ิ าคนี้้�เผชิ ญ
ั ปั ญ
ั หาความเหลื่่�อมล้ำำ��
ิ กั บ
ทางเศรษฐกิ จิ อยู่่�มาก เมื่่�อเปรี ย
ี บเที ย
ี บระหว่่างประเทศสมาชิ ก
ิ ภายใน
ภู มิ
ู ภ
ิ าคเดี ย
ี วกั น
ั ในช่่วงต้ น
้ ทศวรรษที่่� 3 ของศตวรรษที่่� 21 แต่่
ประเทศส่่วนใหญ่่ก็ ส
็ ามารถดำำ�เนิ น
ิ กิ จิ กรรมจนบรรลุ ผ
ุ ลตามตััวชี้้วั� ด
ั
อย่่างมี นั
ี ย
ั สำำ�คั ัญ ตามเป้ า้ หมายการพั ฒ
ั นาที่�ยั่่
่ ง� ยื น
ื (SDGs) ค.ศ.
2030 (พ.ศ. 2573) ยกตััวอย่่างเช่่น สามารถบรรลุ เุ ป้ า้ หมาย SDG
4 (คุ ณ
ุ ภาพการศึ ก
ึ ษา) และ SDG 9 (อุ ุตสาหกรรม นวั ต
ั กรรม และ
โครงสร้ า้ งพื้้�นฐาน) ได้้ นอกจากนี้้�ในช่่วงทศวรรษที่�ผ่
่ า่ นมาเอเชี ย
ั
ี ตะวั น
ออกเฉี ย
ี งใต้ ้ยั ง
ั สามารถบรรลุ เุ ป้ า้ หมาย SDG 6 (น้ำำ��สะอาดและ
สุ ข
ุ าภิ บ
ิ าล) ในตััวชี้้วั� ด
ั ด้ า้ น “การเข้ า้ ถึ ง
ึ บริ ก
ิ ารน้ำำ�ดื่่
� � มที่ป
่� ลอดภั ย
ั ”
อย่่างไรก็ ต
็ ามพบว่่าการดำำ�เนิ น
ิ การตามเป้ า้ หมายย่่อยอื่่�นที่เ� ่ กี่่ย
� วข้ อ
้ ง
กั บ
ั น้ำำ��ส่ว่ นใหญ่่มี ค
ี วามคื บ
ื หน้ า้ เพี ย
ี งเล็ ก
็ น้ อ
้ ย เช่่น เป้ า้ หมาย SDG
11 (เมื อ
ื งและชุ มช
ุ นที่�ยั่่
่ ง� ยื น
ื ) และ SDG 13 (การดำำ�เนิ น
ิ การด้ า้ น
สภาพภู มิ
ู อ
ิ ากาศ) [1]
นอกจากนี้้� พบว่่าการดำำ�เนิ น
ิ การส่่วนใหญ่่ที่ต
� ่ อบโจทย์์วาระการพั ฒ
ั นา
ที่�ยั่่
่ ง� ยื น
ื ค.ศ. 2030 (พ.ศ. 2573) มัักเกิ ดขึ้้
ิ น
� ในเขตเมื อ
ื ง มี ก
ี ารคาด
การณ์์ว่า่ ภายในปีี ค.ศ. 2050 (พ.ศ. 2593) มนุ ษ
ุ ย์ ส่
์ ว่ นใหญ่่เกื อ
ื บ
70% จะอาศััยอยู่่�ในเขตเมื อ
ื ง ดัังนั้้น
้ การเปลี่่ย
� นแปลงสำำ�คั ัญ
� แนวโน้ ม
ที่่จ
� ะพบได้ บ่
้ อ
่ ยมากในศตวรรษที่่� 21 นี้้คื
� ือ “นคราภิ ิวั ต
ั น์ ”์ หรื อื การ
พั ฒ
ั นาเมื อ
ื ง (urbanization) และปรากฏการณ์์นี้้จ
� ะนำำ�มาซึ่ง่� ความ
ท้ า้ ทายและโอกาสทางเศรษฐกิ ิจ สัังคม สิ่่ง� แวดล้ อ
้ ม และวั ฒ
ั นธรรมที่่�
มี นั
ี ย
ั สำำ�คั ญ
ั ยิ่่ง
ั นาเมื อ
ื งใหม่่ (New Urban
� ขึ้้�น วาระการพั ฒ
Agenda – NUA) กำำ�หนดวิ สั
ิ ย
ั ทั ศน์
ั ร่์ วม
่ ในการสร้ า้ งอนาคตที่�ดี
่ แ
ี ละ
ยั่่ง� ยื น
ื ยิ่่ง
้ ย้ำำ�� ถึ ง
ึ ความสำำ�คั ญ
ั ในการจััดการน้ำำ�� เพื่่�อการ
� ขึ้้�น พร้ อ้ มเน้ น
พั ฒ
ั นาเมื อ
ื งและการตั้้ง� ถิ่่น
ุ ย์์ ดัังนั้้น
ี ารวาง
� เมื่่�อมี ก
� ฐานของมนุ ษ
ผัังเมื อ
ื งจำำ�เป็ น
็ จะต้ อ
้ งวางแผนและจััดการทรั พ
ั ยากรน้ำำ�� อย่่างบู รู ณา
การ โดยคำำ�นึ ง
ึ ถึ ง
ึ ผลกระทบที่จ
� ่ ะเกิ ดต่
ิ อ
่ พื้้�นที่เ� ่ มื อ
ื งและพื้้�นที่ช
� ่ นบท ทั้้ง
�
ในระดั บ
ั ท้ อ
้ งถิ่่น
ั ประเทศ เพื่่�อให้ มั่่
้ น
ี ว่ นได้ ส่
้ ว่ นเสี ย
ี
� ใจว่่าผู้้�มี ส่
� และระดั บ
ชุ มช
ุ น และภาคส่่วนต่่าง ๆ ได้ มี
้ ส่
ี ว่ นร่่วมอย่่างกว้ า้ งขวาง โดยวาระ
การพั ฒ
ั นาเมื อ
ื งใหม่่เรี ย
ี กร้ อ้ งให้ เ้ มื อ
ื งขนาดเล็ ก
็ และขนาดกลางเข้ า้
มามี บ
ี ทบาทในการช่่วยสร้ า้ งความมั่่น
� คงทางอาหารและโภชนาการ ช่่วย
จััดหาและสร้ า้ งที่อ่� ยู่่�อาศััย โครงสร้ า้ งพื้้�นฐาน ตลอดจนให้ บ
้ ริ ก
ิ ารเพื่่�อ
ตอบสนองความต้ อ
้ งการขั้้น
่ ง� ยื น
ื ในราคาที่�จั่ บ
ั ต้ อ
้ งได้้
� พื้้�นฐานที่�ยั่่
เพี ย
ี งพอต่่อการดำำ�รงชี วิี ต
ิ ใช้ ง้ านได้ น
้ าน และปลอดภั ัย ตลอดจน
ดำำ�เนิ น
ิ การเพื่่�อส่่งเสริ ม
ิ ให้ เ้ กิ ดว
ิ งจรการค้ า้ ที่�มี
่ ป
ี ระสิ ทธิ
ิ ภ
ิ าพและ
มั่่น
ื งกั บ
ั พื้้�นที่ช
� ่ นบท [2]
� คงระหว่่างพื้้�นที่เ� ่ มื อ
เมื อ
ื งรองประเภททุ ติ
ุ ย
ิ ภู มิ
ู แ
ิ ละตติ ย
ิ ภู มิ
ู ห
ิ ลายเมื อ
ื งในเอเชี ย
ั
ี ตะวั น
ออกเฉี ย
ี งใต้ ้กำ�ลั
ำ ง
ั เผชิ ญ
ั หาจากการเติ บ
ิ โตอย่่างรวดเร็ ว็ ในขณะ
ิ ปั ญ
ที่เ� ่ มื อ
ื งเหล่่านี้้�ยั ง
ั ขาดการวางแผนและการจััดการที่�ดี
่ เี พี ย
ี งพอ
ปรากฏการณ์์นี้้ส่
� ง
่ ผลให้ เ้ มื อ
ื งต้ อ
้ งเจอกั บ
ั ความท้ า้ ทายที่�สำ
่ �คั
ำ ญ
ั หลาย
ประการ ได้ แ
้ ก่่ การอนุ รัุ ก
ั ษ์์ทรั พ
ั ยากรน้ำำ�� อย่่างยั่่ง� ยื น
ื การลดความ
เสี่่ย
� งจากการเปลี่่ย
� นแปลงทางสภาพภู มิ
ู อ
ิ ากาศและภั ย
ั พิ บั
ิ ติ
ั ิ และการ
บริ ก
ิ ารน้ำำ��สาธารณะสำำ�หรั บ
ั ประชาชนอย่่างมี ป
ี ระสิ ทธิ
ิ ภ
ิ าพ กล่่าวอี ีก
นั ย
ั หนึ่่ง
� ก็ ็คื ือ ผู้้�มี อำ
ี �ำ นาจยัังไม่่มี ศั
ี ก
ั ยภาพเพี ย
ี งพอที่จ
� ่ ะสร้ า้ งเมื อ
ื ง
ให้ มี
้ คุ
ี ณ
ุ ภาพเพี ย
ี งพอสำำ�หรั บ
ั การอยู่่�อาศััยของประชาชน ให้ ท
้ นต่่อ
ความเปลี่่ย
� นแปลงทางสภาพภู มิ
ู อ
ิ ากาศ และให้ มี
้ ค
ี วามเป็ น
็ เมื อ
ื งของ
ทุ ก
ุ คนที่ส
�่ ามารถตอบโจทย์์ทุ ก
ุ ความต้ อ
้ งการ บ่่อยครั้้งจึ
ึ พบว่่าตััว
� ง
องค์์กรที่บ
� ่ ริ ห
ิ ารเมื อ
ื งเองนั้้น
ิ าร
� ขาดความพร้ อ้ มในการเข้ า้ มาบริ ห
ไม่่มี แ
ี นวทางในการจััดการและการบริ ห
ิ ารการเงิ น
ิ ที่่�ดี เี พี ย
ี งพอ
ตลอดจนไม่่มี ข้
ี อ
้ บัังคั บ
ั สำำ�หรั บ
ั การปกครองและขั้้น
ิ
� ตอนการดำำ�เนิ น
การที่�รั่ ดกุ
ั ม
ุ ทำำ�ให้ อ
้ งค์์กรเหล่่านี้้�ประสบปั ญ
ั หาด้ า้ นการพั ฒ
ั นา จึ งึ ไม่่
สามารถคงประสิ ทธิ
ิ ภ
ิ าพของโครงสร้ า้ งพื้้�นฐานสำำ�หรั บ
ั การให้ บ
้ ริ ก
ิ าร
น้ำำ�� ให้ มี
้ ค
ี วามยั่่ง� ยื น
ื ได้้ ไม่่สามารถสร้ า้ งกลไกการบริ ก
ิ ารน้ำำ��สาธารณะที่่�
ครบวงจรได้้ และไม่่สามารถอนุ รัุ ก
ั ษ์์แหล่่งทรั พ
ั ยากรน้ำำ�� ที่ต
� ่ นมี ไี ว้ ไ้ ด้้
]3[
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ที่�ผ่
่ า่ นมา ผู้้�มี อำ
ี �ำ นาจในการกำำ�หนดนโยบาย นัักวิ ช
ิ าการ ตลอดจนผู้้�
ปฏิ ิบั ติ
ั ง
ิ านด้ า้ นการพั ฒ
ั นาเมื อ
ื งเริ่่ม
็ ตรงกั น
ั ว่่ารู ป
ู แบบการวาง
� เห็ น
ผัังเมื อ
ื งและการพั ฒ
ั นาโครงสร้ า้ งพื้้�นฐานที่่เ� กี่่ย
� วข้ อ
้ งกั บ
ั น้ำำ�� แบบเดิ ม
ิ
ที่เ� ่ คยใช้ อ
ี งพออี ก
ี ต่่อไป เพราะเมื อ
ื งต้ อ
้ งเผชิ ญ
้ ยู่่�นั้้น
ิ กั ับ
� คงไม่่เพี ย
ความท้ า้ ทายรู ป
ู แบบใหม่่ดั ง
ั ที่่ก
� ล่่าวข้ า้ งต้ ้น เพราะแบบแผนแบบเดิ ม
ิ
นั้้น
้ งกั บ
ั สภาพจริ งิ ความต้ อ
้ งการ และศัักยภาพของ
� ไม่่สอดคล้ อ
เมื อ
ื ง ดัังนั้้น
� วข้ อ
้ งควรคิ ด
ิ ใหม่่ทำ�ำ ใหม่่ โดยการปรั บ
ั กระบวน
� ผู้้�ที่เ� ่ กี่่ย
ทั ศน์
ั ใ์ นการวางแผนและเปลี่่ย
� นแผนปฏิ ิบั ติ
ั ง
ิ านที่่ใ� ช้ อ
ิ ให้้
้ ยู่่�เดิ ม
สอดคล้ อ
้ งกั บ
ั ปั ญ
ั หา เนื่่�องจากการจััดการทรั พ
ั ยากรน้ำำ��สำ�ำ หรั บ
ั เมื อ
ื ง
ไม่่ควรจะถู ก
ู บริ ห
ิ ารแบบแยกส่่วน (sector-focused) แต่่ควรถู ก
ู
ควบรวมไว้ ใ้ นแผนการบริ ห
ิ ารแบบบู รู ณาการเพื่่�อให้ เ้ กิ ด
ิ การพั ฒ
ั นา
เมื อ
ื งแบบองค์์รวม โดยต้ อ
้ งคำำ�นึ ง
ึ ว่่าเมื่่�อมี ก
ี ารพั ฒ
ั นางานส่่วนใด
จำำ�เป็ น
็ จะต้ อ
้ งคำำ�นึ ง
ึ ถึ ง
ึ ประโยชน์์ที่จ
� ่ ะเกิ ดกั
ิ บ
ั งานส่่วนอื่่�นด้ ว้ ย
(cross-cutting) ส่่วนการพั ฒ
ั นาโครงสร้ า้ งพื้้�นฐานควรดำำ�เนิ น
ิ การ
ไปที ล
ี ะส่่วนอย่่างยั่่ง� ยื น
ื (sustainable modular) โดยคำำ�นึ ง
ึ ถึ ึง
ศัักยภาพในการปรั บ
ั เปลี่่ย
� นในภายหลัังให้ ส
้ อดคล้ อ
้ งกั บ
ั แนวทางการ
พั ฒ
ั นาและความต้ อ
้ งการของเมื อ
ื งในอนาคต นอกจากนี้้ค
� วร
พิ จิ ารณากำำ�หนดโครงสร้ า้ งการเมื อ
ื งปกครองใหม่่ ที่่ค
� รอบคลุ ม
ุ ไปถึ ึง
การปกครองในภาคส่่วนต่่าง ๆ ที่่เ� กี่่ย
� วข้ อ
้ งกั บ
ั เมื อ
ื ง ชุ มช
ุ น ประชาชน
ภาคเอกชน ภาคประชาสัังคม และสถาบั น
ั การศึ ก
ึ ษา ควรเป็ น
็ ไปใน
ลัักษณะที่เ� ่ อื้้�อต่่อการจััดการทรั พ
ั ยากรน้ำำ�ร่
� วมกั
่
ัน (polycentric)
โดยการพั ฒ
ั นาเมื อ
ื งที่่ร� อบด้ า้ นดัังที่่ก
� ล่่าวข้ า้ งต้ น
้ นั้้น
� อาจอาศััย
แนวคิ ิด เช่่น “เมื อ
ื งรั ก
ั ษ์์น้ำ��ำ ” (water-sensitive cities) [4] หรื อ
ื
“เมื อ
ื งรั ก
ั น้ำำ��” (water-wise cities) [5] มาเป็ น
็ แนวทางในการ
ดำำ�เนิ น
ิ การ
ถึ งแม้ จะสามารถเข้ าถึ งข้ อมู ลด้ านยุ ทธศาสตร์ เครื่องมื อ และ
กรณี ศึ กษาในการพั ฒนาเมื องรั กษ์น�้ำ ได้ ทัว่ ไปจากทัวท
่ ุ กมุ มโลก
แต่พบว่ายั งขาดองค์ความรู ้ ที่ จำ�เป็ นต้ องใช้ สำ �หรั บการจั ดการเมื อง
ทุ ติ ยภู มิ และตติ ยภู มิ ในเอเชี ยตะวั นออกเฉี ยงใต้ หรื อถ้ ามี ก็เป็ น
กรณี ศึ กษาแยกที่ ไม่ครอบคลุ มเพี ยงพอ เพื่ อตอบโจทย์ดั งกล่าว
จึ งมี การริ เริ่มโครงการวิ จั ยสหวิ ทยาการเชิ งปฏิ บั ติ การเพื่ อหา
“แนวทางร่วมในการบริ หารจั ดการทรั พยากรน้ำ�ในเขตเมื องสำ �หรั บ
ภู มิ ภาคเอเชี ยตะวั นออกเฉี ยงใต้ ” ขึ้ น โดยภายใต้ โครงการนี้ ผู้
บริ หารเมื อง สถาบั นการศึ กษา และองค์กรภาคประชาสั งคมจาก
ประเทศกั มพู ชา เยอรมนี อิ นโดนี เซี ย ลาว ไทย และเวี ยดนาม มี
โอกาสได้ ทำ�งานร่วมกั นเพื่ อคิ ดค้ นแนวทางและเครื่องมื อเพื่ อรองรั บ
การสร้ างเมื องรองรั กษ์น�้ำ (เมื องทุ ติ ยภู มิ และเมื องตติ ยภู มิ )
ภายในภู มิ ภาค

⁓ ก
 �ำหนดบริบทแนวทางร่วมในการบริหารจัดการทรัพยากรน�้ำใน
เขตเมืือง เพื่่� อสร้้างเครื่่�องมืือสำำ�หรัับการใช้้งานร่่วมกัันสำำ�หรัับ
การดำำ�เนิินงานให้้บรรลุุเป้้าหมายตามวาระการพััฒนาที่่�ยั่่ง� ยืืน
ค.ศ. 2030 (พ.ศ. 2573) โดยเฉพาะในมิิติิของเมืืองทุุติิยภููมิแ
ิ ละ
ตติิยภููมิใิ นเอเชีียตะวัันออกเฉีียงใต้้
⁓ น
 �ำเสนอประโยชน์ที่จะได้รบ
ั จากกรอบแนวคิดในการบูรณาการ
แนวทางการวางผัังเมืืองด้้วยนวััตกรรมเข้้ากัับการจััดการ
ทรััพยากรน้ำำ��ในเขตเมืือง ในการสร้้างเมืืองรัักษ์์น้ำ��ภ
ำ ายใต้้บริิบท
ที่่�เมืืองเผชิิญกัับการเปลี่่�ยนแปลงอย่่างรวดเร็็วแต่่องค์์กรที่่�มีี
อำำ�นาจในการจััดการมีีขีดศั
ี ักยภาพที่่�จำ�กั
ำ ัด
⁓ ก
 �ำหนดภารกิจหลักในด้านการวางแผนและด�ำเนินงานเมืองรักษ์
น้ำำ�� ตลอดจนศึึกษาปััจจััยสนัับสนุุนที่่�ต้้องดำำ�เนิินการก่่อนใน
ระดัับท้้องถิ่่�นและระดัับประเทศเพื่่� อให้้สามารถปฏิิบัติ
ั ิงานตาม
ภารกิิจหลัักดัังกล่่าวได้้
⁓ น
 �ำเสนอวิธวี จ
ิ ย
ั ส�ำหรับโครงการโพลีเออร์แบนวอเตอร์ส โดยมี
เป้้าหมายหลัักคืือการสร้้างเครื่่�องมืือที่่�ปรัับเปลี่่�ยนได้้ตามขนาด
ของงาน เพื่่� อการร่่วมจัด
ั การน้ำำ��ในการพััฒนาเมืืองรัักษ์์น้ำ��ำ โดย
จะมีีการทดสอบความเที่่�ยงตรงของเครื่่�องมืือในระดัับท้้องถิ่่�น
⁓ น
 �ำเสนอผลวิเคราะห์ (โดยพันธมิตรในเครือข่ายโพลีเออร์แบนวอ
เตอร์์ส) ในด้้านเงื่่�อนไขและข้้อมููลเชิิงปฏิิบัติ
ั ิที่่�เกี่่�ยวข้้องกัับกรอบ
งานเพื่่� อการเปลี่่�ยนผ่่านสู่่�เมืืองรัักษ์์น้ำ��สำ
ำ �ำ หรัับเมืืองทุุติิยภููมิแ
ิ ละ
ตติิยภููมิใิ นเอเชีียตะวัันออกเฉีียงใต้้

ศึ กษาผลและข้ อมู ลล่าสุ ดของโครงการเพิ่ มเติ มบนเว็บไซต์
www.polyurbanwaters.org.
กรุ งเทพ เบอร์ลิ น เบรเมน โคโลญ ฮั มบู ร์ก ฮานอย พนมเปญ โซโล
ยอกยาการ์ตา เวี ยงจั นทน์ กุ มภาพั นธ์ 2564

ด้ วยวิ ธี การนี้ โครงการจึ งมี ส่วนช่วยในการน้ อมนำ �เป้ าหมายการ
พั ฒนาที่ ยั่ งยื น (SDGs) และวาระการพั ฒนาเมื องใหม่ (NUA) มาส
ร้ างผลงานเชิ งปฏิ บั ติ ในระดั บท้ องถิ่ น โดยการสนั บสนุ นภารกิ จ
ต่าง ๆ ที่ศึ กษา ปฏิ บั ติ งาน และติ ดตามผล จากการดำ�เนิ นกลยุ ทธ์
ในท้ องถิ่ นเพื่ อบรรลุ เป้ าหมายระดั บโลก ระดั บประเทศ และระดั บ
ภู มิ ภาคย่อย
รายงานนี้ จึ งขอใช้ โอกาสในการนำ �เสนอผลจากขัน
้ กำ�หนดโครงการ
ค.ศ. 2019 -2020 (พ.ศ. 2562–2563) ของโครงการโพลี เออร์
แบนวอเตอร์ส (PolyUrbanWaters) ซึ่ งได้ ร ั บทุ นสนั บสนุ นจาก
กระทรวงการศึ กษาและการวิ จั ย ประเทศเยอรมนี สู่ สาธารณชนที่
สนใจ และหลั งจากที่ ได้ จั ดประชุ มเข้ มเพื่ อหารื อกั บเมื องพั นธมิ ตร
ในเอเชี ยตะวั นออกเฉี ยงใต้ ผู้ มี ส่วนได้ ส่วนเสี ยในเมื องพั นธมิ ตร
จึ งได้ รวม
่ กั นพั ฒนากรอบแนวคิ ดเพื่ อนำ �ไปใช้ ในขัน
้ การวิ จั ยและ
พั ฒนา ค.ศ. 2021–2025 (พ.ศ. 2564-2568) ต่อไป และเริ่ม
ดำ�เนิ นการศึ กษากรณี ศึ กษาและแนวโน้ มในมิ ติ ด้ านกฎระเบี ยบ
เทคโนโลยี เศรษฐกิ จ การปกครอง สถาบั น และนิ เวศวิ ทยา เพื่ อนำ �
มาใช้ สำ �หรั บการพั ฒนาเมื องอย่างยั ่ งยื นให้ แก่ภู มิ ภาค โดยงานที่
นำ �เสนอมี ลั กษณะดั งนี้
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Các thành phố ở khu vực Đông Nam Á (SEA) rất đa
dạng từ các trung tâm của kinh tế toàn cầu tới các thị
trường nhỏ ở các vùng sâu vùng xa. Hầu hết các
quốc gia tại Đông Nam Á, dù có sự chênh lệch lớn trong
vùng vào đầu thập niên thứ 3 của thế kỷ 21, giờ đây
đã đạt được những thành tựu đáng kể về một số chỉ số
trong khuôn khổ mục tiêu phát triển bền vững của
chương trình nghị sự 2030, ví dụ có những tiến bộ đáng
kể trong Mục tiêu phát triển bền vững số 4 (chất
lượng giáo dục) và mục tiêu phát triển bền vững số 9
(công nghiệp, đổi mới và cơ sở hạ tầng). Khu vực Đông
Nam Á cũng đạt được các thành tựu đáng kể với mục
tiêu phát triển bền vững số 6 (nước sạch và vệ sinh),
tức là chỉ số về “tiếp cận với các dịch vụ nước uống an
toàn” trong thập kỷ trước. Tuy nhiên, hầu hết các
chỉ tiêu phụ về nước lại hầu như chưa đạt được, cũng
tương tự như mục tiêu phát triển bền vững số 11
(các thành phố và cộng đồng bền vững) và số 13 (hành
động phòng chống biến đổi khí hậu) [1].
Thành công của Chương trình Nghị sự 2030 sẽ chủ
yếu do các thành phố quyết định. Đến năm 2050, theo
dự kiến gần 70% dân số sẽ sống tại các khu vực đô
thị, điều này khiến cho công cuộc đô thị hóa được coi
là một trong các xu hướng dịch chuyển lớn nhất của
thế kỷ 21, nó đồng thời cũng làm gia tăng các thách
thức cũng như cơ hội về kinh tế, xã hội, môi trường
và văn hóa. Với tầm nhìn cho một tương lai tốt đẹp và
bền vững hơn, Chương trình Nghị sự đô thị mới đã
nhấn mạnh đến tầm quan trọng của nước trong việc
phát triển của các thành phố và các khu định cư cho
con người. Quá trình quy hoạch đô thị nên xét đến công
tác quy hoạch và quản lý các nguồn tài nguyên nước
tổng hợp cũng như sự kết nối giữa nông thôn và thành
thị ở quy mô địa phương và lãnh thổ, đảm bảo rằng
có sự tham gia của các cơ quan liên ngành, các bên liên
quan và cộng đồng. Chương trình Nghị sự đô thị mới
(NUA) kêu gọi nâng cao vai trò của các thành phố vừa
và nhỏ nhằm đạt được chu trình an ninh lương thực
và dinh dưỡng, cung cấp khả năng tiếp cận các dịch vụ
nhà ở an toàn, với chi phí hợp lý, phù hợp, có khả năng
chống chịu và bền vững, hệ thống cơ sơ hạ tầng,
các dịch vụ và nhu cầu cơ bản và thúc đẩy các mối liên
kết thương mại hiệu quả xuyên suốt giữa thành thị –
nông thôn [2].
Rất nhiều đô thị loại hai và loại ba ở khu vực Đông
Nam Á đang phát triển rất nhanh nhưng công tác
quy hoạch và quản lý lại chưa bài bản, vì vậy đã tạo
ra những thách thức không nhỏ trong việc bảo vệ
các nguồn nước bền vững; giảm tổn thất do biến đổi
khí hậu và rủi ro thiên tai gây ra; cung cấp hiệu quả
các dịch vụ về nước cho mọi công dân. Nói cách khác,
họ đang nỗ lực để tạo ra các thành phố đáng sống,
có khả năng chống chịu với biến đổi khí hậu và phát
triển toàn diện. Tuy nhiên do những yếu kém về mặt
thể chế và công tác quản lý cũng như chưa có được
các mô hình tài chính và quy trình hiệu quả và thẩm
quyền đầy đủ nên các chính quyền đô thị khó có thể
phát triển và duy trì được hệ thống cơ sở hạ tầng
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nước bền vững và hiệu quả nhằm đảm bảo việc cung
cấp các dịch vụ nước công cộng một cách toàn diện
cũng như bảo vệ các nguồn tài nguyên nước của mình
[3].
Các cơ quan ra quyết định về phát triển đô thị, các học
giả và các chuyên gia trong ngành đều nhất trí rằng
các mô hình cổ điển về quy hoạch đô thị và phát triển hạ
tầng nước là chưa đủ để có thể đáp ứng được những
thách thức phát triển của các thành phố này. Chúng
không phản ánh được thực tế, nhu cầu và năng lực của
các thành phố. Các phương pháp quy hoạch đô thị
hiện tại và các kế hoạch thực hiện cho các thành phố
này nên được xem xét lại. Việc quản lý các nguồn
tài nguyên nước nên loại bỏ phương pháp tiếp cận tập
trung đơn ngành và cần phải hiểu nó là một vấn đề
xuyên suốt đa ngành trong phát triển đô thị nói chung.
Phát triển hạ tầng nên dựa theo phương pháp tiếp
cận từng phần một cách linh hoạt, có sự lồng ghép và
bền vững về mặt tài chính, có thể thích ứng với sự
phát triển và nhu cầu của các thành phố theo thời gian.
Các cơ quan quản lý mới ở cấp thành phố và các cấp
có liên quan (cụ thể là chính quyền thành phố, các cộng
đồng, người dân, khu vực tư nhân, các tổ chức hội dân
sự và giới học thuật) nên cho phép quản lý nguồn tài
nguyên nước theo hướng phân cấp phân quyền. Các ý
tưởng như “các thành phố có nguồn nước đảm bảo
và an toàn” [4] và “thành phố có hệ thực vật tiêu hao ít
nước” [5] có thể giúp định hướng cho quá trình chuyển
đổi đô thị toàn diện.
Các phương pháp tiếp cận, các công cụ và kinh nghiệm
về phát triển các thành phố có nguồn nước đảm bảo
và an toàn thì có nhiều và đã được áp dụng rộng rãi trên
thế giới nhưng đó không phải là trường hợp của các
đô thị loại hai và ba tại khu vực Đông Nam Á, họa chăng
nếu có thì cũng chỉ ở một số trường hợp cá biệt. Nhu
cầu này được đáp ứng thông qua dự án nghiên cứu
liên ngành dựa vào định hướng thực hành “Tiếp cận đa
ngành trong quản lý các nguồn nước đô thị tại Đông
Nam Á”. Ở đây, các thành phố, các cơ quan nghiên cứu
và các tổ chức xã hội dân sự từ Campuchia, Đức,
Inđônêxia, Lào, Thái Lan và Việt Nam làm việc cùng
nhau với mục tiêu phát triển các cách tiếp cận và
các công cụ cho việc xây dựng các đô thị loại hai và ba
có nguồn nước đảm bảo và an toàn tại khu vực Đông
Nam Á.
Với ý nghĩa trên, dự án góp phần hỗ trợ xây dựng và
triển khai các mục tiêu phát triển bền vững của Liên
Hợp Quốc và Chương trình Nghị sự Đô thị mới thông
qua việc hỗ trợ các quá trình từ xác định, thực hiện
đến giám giát các chiến lược tại cấp địa phương để
đạt được các mục tiêu cấp vùng, quốc gia và toàn
cầu.

Dựa trên các quy trình tham vấn chuyên sâu với các
thành phố đối tác tại Đông Nam Á, các đối tác của
dự án đã xây dựng một bản đề cương cho giai đoạn
Nghiên cứu và Phát triển của dự án (2021– 2025)
và xem xét các kinh nghiệm cũng như xu hướng phát
triển đô thị bền vững trong khu vực về các khía cạnh
như quy chế, công nghệ, kinh tế, hành chính, thể chế
và sinh thái. Các công việc đã được thể hiện như sau:
⁓ B
 ối cảnh hóa các phương pháp tiếp cận đa ngành
về quản lý nguồn nước đô thị như một công cụ đa
ngành trong việc địa phương hóa Chương trình
Nghị sự 2030 và Chương trình đô thị mới, đặc biệt
là cho các khu vực đô thị loại hai và ba tại Đông
Nam Á;
⁓ C
 hỉ ra các khung khái niệm về việc làm thế nào để
tích hợp được các cách tiếp cận quy hoạch đô thị
cải tiến vào công tác quản lý các nguồn tài nguyên
nước để có thể đóng góp vào việc thiết lập các
thành phố có nguồn nước đảm bảo và an toàn
trong bối cảnh tốc độ đô thị hóa nhanh và năng
lực thể chế hạn chế;
⁓ X
 ác định các nội dung chính như làm thế nào để
xây dựng quy hoạch và thực hiện các quy trình cho
các thành phố có nguồn nước đảm bảo và an
toàn và các điều kiện tiên quyết cho các cấp từ địa
phương tới trung ương;
⁓ t rình bày thiết kế nghiên cứu về dự án Quản lý
nguồn nước đô thị đa ngành với mục tiêu chính là
phát triển các công cụ có thể nhân rộng cho việc
phát triển đô thị có nguồn nước đảm bảo và an
toàn, và tính phù hợp của việc này sẽ được kiểm
tra tại cấp địa phương; và
⁓ B
 ao gồm các phân tích (được xây dựng bởi các
đối tác trong mạng lưới của dự án Quản lý nguồn
nước đa ngành) về các điều kiện khung và các
kinh nghiệm liên quan trong việc chuyển đổi sang
đô thị có nguồn nước đảm bảo và an toàn đối
với các thành phố cấp hai và ba tại Đông Nam Á.
Các kết quả khác và các cập nhật của dự án hiện có sẵn
trên trang web của dự án www.polyurbanwaters.org.
Bangkok, Berlin, Bremen, Cologne, Hamburg, Hanoi,
Phnom Penh, Solo, Vientiane, Yogyakarta
Tháng 3 năm 2021

Báo cáo này đưa ra kết quả trong Giai đoạn xác định
(2019 – 2020) của dự án Quản lý nguồn nước đô thị đa
ngành được tài trợ bởi Bộ Giáo dục và Nghiên cứu
của Cộng hòa Liên bang Đức (BMBF) đã được công bố.
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1. The water-sensitive
transformation challenge
for secondary and
tertiary cities in SEA

1.1 Cities – Decisive for the achievement
of global and national agendas
Since 2007, the majority of the global human population has been living in
urban environments and it is estimated that by 2050, more than two-thirds
of all humans will live in cities [6]. While cities are vibrant centers of growth
and innovation, there are also many drawbacks associated with cities; they use
enormous resources even though they only occupy two percent of global land
mass. Cities account for over 60% of global material consumption, more than
two-thirds of the world’s energy, and over 70% of the world’s CO2 emissions [7].
Growing cities heavily impact their surrounding environments with these
increasing demands and their resource requirements. Especially heavy pressure
is placed on water resources within and in proximity to cities. Industrial activity, intensified agriculture and domestic waste pollute water bodies. Increasing
water demand typically leads to an unsustainable depletion of remaining
unpolluted water sources. Additionally, in rapidly urbanizing areas, many cities struggle to provide service and infrastructure needs such as piped water
and sanitation, thus adding pressure on publicly accessible water sources. To
maintain the expected growth of cities while simultaneously increasing living
standards and higher resource demands per capita, the question arises: how to
prepare for a doubled urban population by 2050?
Global agreements such as the SDGs and the NUA have outlined holistic visions
of sustainable futures for urban areas, but their localization in the diverse set
of urban realities is a challenging task. The comprehensive transformation processes of urban development must be initiated and implemented across sectors
through well-focused, transparent and consistent decisions at the various political scales, from national, regional and city administrations to the neighborhood
level. This huge task requires suitable instruments that aid in rethinking urban
space, creating new models of urban development, and supporting their translation into urban reality.
The vital importance of SDG 11 (sustainable cities and communities) and SDG
6 (clean water and sanitation for all) for the overall implementation of Agenda
2030 and the NUA is more than evident. Like all SDGs, they cannot be addressed
individually, but only in the context of other SDGs such as poverty eradication
(SDG 1), equality (SDG 10), climate action (SDG 13), and ensuring healthy lives
(SDG 3). Therefore, multilevel governance frameworks should create institutionalized mechanisms for vertical and horizontal collaboration and coordination
that are enshrined in broad consultative processes. Decentralization policies
and processes in SEA have opened a window of opportunity for such processes
within the subnational governments to take a stronger role in implementing
SDGs at the local level.
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1.2 Secondary and tertiary cities in SEA as drivers for
economic, social and ecological change
SEA is one of the fastest growing regions worldwide in terms of economic
growth, industrialization, population growth and urbanization. In 2019 the
population of the region was 662 million [8], which is expected to grow to 723
million by 2030 [9]. Large populations, urban‐centric economic growth and
activities, and socio‐economic opportunities are the major drivers of rapid
urbanization in SEA. The challenges of the region’s fast developing cities
have in many cases created a mismatch between rapid urban growth and the
required investment in water-related infrastructure, services and environmental management.
The average growth rate of GDP per capita at 3.8 per cent per annum over the
period 2000–2017 was double the world growth rate [1]. In recent decades, SEA
has achieved a high degree of market development on national and regional
levels and of integration in global markets and supply chains. An overall rapid
transformation of SEA’s economies can be observed. Lower-middle income
countries within SEA such as Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar attract foreign
investment mainly from China for infrastructure development and industry.
Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam and Indonesia are major players in the global market supply of high-quality products. These developments go hand in hand with
the emergence of an increasingly competitive service sector that fuels further
economic and urban transformation.
It is expected that the COVID-19 crisis, despite its negative economic and social
impacts and its disruptive forces, will finally provide a further boost to digitalization that will foster higher productivity and loss of low-qualification jobs
coupled with the emergence of new industries and services. The Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) treaty for Asia and the Pacific is
expected to further boost economic and urban development.
With these economic dynamics, primary cities such as Bangkok, Jakarta and Ho
Chi Minh City grew through large migratory movements, as they promised jobs
and a better life. In recent years, cities that were until recently quieter and easier to manage such as Phnom Penh are today witnessing a boom in real estate,
industrial parks and vehicle ownership. Thus, the discussion about sustainable
urban development has long been focused mainly on these megacities.
Less attention was paid in this national and international discussion to the
so-called secondary and tertiary cities, which nowadays play an increasingly
important role in the national economies and in the economic integration of the
SEA region. 65% of SEA’s population live in cities smaller than 500,000 residents
[10].
In SEA’s secondary and tertiary cities, the dynamic growth and development of
new residential, commercial and industrial areas is just as visible as the emergence of modern educational facilities, a tourist infrastructure and an enormous increase in traffic. These cities are home to provincial governments or
district or sub-district administrations, are regional trading centers for goods
and services, are increasingly the target of migration from rural areas, and are
undergoing rapid transformations in rural and rural/urban transition zones.
This is accompanied by a far-reaching transformation of social structures and
socio-cultural patterns, which, not least due to the intensive use of new information and communication technologies in many of the until recently remote
small-town areas, is linking up with the production patterns of their economic
actors and the consumption patterns of their citizens in large urban centers.
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Overall, the whole socio-economic landscape of secondary and tertiary cities
has changed over the last decades. Contrary to popular perception, migrants
from rural areas are not necessarily poor. Citizens expect good living conditions, not only in economic terms,
but in also terms of the provision of
public services (health, education,
energy, water). Urban populations
and communities may retain linkages
to “traditional” socio-cultural patterns,
but these are contextualized in a new
urban style of living.
As rapid and profound as these transformation processes may be, the inadequacy of many governance schemes
and underfinancing of public budgets
prevent many secondary and tertiary
cities in SEA from creating strong urban
systems and thus, they are unable to
achieve a balanced regional socioeconomic development that protects public goods and commons. Unplanned
development of residential and commercial areas, uncontrolled land use
changes in the urban-rural continuum,
rapidly increasing generation of solid
waste, fragmented provision of public services and patchy infrastructure
development may counteract many
achievements of recent years. These
cities have to perform increasingly
complex functions and manage rapidly increasing complexity in order
to assure framework conditions for a
more sustainable development of the
urban space.

Fig. 1: Secondary and tertiary
cities – here Kratié in Cambodia
– are knots of dynamic economic and social development
that have to manage a rapidly
increasing complexity

Sleman, located in Java, Indonesia, and
partner city of the PolyUrbanWaters
project, and has been undergoing
a deep urban and socio-economic
transformation in recent years. What
was previously a mainly rural area has
become a national center of higher
education with numerous universities
and is undergoing dynamic development of its tourism and service industries. The project’s second partner city is
Sam Neua, the capital of the Houaphan Province in northeastern Laos, located
close to the Vietnamese border. This city will most probably become a future
hub of economic integration, with national and international investors already
active today in infrastructure projects and various business activities. It is to be
expected that other investors will follow suit. The project’s third partner city,
Kratié in Cambodia, may experience a similar development if the country’s economic integration continues as it has in recent years (for a detailed description
of the partner cities, see Chapter 4).
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1.3 Current features of water governance in
secondary and tertiary cities in the SEA region
Water provides an excellent example of the challenges in localizing Agenda 2030
and the NUA in secondary and tertiary cities. Water is highly interlinked with
the whole urban system. Cities have historically been built next to rivers, which
provide the necessary water resources. Freshwater supply for domestic and
industrial use drives the development of cities and determines their ability to
grow. Sanitation and environmental flows shape the health of societies while
water governance encompasses it all and shapes power dynamics, which are
based on the most important resource of all: water.
Cities have to simultaneously address multiple water challenges such as fulfilling their growing populations’ demands for potable water and sanitation while
planning for increased flooding events and challenging water scarcity situations.
This is particularly evident in transitional zones (i.e., the encroachment towards
rural space) of fast-growing urban areas, which can only be supplied to a limited
extent by current systems. Rapid population growth leads increasingly to higher
urban density, lack of usable space and rapid rural-to-urban transition, resulting in a lack of necessary urban infrastructures and consequent deterioration
of the quality of living spaces. Rapid and frequently unplanned developments,
in combination with insufficient financial and capacity-related support, place
significant pressures on ecosystems, add to water pollution, and can disrupt
natural water cycles.
A rapid rate of urbanization, coupled with unplanned development, accelerates
supply gaps in water-related municipal public services as well as the overexploitation of groundwater and surface water resources. Highly centralized and
sectoral urban planning approaches, together with insufficient institutional
capacities and structural underfunding, struggle to capture the complex and
fast-changing interface between water management and urban development
that is needed to sustainably address long-term changes.
Climate change is projected to lead to intensified weather extremes in the SEA
region (most notably, more pronounced dry and wet seasons), which, without proactive water management, is expected to drastically worsen existing
water-related concerns in the region. Floods are already the most frequent natural disaster event in SEA, and precipitation of higher intensity and frequency
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can exacerbate these events considerably. Historically, droughts have not been
common in SEA, but this is changing. In recent years SEA, especially Vietnam,
Cambodia and Thailand, have suffered from hydrological and agricultural
droughts, stemming from both hydro-climatological and hydro-political reasons. Furthermore, more intense dry seasons can affect water quality negatively through higher relative concentrations of pollutants in water bodies, and
by creating more ideal conditions for algae and bacteria growth through an
increase in water temperatures and a decrease in streamflow during low-flow
periods [15][16].
Figures 2–5 present national level statistics of the Human Development Index
(HDI)1, the GDP2 per capita, the level of water stress3 and the ND-GAIN Index
(climate vulnerability and adaptation readiness to improve resilience)4 in the
SEA region. This provides a general background to the situation in SEA (medium
HDI, low water stress, climate vulnerability and adaptation readiness), but also
demonstrates the heterogeneity throughout the region (e.g., Malaysia has a
GDP per capita almost 10 times that of some other countries in SEA). These
national level statistics provide a strong starting point to our understanding of
the region, but do not always tell the full story due to variations within a country.
For example, parts of Thailand near Bangkok have water stress values higher
than 80% while the country as a whole is in the range of 20% to 40% [13].

1 HDI measures the average achievement of human development based on three dimensions:
a long and healthy life, being knowledgeable and having a good standard of living. Ranges
are: 0.0 to 0.5 (low); 0.5 to 0.8 (medium); and 0.8 to 1.0 (high).
2 GDP measures the sum of marketed goods and services produced within the borders of a
country.
3 According to the FAO, water stress is determined as the ratio of total fresh water withdrawn
to the total renewable freshwater resources in a country.
4 ND-GAIN measures climate vulnerability and adaptation readiness to improve resilience. The
score ranges between 1 (lowest) to 100 (highest). The highest value achieved (Norway) was
76.7.
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Across SEA, the quantity of groundwater extracted is rising due to concerns
about the quality of surface water, population growth, increased access to
pumps and water shortages during dry seasons. The quality of surface waters
in the upper-middle income countries of SEA is strongly affected by the region’s
development. This is especially prominent in Indonesia, where 70% of rivers are
considered polluted, primarily by pollutants from domestic sources [17]. In contrast, surface water resources in Cambodia and Laos are generally considered
to be still of good quality; however, there are water quality concerns in areas
of urban proximity and intensified agricultural activity, particularly in the dry
season [18].
Good water governance is key for the performance of the water sector in the
region. Effective governance at national, local and community level and respective capacities are essential for the development of sustainable cities. It is not
only essential for ensuring reliable and effective water services to the population, but also to establish the sector’s financial sustainability. Transparent government policies on tariffs, service levels, operator performance, and incentives
are lacking. Water in many countries remains an instrument of local politics.
Fighting corruption is a key challenge in reforming the water sector and ensuring
effective provision of water services for the urban poor [19].
Secondary and tertiary cities are struggling to establish reliable financing
schemes for investments, operation and maintenance of water infrastructure.
At the same time, they are also experiencing how necessary the implementation of full-cost water pricing schemes is, and how far there is still to go in many
places. In particular, the question is how the 2030 Agenda motto “No one left
behind” can be realized within an efficient water sector.
Fig. 6: DPSIR assessment of a
representative secondary city
in SEA
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Significant progress in sanitation was achieved in SEA between 1990 and 2015.
The rate of improved sanitation increased from 48% to 72%, the coverage rate of
shared sanitation increased from 6% to 10%, unimproved sanitation decreased
from 15% to 7% and open defecation from 31% to 11%, yet challenges remain.
Throughout the region, septic tanks – often poorly built – are the most common
form of urban sanitation facilities because only a small percentage of households are connected to sewage systems [21]. Overall, septage management in
the region is rather poor [22]. A lack of proper facility management can often
lead to leakages and the polluting of adjacent water bodies, groundwater or
even the well used by the same household, depending on the proximity of both
facilities. In most secondary and tertiary cities, effluents flow directly into often
open stormwater drains in the streets and subsequently discharge untreated
into rivers passing through the cities. This is especially the case when heavy
rains occur. The required capital costs for investments in sophisticated sewage
treatment plants and sewage systems are beyond the financial means of many
cities, without even considering the high cost for maintenance and operation
(e.g., energy for activated sludge treatment and pumping).
Despite the progress made thus far, the development of effective municipal
public services remains a huge task. The challenge is evident in Indonesia,
where only 2% of the population is connected to centralized sewage systems,
a level far below countries such as Singapore and Thailand. The Indonesian
National Medium Term Development Plan 2015–2019 envisaged that access to
improved sanitation should be raised from 60.9% to 100% during this period.
The plan called for 90% of this supply to be covered by so-called on-site systems
(improved septic tanks), 5% by centralized sewage disposal and 5% by small-scale
sewage treatment plants (communal systems). But the path to reaching these
targets is more challenging than expected [23]. For the next medium-term plan
(2020–2024), Indonesia has set new national targets, which are 0% of the population practicing open defecation and 90% having access to improved sanitation.
To achieve these targets, the Government of Indonesia will need to provide
additional access to improved sanitation for 67 million people at an estimated
cost of USD 12.24 billion [24].
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1.4 Water-sensitive and water-wise cities
as strategic concepts for urban resilience
UNESCAP identifies several key determinants for cities to meet the vision of the
NUA and successfully localize the SDGs in the Asia-Pacific region. These include:
more sustainable integrated urban and territorial planning; stronger multilevel
governance and capacities for resilience; adaptable technological innovations
with systematic data collection and analysis; and adequate and predictable longterm financing.
In some cities in Asia and the Pacific, these visions are embraced through novel
concepts of urban design by integrating water as a cross-sectoral opportunity
for sustainable urban development. Today, Singapore is a global leader in the
integration of nature with architecture and urban planning. Cities such as Hong
Kong and Shenzhen or different mega projects that aim to create “sponge cities”
and “forest cities” are examples of this trend.

Fig. 8: Shenzen is one of the
mega cities that explores
the benefits of designing with
nature [25]
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Fig. 9: Representation of the
nexus between urban
planning and integrated water
management

The “water-sensitive cities” or “water-wise cities” concepts are potential guides
for the specification of resilience and the water-relevant urban transformations
of secondary and tertiary cities in SEA.
‘Water-wise’ behaviour means that leadership culture, governance arrangements, professional capacity and innovative technology are all aligned with the
objective of maximising sustainable urban water outcomes. Sustainable urban
water management means that all water within the city (including reservoir and
aquifer water, desalinated water, recycled water and stormwater) is managed
in a way that recognises the connection between services, urban design and the
basin, with an approach that maximises the achievement of urban liveability
outcomes, and resilience to unexpected social, economic or bio-physical shocks,
while replenishing the environment [26].
A water-sensitive city can be described as one that is resilient, livable, productive,
and sustainable. CRCWSC define three pillars of a water-sensitive city [27]:

⁓

Cities act as water supply catchments, providing a range of different

⁓

Cities provide ecosystem services and a healthy natural environment,

⁓

Cities comprise water-sensitive communities, where citizens have the

water sources at a range of different scales, and for a range of different
uses.

thereby offering a range of social, ecological, and economic benefits.

knowledge and desire to make wise choices about water, are actively
engaged in decision-making, and demonstrate positive behaviors related
to water.

The concept of urban resilience aims to encourage cities to assess, plan and act
in order to prepare for and respond to hazards and shocks. Given the central
role of water in various shocks, either as a primary or secondary factor, the management of urban water resources is vital to resilience. In theory, preparedness
for both slow-onset and fast-onset shocks, either expected or unexpected, can
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allow cities to be better able to protect and enhance people’s lives, secure development progress, protect the local environment and invest in positive change.
Although urban resilience has become a key sensitizing concept in urban development contexts, UNESCAP argue for the Asia and Pacific region that: “The great
challenge of resilience is that it is still a relatively abstract concept to many decision-makers. Due to its multi-sectoral nature, resilience is still difficult to frame and
relatively complex to understand how it differs from more classic public policy tools.
In parallel, the concept suffers from the ‘catch-all syndrome’, by which resilience
appears to cover every aspect of urban governance and as a result suffers from a
paralysis whereby it ends up covering nothing at all.” [28]

“[Urban resilience is] the measurable ability of any urban system, with its
inhabitants, to maintain continuity through all shocks and stresses, while
positively adapting and transforming toward sustainability” [29].
Over the past decades, numerous approaches have been developed to
strengthen the resilience of the water sector so that it can meet the multiplicity of water-related needs and challenges. The comprehensive concept of
Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM) was promoted in Agenda 21
and the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 [30].
The Global Water Partnership (GWP) defines IWRM as “a process which promotes
the coordinated development and management of water, land and related resources,
in order to maximize the resultant economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital ecosystems.” [31]

Fig. 10: Components of integrated urban water resources
management
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To embed IWRM in a broader, SDG-oriented urban planning process, secondary
and tertiary cities in SEA may refer to successful urban development models in the
region. In the 1960s, the region had some of the lowest per capita incomes worldwide. At that time, Singapore, South Korea, Malaysia and Thailand had started to
successfully modernize and to develop their cities. “Water” became part of a wider
narrative around notions of common wellbeing, modernity and nation-building.
The development of new sanitation infrastructure was addressed cross-sectorally as being an integral part of other development programs such as pro-poor
housing, urban renewal, and primary education and public health initiatives.
Leadership at national, regional and local level, synchronized public policy, and
institutional coordination have been key elements for these success stories.
“[Development teams] must also, at least once a week, have what I call ‘morning
prayers’ where all departmental officers get together and instead of writing tedious
minutes on files to each other, they settle their departmental differences together, in
a coordinated way, in front of the maps in their operations rooms.” [32]

1.5 Polycentric, water-sensitive urban development
for secondary and tertiary cities in SEA
Polycentric approaches to the management of urban waters can allow secondary and tertiary cities in SEA to proactively shape their processes of transformation towards water-sensitive cities. As a multi-layered concept, polycentric
approaches reflect the various development dynamics of cities in their natural,
climatic, economic, social, cultural, financial and legal dimensions. Polycentric
approaches foster mechanisms and a culture for effective co-production and
multi-stakeholder engagement between local government agencies, planners,
utilities, communities, households, the private sector and civil society, and thus
provide an indispensable prerequisite for the sustainability and long-term maintenance of implemented solutions.

Fig. 11: Key components
for integrating polycentric
water-sensitive urban design
into urban development
projects (Adapted from: [33])
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In this sense, polycentric approaches:
⁓ h
 elp local government and relevant stakeholders to make informed
decisions on the most adequate development pathway for their cities and
determine suitable solutions;
⁓ r eflect the dimensions of adequate spatial and urban planning, technology
and infrastructure development, financing, and effective management of
private and public assets;
⁓ r efer to ground realities and follow the UN principle of progressive implementation, so that they are not guided by ideal-typical but by realistic
models of sustainable urban infrastructure development;
⁓ a
 re based on local technological, organizational and institutional capacities
and socio-ecological systems within the cities;
⁓ s upport the development of tailor-made, flexible and resilient combinations
of green, blue and hybrid infrastructure solutions that allow cities to
adapt to complex system challenges and changing environments in a
cost-effective and sustainable manner;
⁓ incorporate the multifunctionality of space in the context of ecosystem
services, societal needs (e.g., public spaces) and infrastructure services;
⁓ s upport the combined decentralized and centralized infrastructures in
accordance with their functionality, effectiveness and sustainability and in a
way that can be progressively further developed over long time horizons;
⁓ s upport the process of co-creation and co-management of water-related
development infrastructure, neighborhoods and of public spaces; and
⁓ c reate favorable conditions for a more effective allocation of public funds,
for a substantial financial participation of all stakeholder groups,
and for the identification of bankable projects and of private investment
opportunities.
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Fig. 12–13: The urban planning
tool “SDG wheel”, which is
composed of indicators of the
17 SDGs, can help cities
analyze their respective level of
sustainable development

1.6 Challenges in shaping governance frameworks
for polycentric, water-sensitive urban transformation
National governance frameworks for localization of Agenda 2030

Secondary and tertiary cities require adequate governance structures to shape
their water-sensitive transformation. A far-sighted, focused, transparent, and
accountable leadership is indispensable; city mandates have to be strengthened
and cross-sectoral cooperation within cities is essential. Effective governance
requires participatory processes that include communities, the private sector,
civil society and academia. Cities need the appropriate capacities and instruments, which are indispensable for active urban design and effective urban
management [2][34][35][36][37].
SDG-oriented urban planning at city level may create disclosure on strategic elements of urban development and give decision makers a better understanding
of the impacts of water-related infrastructure development in its multidimensionality (health, eco-systems, livability in cities, etc.). It may open the perspective of city managers from a purely output-driven decision making towards a
more impact-driven decision making that invites affected or concerned departments to participate in the process.
Countries in SEA have made and continue to make comprehensive efforts to
decentralize public administrative structures, which are noticeable to varying
degrees at the level of secondary and tertiary cities. But still today, in some countries key decisions for these cities are mainly taken at the national and provincial
level, and the cities and provinces are given comparatively weak mandates.
Decentralization policies may also pose new challenges. The study elaborated
by the Vietnam Academy of Water Resources (see Chapter 3.8) shows how challenging it is for cities and municipalities to localize the Vietnamese Agenda
2030. In recent years, national development plans have been tailored to address
the SDGs. The classification of Vietnam as a lower middle-income country has
triggered comprehensive restructuring of public governance structures and
decentralization processes for the provincial and local government levels. This
requires new mandates that still need to be translated into effective administrative practice and budgeting procedures. Here, the cities are emphatically asking
themselves how (water) related infrastructure development can be financed
sustainably, and whether and to what extent they can attract private-sector
investors, for example in the form of private-public partnerships.
The contribution from the Asian Institute of Technology (see Chapter 3.7)
addresses the need for and importance of consistent policy frameworks (e.g.,
mandates, norms and standards) to establish favorable framework conditions
for the development of effective infrastructure and provision of public services.
In Thailand, fragmented mandates and roles at the national government level,
poorly defined responsibilities in city administrations and unrealistic standards
for wastewater discharge are major obstacles to the development of an effective
wastewater infrastructure and of markets for wastewater-related investments
and services. This case study provides valuable insights into the need to elaborate favorable framework conditions in particular SEA countries, not only for the
management of waste/used water, but also for the development of integrated
urban water management systems and more comprehensive approaches to
integrated urban development in the sense of SDG localization.
Many planning frameworks remain highly centralized and sectoral, and are
designed to fit within established planning cycles. These urban planning
approaches struggle increasingly to capture the complex and fast-changing
interface between water management and urban development needs while
addressing long-term challenges such as climate change. Urban and territorial
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planning processes should be based on decision-making processes that make
use of spatial visions, strategies and plans [38]. These processes vary widely
across the SEA region and respond to institutional, regulatory, technical and
participatory mechanisms and procedures defined at the national level and
executed locally.
For example, Indonesia’s emerging planning framework is aimed at accommodating more strategic investment in the infrastructure of a system of cities while
accommodating diverse planning agendas for local sustainable development.
By 2025, Indonesian cities should follow basic livability principles; by 2035, they
should be environmentally sustainable and resilient in the face of natural and
human-made disasters; and by 2045, they should be truly prosperous, technologically smart and economically competitive.

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
PEMERINTAH NASIONAL

1ST LEVEL

PROVINCE

PROVINSI

elected governor

gubernur

Each province has its own regional assembly, called Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah
(literally meaning “Regional People’s Representatives Assembly”). 5-year election cycle.

2ND LEVEL

REGENCY

KABUPATEN

CITY

elected regent bupati
Generally the regency has a larger area than the city. It has its own
local government and legislative body. 5-year election cycle.

3RD LEVEL

KOTA

elected mayor wali kota
Generally the city has non-agricultural economic activities. It has its
own local government and legislative body. 5-year election cycle.

SUB-DISTRICT KECAMATAN
camat

appointed head of district

A camat is a civil servant, responsible to the regent (in a regency)
or to the mayor (in a city).

4TH LEVEL

RURAL VILLAGE

DESA

URBAN VILLAGE

elected head of village kepala desa
a body which has authority over the local people in
accordance with acknowledged local traditions of the
area. Kepala desa is elected by popular vote.

5TH LEVEL

KELURAHAN

appointed head of village lurah
A kelurahan has less autonomy than a desa and it is
headed by a lurah. Lurahs are civil servants, directly
responsible to their camats.

COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION

RUKUN WARGA (RW)

Mr RW Pak RW

NEIGHBORHOOD
KAMPUNG

6TH LEVEL

•
•
•
•

A sub-district usually has 10–15 RWs, and 50–100 households.
An RW is mentioned with Roman number, such as RW I and so on.
Mr RW does not receive monthly official salary from the government.
They organize the citizens to watch the surroundings area in a nighttime
private patrol called a “siskamling”, short form of “sistem keamanan
lingkungan” or environmental safety system.

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION / BLOCK UNIT
Mr RT
•
•
•
•
•
•
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RUKUN TETANGGA (RT)

Pak RT

There are usually between 7–15 RTs in each RW, and each has 18–20 households.
Its duty is to maintain the harmonious and togetherness between the close neighborhood.
An RT is mentioned with alphanumeric number, such as RT 4, RT 5, RT 6, and so on.
Mr RT does not receive monthly official salary from the government.
Each month, Mr RT must also held a meeting for citizens to discuss their daily life, resources, and the environment.
Once every two or three months, a similar meeting is held by Mr RW and attended by his subordinates i.e. Mr RTs.

Fig. 14: Decentralization policy
in Indonesia: public governance
structure

The contribution from the Gadjah Mada University (see Chapter 3.2) describes
how the decentralization policy of Sleman’s city administration opens up entirely
new spaces for urban planning and allows a new quality of local governance.
At the same time, the analysis highlights the challenges for the city administration in implementing this new scope for municipal policy options in the face of
dynamic urban development driven by a variety of factors and actors.
Fig. 15: Decentralization opens
new windows for sustainable
urban development: The photo
shows the Kalibuntung riverside revitalization in Sleman,
Indonesia, which aims to
increase the livability of river
banks for the community

Water governance at local level

The long-observed poor performance of water supply and sanitation in SEA can
be attributed to an extent to poor governance structures at local level. Local
government structures need to find their role mainly as regulators while utilities have to improve their performance and strengthen their capacities. There
remains a lack of transparent government policies on tariffs, while service levels,
operator performance, and incentives are also lacking. Water tariffs are still too
often politically determined, rendering them an obstacle to effective service
provision. Local government and utilities need to be accountable to households,
communities and civil society. Without their participation and acceptance, robust
financing schemes and a well-performing water sector are barely achievable.
Cities benefit greatly from having highly professionalized urban water management structures. This is tantamount to a complex capacity-building process
of service structures at city and neighborhood level (refer to the study from
Hamburg Wasser, Chapter 3.4).
As urban development proceeds, a significant amount of organizational capacity
development is required in order to ensure that the regulations and decisions
of the local government permanently serve the relevant interfaces. The establishment of a multi-layered system that permanently integrates the relevant
stakeholders into the relevant processes is therefore indispensable.
In order to mitigate the structural weakness of the water sector, especially in
urban-rural transition zones, community-based water supply and sanitation
models have been promoted in the region in recent decades. For a transitional
period, these approaches are an important starting point for the comprehensive development of water-relevant local infrastructure and water services.
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The technical and organizational know-how of community-based organizations
(water supply, wastewater treatment) is at a rather low level. Extensive modernization measures for the development of well-performing water infrastructure
can probably only be partially implemented by these groups. The analysis of the
national program for the promotion of community-based sanitation systems
carried out by the Indonesian Association of Community-Based Organizations
for Sanitation (AKSANSI) for the management of communal wastewater management systems (see Chapter 3.6) describes concrete examples that show the
potentials, strengths and limitations of such models of co-production between
communities, government agencies and utilities.
Research and state-of-the-art case studies demonstrate that water infrastructure
(water pipes, drainage systems, etc.) and waste disposal schemes should be integrated into path concepts and into the design or creation of public spaces. This
requires cross-sectoral cooperation with the various specialist departments of
city administrations and a high degree of participation from local stakeholders.
As the experiences of the State Government of Bremen, Germany (see Chapter
3.5) show, this is particularly true for climate change adaptation measures in
neighborhoods and at household level. The challenges in establishing water-sensitive communities in Indonesia is the subject of the study elaborated by the
NGO Kota Kita (see Chapter 3.3).
The analysis from the Cambodian Institute of Urban Studies (see Chapter 3.1)
identifies the need for specific urban planning instruments and capacity development at city administration level. Here, it becomes clear that intersectoral
planning processes require reliable data for the effective coordination of effective flood, water, sewage and waste management within other relevant parameters of urban development.

Fig. 16: Community-based
water supply scheme scheme in
Sleman Regency, Indonesia
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1.7 Conceptual considerations for the polycentric,
water-sensitive transformation of secondary and
tertiary cities in SEA
For water-sensitive planning, cities need to address the diverse functions of
water in the urban space. These should be linked to green spaces, which can
fulfill diverse functions such as recreational areas, crop cultivation, biodiversity enhancement, flood mitigation and temperature buffering simultaneously.
Healthy urban water systems keep cities healthy, safe, and livable. Water thus
forms a cross-sectional topic that integrates several areas such as climate protection, quality of life, resource and energy efficiency, and is clearly linked to
urban planning. The link between the COVID-19 pandemic and the context of the
built environment also highlights the need for generating synergies between
public health and water-sensitive urban and regional planning [3].
The area-wide development and sustainable maintenance of “traditional” grey
wastewater management infrastructure will typically far exceed its institutional
and financial capabilities and can only partially meet the challenges cities face
today. For example, comprehensive sewer systems and centralized wastewater
treatment plants will unlikely be able to keep up with the rapid growth of cities, and the systems will be overburdened, especially in view of the expected
increasing frequency of heavy rainfall and the associated flooding – a trend that
is expected to intensify with future climate change impacts.

Fig. 17: Urban water transitions
framework (Adapted from: [39])

If secondary and tertiary cities in SEA aim to effectively localize the SDGs and
the NUA, they are challenged to leapfrog early stages of classical infrastructure
development processes as indicated in the Urban Water Transitions Framework
categories “water supply city”, “sewered city” and “drained city”. Such stages
have been mainly based on grey structure development, while the later stages
“waterways city”, “water cycle city” and “water-sensitive city” contextualize
“water” as a cross-sectoral topic.
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In addition to a consistent policy framework, national governments must define
adequate standards in terms of progressive implementation for infrastructure
development (e.g., wastewater standards) that reflect the local institutional and
financial capacities of their urban areas. In accordance with the local conditions,
grey, blue and green solutions should be combined within a hybrid approach that
goes beyond just infrastructure and hardware development.
UNESCAP calls for the role of nature and natural systems in urban resilience to be
recast [28]. Within the vision of water-sensitive cities in SEA, the role of naturebased solutions (NBS), both in their functionality and acceptance, is vital. NBS are
“actions which are inspired by, supported by or copied from nature … [with] … the aim
to help societies address a variety of environmental, social and economic challenges in
sustainable ways” [40].
NBS is an umbrella term that encompasses concepts such as green and blue infrastructure, ecosystem-based adaptation and ecosystem services. In tangible terms,
NBS in the urban context are developments such as green roofs, unsealed floodplains, public parks, sanitation systems, rain gardens and many other solutions
that can simultaneously provide environmental, social and economic benefits.
In the context of urban water management, NBS function differently to traditional infrastructural solutions in a spatial sense: they describe a decentralized approach rather
than a centralized approach to urban water resource management and fully embrace
the concept of multifuctional spaces. Decentralized and distributed water systems can
be planned within an integrated water management concept and can include a number of structural and non-structural solutions to achieve water-sensitive urban design
objectives [41]. Decentralized systems may be integrated with existing or upcoming
centralized systems to form a resilient hybrid network or alternatively offer a standalone solution where the provision of centralized systems is not feasible.
The natural water balance is affected by human activity, especially in urban areas.
Infrastructure development that focuses purely on output (e.g., the area-wide supply of water to the population and industry) leads to a dynamic development of
wastewater volumes that – without adequate infrastructure development – affects
public health and the environment. Pollutants entering water bodies lead to a
reduction in water quality, and with the sealing of urban spaces and a reduction in
water infiltration, cities are more vulnerable to flooding.
The first panel of Fig. 18 illustrates a simplified natural water balance while the second panel shows how the natural process is altered by the physical aspects of a city.
The third panel demonstrates how the implementation of water-sensitive infrastructure, such as NBS, is intended to mimic the water balance of nature to the
greatest possible extent. Beyond the pure physical alteration of the water cycle
(as presented here in Fig. 18), socio-economic factors determine the distribution of
water within the urban system and need to be taken into account when designing
water-sensitive cities.
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Fig. 18: Comparison of how a
typical city and water-sensitive
city affect the natural water
balance
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1.8 Potential approaches for polycentric watersensitive transformation in urban areas in SEA
Polycentric approaches for the management of urban waters form a holistic concept that in its modularity, a) reflects existing ground realities, e.g., institutional
and financial capacities; b) allows cities to adapt their urban systems to quickly
changing framework conditions and environments; c) generates a cross-sectoral
perception of cities’ resources and the dynamic transformation of their production and consumption patterns; and d) facilitates cooperation between multiple
sectors and various stakeholder groups.
The PolyUrbanWaters project will specify technical and methodological modules
and tools for a polycentric water-sensitive transformation (see Chapter 2). In the
following sections, a number of exemplary approaches are presented that may
be used for a specific configuration in accordance with the situation, needs,
interests and capacities of a given city.

Vision and scenario building
In SEA, an increasing number of cities develop their own vision of desirable
development. For example, the PolyUrbanWaters partner city in Laos, Sam Neua,
has developed the vision of a “green, clean, peaceful and beautiful” city.
Through the participation of different stakeholder groups, such a vision can
be further concretized through scenario building. Scenarios can help urban
decision-makers to define the general lines of urban development policy. Such
scenarios should elaborate models that assess the dynamics of future urban
development, existing and upcoming vulnerabilities, and existing and upcoming
needs of the city. Different development models can analyze their economic,
social and ecological implications, along with their respective contributions to
the localization of SDGs.
Deriving from this analysis, an action plan with prioritized measures may be
elaborated. This process also supports the elaboration of consistent bankable
projects.
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Scenario
Business as Usual

Fig. 19: Example of vision
building “Water for the
Future” that illustrates the
implications of two urban
development models

Scenario
Water-Sensitive City

Multiple sectors
working together with
various local public &
private stakeholders

Finance
Tourism

Transport

Water

Health
Environment

Strategic projects
for the establishment of
water-sensitive cities

Water-sensitive design of undeveloped areas
In its current development stage and in contrast to many metropolitan cities,
secondary and tertiary cities often still possess a valuable asset that is essential for rapid development towards water-sensitive cities: undeveloped public
and private spaces. Such spaces may be used as structuring elements for a
water-sensitive urban planning process that aims to address the multidimensionality of the SDGs.

Fig. 20: Within polycentric
management of urban waters,
multiple sectors work together
through strategic projects for
cross-sectoral co-production.

These open spaces enable the comprehensive water-sensitive design and
development of new urban districts: public spaces; public facilities such as
administrative buildings, schools, universities, hospitals and sports facilities;
residential areas; industrial settlements and commercial areas; and mixed-use
development.

Fig. 21: Many secondary and
tertiary cities still possess a
valuable asset for proactively
shaping sustainable city
development: undeveloped
private and public spaces
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Fig. 22: Water-sensitive design
of public spaces and public
buildings in the city
Green Roofs
+ increased biodiversity
+ stormwater runoff reduction
+ building insulation and amenity
+ reduced urban heat effects
Grey Water Recycling
+ reduced nutrient loads
+ alternative water source
+ reduced pressure on
potable water sources
Vertical Greening
+ increased biodiversity
+ stormwater runoff reduction
+ building insulation and amenity
+ reduced urban heat effects
Inclusive Planning
+ local neighborhood initiatives
+ sustainable implementation
+ maintenance of proposed
solutions
Rainwater Harvesting
+ water conservation
+ cost effective
+ reduced soil erosion
+ reduced pollution of water
bodies
Constructed Wetlands
+ increased biodiversity
+ attractive public spaces
+ reduced carbon footprint
Riverbank Restoration
+ managed aquifer recharge
+ alternative water supply
and storage
+ water-sensitive public spaces
+ flood attenuation

Water-sensitive design of public building complexes
The water-sensitive redesign of, for example, a municipal community center with
an adjacent row of retail stores, requires a joint co-production process between
the relevant municipal authorities (planning, public works, environment, public
real estate), architects and landscape designers, investors, the water utility and
end users (citizens, civil society organizations, retailers) in the early stages of
the planning process. Sustainable use concepts, water and waste management
concepts, and the associated responsibilities and financing modalities should
be defined during the planning phase.

Water-sensitive community development
along riverbanks
Cities in SEA are increasingly making efforts to protect the water in inner-city
rivers and streams. These rivers are particularly affected by the discharge of
domestic and industrial wastewater and the dumping of waste. Here, the renaturation of the mostly inhabited riverbanks can be accompanied by a fundamental rehabilitation of water-relevant infrastructure in residential and industrial
areas. Decentralized approaches to wastewater and rainwater management and
the water-sensitive redesign of private homes and public spaces should play a
major role in this development.
The success of renaturation measures in and near residential areas is particularly
dependent on the active participation of local residents. Existing development
has often not followed a consistent development plan. Without participatory
processes in place, the redevelopment of existing buildings and extensive infrastructural redevelopment can cause considerable social tensions. Without the
ownership of local residents and communities, sustainable maintenance of the
redesigned riverbeds and infrastructure is unlikely.

Greening Interventions
+ increased biodiversity
+ improved micro climate
+ improved quality of public spaces
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Water-sensitive design of public spaces
Places for public use such as parks, city lakes, river meadows, playgrounds and
sports facilities are strategic points for water-sensitive urban development. In
addition to being enabling spaces for special forms of water-sensitive landscaping, they also serve as anchor points for the development of nearby residential
areas and infrastructures. Secondary and tertiary cities often do not have very
dense development, meaning that seldom-used open spaces, especially in the
urban-rural transition zones, can be proactively defined by spatial and urban
planning as future water-sensitive public spaces. In many cities around the
world, such proactive planning has already been supported by the acquisition
of privately owned land through public purchase.

Fig. 23–24: Water-sensitive
community-based governance
schemes should be founded
on the transparency and
accountability of all involved
stakeholders

Fig. 25: Example of a public
space with a permeable surface
is St. Stephen’s Green in Dublin,
Ireland [42]
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Water-sensitive urban design
for the development of eco-tourism
Numerous secondary and tertiary cities in SEA are trying to increase their attractiveness as tourist destinations. The systematic implementation of polycentric
approaches to the management of urban water resources can make a significant contribution to improving a city’s quality of life, making it more livable and
therefore more attractive.
Increasingly, city administrations are working with investors from the tourism
industry to develop citywide concepts that integrate attractive places of interest and nearby natural areas into the development of high-quality, ecologically
oriented tourist infrastructures. This includes hotel infrastructure, ranging from
simple accommodation to high-end hotels.
“Green” accommodations aim to minimize impacts on the natural environment
and may be certified in accordance with international standards. They can be
an important element in developing high-quality tourism in a city and can have
a considerable influence on its aesthetics. Implementing water sensitivity can
not only make a significant contribution to the efficient use of water, but can
also contribute significantly to the attractiveness of buildings in general through
natural design of their interiors and exteriors.
The development of water-sensitive tourism infrastructure results from cooperation between urban planners, the tourism authority, architects, investors,
local hoteliers, community representatives and other relevant stakeholders.
An overall concept should be developed that identifies the strategic points for
such a development and potentially necessary incentives for this development
process.
Fig. 26: Example of watersensitive design of a hotel

Green Roofs

Vertical Greening

+ reduces runoff
volume and velocity

Tree Canopy
+ reduces both the quantity
and speed of runoff

Rainwater Tank
Permeable Paving
Bioswale

reuse
Option for excess stormwater to be directed to stormwater system
via perforated pipes placed beneath infiltration areas

Garden Beds

Wastewater (grey/black) directed via simplified local sewer system to small
on-site wastewater treatment facility – reuse of treated water on-site

+ detains stormwater and
increases percolation
into the soil
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Strategic entry points for water-sensitive design
and retrofitting of public infrastructure
The transformation of existing infrastructure to become water-sensitive can be
a starting point for the enhancement of public life. A municipality may, for example, be very concerned about rainwater management and therefore be interested in enabling rainwater infiltration by unsealing surfaces. Not only could this
reduce the total amount of rainwater runoff, but it could also save costs in the
dimensioning of drainage systems. It could also prevent the inflow of rainwater
into wastewater treatment systems, which can reduce treatment performance.
Here, strategic starting points for cross-sectoral cooperation have proven to be
effective, such as when the municipal department of public works cooperates
with those of urban planning, environment and water in the redesign of streets
in need of renovation. Green spaces can be integrated into the sidewalks at
the roadsides, allowing trees to grow and providing more spaces for rainwater
infiltration. With these types of measures, funds already earmarked in the city
budget for road construction can be used. In this way, a bottleneck that often
occurs between the project design and the financing of these innovative measures can be overcome.

Fig. 27: Transition towards an
urban ecology-based strategy
for stormwater management

Conventional urban
drainage system

Water-sensitive urban
stormwater system

A conventional urban stormwater system based on
grey infrastructure and a high percentage of sealed
surfaces increases the risk of urban flooding and the
amount of pollutant discharge, while at the same
reducing replenishment of groundwater.

A water-sensitive urban system with nature based and
hybrid infrastructure mimics natural processes by
increasing permeable surfaces, which not only reduces
runoff quantity and speed but also filters the water
before it reaches local water bodies.

Water-sensitive urban transition
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Water-sensitive design of new residential
and commercial areas
In many cities around the world, new residential and commercial areas are designated in land use planning and then rapidly developed. Despite environmentally
oriented urban development often being the declared will of the city administration, infrastructure is typically first developed, often followed by further development, before the call is made for how the municipal environmental agency
can be involved in the design. Inevitably, the scope for environmentally oriented
or even water-sensitive urban development is then limited.
Therefore, an aim for secondary and tertiary cities in SEA should be proactive
planning of residential and commercial areas based on criteria of water-sensitive urban development. This can be achieved if entities such as planning and
environmental management departments, public works, utilities, and service
providers work together from the outset with the participation of business and
communities. In such a process, sectors such as water, energy, transport, environment and communication can be combined with a high degree of effectiveness, and considerable potential for cost efficiency can be realized through
integrated planning.

Fig. 28: Exemplary measures
of polycentric, integrated
wastewater/stormwater management for a residential area

Exemplary measures for a water-sensitive urban stormwater and wastewater treatment system,
as shown in Fig. 27
Buﬀer vegetation & ﬂoodplain restoration

Constructed wetlands

2

Bioswales

Permeable paving
1. The water-sensitive transformation challenge
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Progressive polycentric wastewater infrastructure
development in residential areas
In many cities, future development of residential wastewater management
infrastructure will go hand in hand with the rest of the urban development.
The use of often poorly constructed septic tanks will transition to the use of
on-site treatment in improved septic tanks and to decentralized systems that
can be connected to combined drains, followed by interceptor sewers and then
by wastewater treatment facilities such as wastewater stabilization ponds or
activated sludge treatment plants.
It can be assumed that mitigation efforts to reduce CO2 emissions will lead to the
development of new system solutions that will reduce energy-intensive transport and treatment of wastewater. Innovative concepts, such as the Integrated
Sanitation Approach, follow the UN principle of progressive implementation.
They promote a systemic management system for urban water resources by
combining technological solutions with effective septage management and solid
waste management in accordance with the local situation and capacities.

Fig. 29: Integration of green/
blue and grey infrastructure
in accordance with local
capacities

Option for connecting neighborhood clusters to larger service areas and centralized
post-treatment plants as systems develop or expand

Primary and secondary treatment
(80 % eﬃcency) decentralized [0.3 m2 per person]

Main gravity sewer trunk
fed with lifted and well
pre-treated wastewater
Advanced and tertiary treatment
centralized [0.1 – 0.2 m2 per person]
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Water-sensitive transformation
of already built-up residential areas
The transformation of already built-up urban districts into water-sensitive neighborhoods poses particular challenges: the infrastructure already exists, rows of
houses are often built very close together, and streets and boundaries such as
sidewalks are often narrow.
For comprehensive water management, in particular stormwater management,
it is important to involve private homeowners in urban planning and to win
them over for the redesign of residential areas. Private property owners are
increasingly sealing off soil surfaces, thereby increasing the runoff of water into
drainage systems during rainfall events, which significantly increases the risk of
flooding due to overburdened systems. A water-sensitive redesign of the housing estate, possibly supported by the public authorities (e.g., establishment of
model sites, matching financial contributions), can increase the infiltration rate
of stormwater. Private homes designed in a water-sensitive way will not only
decrease water-related risks, may not only contribute to a better urban climate
and more attractive urban architecture but can also be economically and environmentally more sustainable than their traditional counterparts.

Fig. 30: Example of
water-sensitive Design of
a private household

Green Roofs
+ reduces runoff
volume and velocity

Tree Canopy
+ reduces both the quantity
and speed of runoff

Permeable Paving

Rainwater Tank

reuse

Bioswale
Option for excess stormwater to be directed to stormwater
system via perforated pipes placed beneath infiltration areas
Wastewater (grey/black) directed via simplified local sewer system
to small on-site wastewater treatment facility

Grey Water Tank

Garden Beds
+ detains stormwater

and increases percolation
into the soil
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2. The
PolyUrbanWaters
research project
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PolyUrbanWaters is a research and project network funded by the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) that consists of academic
institutions, municipalities, local and national government agencies, civil society and private-sector stakeholders from Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand,
Vietnam and Germany.
PolyUrbanWaters responds to the strong need to generate deeper, transferable
and scalable know-how for the effective localization of polycentric approaches
to urban water resources management in secondary and tertiary cities of the
SEA region.
The project intends to demonstrate the importance of polycentric approaches
to the management of urban water resources, contributing to the water-sensitive
transformation of secondary and tertiary cities in SEA towards resilient, inclusive
and livable urban areas, thus contributing to the fulfillment of national and global
sustainability agendas.
In order to do this, the project will elaborate an empirically proven conceptual
framework for these approaches with: a) development of relevant instruments
for its implementation and scalability; and b) a sustainable contribution to the
systematic emergence of a new interdisciplinary practice-oriented research and
economic-academic cooperation context.
The PolyUrbanWaters international research collaboration focuses its research
activities around three Living Labs located in Sleman (Indonesia), Sam Neua
(Laos) and Kratié (Cambodia), which provide a representative cross-section of
the challenges faced by fast-growing secondary and tertiary cities in the SEA
region in diverse governance contexts.
Within this framing, PolyUrbanWaters pursues the following core questions:
1. How can a diverse set of stakeholders contribute to building an inter- and
transdisciplinary local knowledge base on water and urban development-related challenges in the SEA region? How can this knowledge be systematized,
scaled and regularly updated to serve as a basis for inclusive and future-oriented
municipal planning approaches across the region?
2. How can effective and sustainable water-sensitive urban development be
fostered through a combination of centralized and decentralized technical and
social-ecological innovations – including nature-based solutions, participatory
strategic planning and effective water management structures – as an integral
part of a systemic polycentric nexus approach (water, waste, energy, housing,
IT, food, community development, etc.) and innovative financing schemes for
the management of urban waters?
3. How can “water” serve as a strategic entry point to integrated, inclusive
and resilient urban development that is guided by the SDG framework? Which
polycentric, intersectoral and participatory governance approaches are required
to plan, develop, sustainably operate and finance integrated, water-sensitive
development with the capacity to evolve further in line with dynamic urbanization processes?
4. How can local innovation processes inform new practice-oriented pedagogies, capacity building approaches and research agendas to strengthen a
network of academic institutions in the region?

2. The PolyUrbanWaters research project
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Answering these core questions, the project will:
⁓ B
 uild a qualitative and quantitative understanding of “water” within
urban development dynamics. Instruments will be co-developed with
local partners and communities within and through the three Living Labs
to support secondary and tertiary cities in SEA and their stakeholders in
analyzing current water use patterns, water-related vulnerabilities and the
interrelations of urban development dynamics.
⁓ D
 evelop tools and instruments for future-oriented strategic urban
planning including urban visioning, scenario development and concep
tualization of water-related resilience. These tools and instruments,
developed in three Living Labs, will help guide cities in modelling alternative
urban development scenarios and take informed strategic decisions for
near real-time urban transformation.

German Water
Partnership
Hamburg
Wasser

Freie Hansestadt
Bremen
BORDA e.V.

Technische
Hochschule
Köln

Pilot Cities

1

Sleman, Indonesia

2

Kratié, Cambodia

3

Sam Neua, Laos

Fig. 31: Map of PolyUrbanWaters
project partners
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Technische
Universität Berlin

⁓

 est how planning processes can be translated into transformative
T
action at selected sites. Governance schemes for effective urban transformation and sustainable management of pilot measures and pilot projects
will localize entry points to bring water-sensitive development into practice.
Methodologically designed as learning and co-production processes,
relevant stakeholders from local government, private investors, households
and water operators will work on the polycentric technical, social, financial
and governance configuration of the areas.

⁓ S
 upport the emergence of new multi-stakeholder cooperation
structures between local, national and SEA levels. In this manner, the
project will contribute to the emergence of a new political, academic,
professional cross-sectoral narrative and of a regulative political environment that is crucial for water-sensitive urban development.
⁓ B
 e processed into concrete products in the form of guidelines and
recommendations for action, which serve as a guide for the development
of standards and regulatory frameworks.
⁓ D
 evelop a practice-oriented research network for polycentric management of urban water resources that: (a) contributes substantially to
the research field of water-sensitive urban development; and (b) organizes
sustainable, practice-oriented capacity development.

Vietnam Academy for Water Resources
Public Works and Transport Research Institute
Department of Housing and Urban Planning (DHUP)
Asian Institute of Technology

3

UNESCAP
Inc.Square Co. Ltd.
Fibertech Co. Ltd.

2

Environmental
Sanitation Cambodia
Cambodian Institute
for Urban Studies

1

  

Kota Kita
AKSANSI
Universitas Gadjah Mada
City Alliance
»People.Sanitation.Cities«

Pilot Cities

1  Sleman, Indonesia
2  Kratié, Cambodia
3  Sam Neua, Laos
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3. Reference points
for water-sensitive urban
development in SEA
– detailed studies
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3.1 Challenges for water-sensitive
urban design in Cambodia (CIUS)

The Cambodian Institute
for Urban Studies (CIUS)
is a research and development institution focusing on
the increasing challenges
associated with urbanization
in Cambodia. It acts as an
independent think tank that
supports the development and
the implementation of innovative, application-oriented
approaches for urban planning
and development processes in
Cambodia and SEA.

Linkages to Cambodian Sustainable Development
Goals Framework 2016–2030

Based on the 17 SDGs, the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) assigned the
Ministry of Planning (MoP) as the focal point for the development of the localized
Cambodian Sustainable Development Goals (CSDGs) framework, with its formal
process beginning in November 2016, resulting in a framework being adopted
by the government in November 2018 and publicly released in March 2019.
The framework forms part of the government’s national development framework – set out in the Rectangular Strategy for Growth Employment, Equity &
Efficiency, Phase Four (RS IV) – and implemented through the National Strategic
Development Plan (NSDP) 2019–2023, which incorporates the CSDGs.
The CSDGs emphasize leaving no one behind, so that all Cambodians can share
in the country’s future development and prosperity. This is matched with a commitment to sustainability, to continue development while protecting the nation’s
abundant natural capital for current and future generations, and to contribute
to combating climate change. Cambodia completed a Voluntary National Review
(VNR) on the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for sustainable development
in June 20195. However, this review, which was conducted very soon after adoption of the CSDGs, does not discuss the numerous targets and indicators not
covered by the CSDG framework, or how these goals and targets will be attained
in the future.
The dissemination of the CSDG framework to subnational levels, including secondary cities (“Krong(s)”) in Cambodia is just beginning. In Krong Kratié, institutional stakeholders were consulted about their knowledge and understanding of
the SDGs/CSDGs and nexus-related issues, and the significance for their institutions’ roles and work. Few had any real understanding of the CSDG framework,
targets and indicators, as they had received little to no orientation, training or
guidance on the CSDGs to date (February 2020) either from the government or
their line ministries. Some stakeholders indicated that they had heard of the
existence of the CSDGs but knew nothing beyond that extent, and few had any
understanding of the implications of the CSDG framework, targets and indicators on or for their sector roles.

Towards a water-sensitive Kratié

The location of and geophysical conditions pertaining to Krong Kratié make the
city vulnerable to the water system that surrounds it. Parts of the municipality
are prone to frequent flooding (usually between July and October) for varying
lengths of time. In some locations, flooding can persist for over a month. The
small, built-up urbanized core of the municipality (located in one sangkat6) is also
at risk from periodic flooding, both from rapid monsoon downpours (a frequent
occurrence during the rainy season) and the rise of the Mekong River in the
wet season, which inundates the numerous small water courses and channels
to the north and south of the city, such that they flow backwards and flood the
surrounding land areas.

5

Accessible from https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/memberstates/cambodia

6 In Cambodia, municipalities are divided into “Sangkats” equivalent to communes, and Krong
Kratié is made up of five sangkats. The subordinate unit to the sangkat is the village; there
are 16 villages in Krong Kratié.
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Vulnerability to flooding is further compounded by deficient and aged infrastructure in parts of the municipality where there is a combined sewerage-drainage system in the urban core (mainly in areas of one of the five sangkats). The
majority of the municipality lacks an effective and comprehensive drainage system. What does exist in most areas is a constantly evolving fragmented drainage
system of isolated lines and outflows constructed in some areas (villages and
sangkats). In some instances, these become blocked and their capacity is consequently significantly reduced, resulting in drainage flows rapidly backing up
and thus exacerbating municipal flooding.
An additional seasonal hazard is localized droughts, as numerous peri-urban
villages in the municipality frequently suffer from droughts during the dry season (December to May), due to deficient water planning and management. As a
result, they have insufficient water resources to sustain agricultural production,
impacting the livelihoods of those dependent on agriculture.
Approximately 84% of the 7,145 families living in Krong Kratié are reported to
have access to ‘safely managed water supply’ services, meaning that they are
connected to one of two privately operated treated piped water supply systems within the municipal area. 10% of families (721) have access to ‘basic levels of service’, while 6% of families (425) use a range of unsafe water sources
(unprotected wells or open sources). An additional concern for families relying
on groundwater supplies is the risk of arsenic contamination, which is present
along the Mekong River banks and floodplains.
Available data on access to safely managed sanitation across the city raises some
concerns, as reported coverage varies considerably across the 16 villages in
Kratié Municipality. Overall, 80% of the 7,145 families have access to some form
of ‘basic sanitation’, but whether it can be considered to be safely managed is
unknown.

Water management

Responsibility for the management of water issues is dispersed across multiple
state agencies, with limited coordination between the involved actors. While
the roles and responsibilities of the provincial, municipal and sangkat authorities are being strengthened in principle, multiple gaps and deficiencies remain.
Local line agencies and offices often have limited understanding, capacities and
resources to effectively address water-related issues, which is compounded by
the lack of technical guidance and tools to facilitate inclusive water planning
processes. Many of the provincial line departments are understaffed when it
comes to people with technical knowledge, resulting in limited abilities to deliver
on their mandates. As a result, they frequently have to rely on their national ministry for technical support, where skills and resources are overly concentrated.
Financial resource allocations available to subnational authorities remain limited and are in the region of USD 100,000 per annum (in 2020) to each sangkat,
of which approximately 70% is to be applied to support activities across all 20+
government sectors. When and where (significant) investment resources are
made available, they are frequently controlled by national institutions, with limited responsibilities assigned to local authorities. This is compounded by the
lack of technical guidance and approved approaches for use by sub-national
administrations (SNAs) to better plan, act upon and manage local issues for
specific sectors, including effective consideration of water-sensitive matters.

Some challenges to water-sensitive design approaches

Future possible water interventions are limited and are held back by the lack
of relevant information needed for water-sensitive design approaches. Hence,
support may be required to address identified cross-sectoral technical deficiencies, such as the absence of:
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⁓

 comprehensive, updatable, geo-referenced municipal water and draina
age plan (of the current situation and for 10-20 years into the future) and
localized flood risk maps (linked to a municipal flood warning system) for
localized disaster management;
· This includes the lack of municipal digital elevation models (DEMs).
Because of the relatively flat terrain of the municipality, high-resolution accurate DEMs are likely needed to facilitate localized planning, engineering,
and routing to combat flood risk.

⁓

 municipal solid waste management plan to better address the growa
ing solid waste challenge for the municipality – inadequate solid waste
management, specifically improper disposal, has been identified as a factor
that exacerbates urban flooding;

⁓

 p-to-date drought monitoring and forecasting capability and maps (mainly
u
for the agricultural and fisheries sector(s)) as part of a localized monitoring
system to support drought preparedness and disaster management;

⁓

 pdatable arsenic contamination maps of exploited groundwater sources
u
and an effective monitoring system (of particular concern in Sangkat Koh
Thanol, but also for isolated settlements dependent on groundwater);

⁓

 n adopted municipal land use master plan (the drafted plan remains
a
unapproved) and the implications of this for other aspects of urban water
resources planning;

⁓

a costed and updatable urban infrastructure needs database;

⁓

 nowledge and information on alternative wastewater treatment options
k
(including designs, operation, and investment issues); and

⁓

 comprehensive municipal disaster management plan outlining alert
a
stages and checklists for action, including temporary options for (possible
relocation of) residential and commercial activities and services provision
and other responses for floods and droughts.

Recommendations for a research program on water-sensitive
urban design in secondary cities in Cambodia (Krong Kratié).

Initial engagement with responsible local actors and stakeholders, and the
undertaking of a multi-channeled capacity, needs assessment to:
⁓ identify perceived (demand side) capacity needs to strengthen knowledge
and understanding on issues related to urban water resources management;
⁓ r ank and rate suggested contemporary knowledge and technical (supply
side) inputs needed to strengthen knowledge and understanding of and
capacities to address water-sensitive urban issues; and
⁓ a
 ssess knowledge of the CSDG framework and its possible influence(s) on
local development.
Based on this needs assessment, the following focused recommendations are
made:
⁓ D
 evelop appropriate capacity development materials and inputs (in Khmer)
for delivery to municipal authorities, their technical units, and sangkat representatives. This will enable these parties to acquire the knowledge, skills and
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expertise required to better plan and consider water-sensitive issues.
⁓ D
 eliver training and establish an online e-learning repository option for
replication and future access.
⁓ D
 evelop local capacities to maintain and support inputs (use of smart
technologies and data management, GIS drone / remote sensing inputs) to
ensure sustainability and enable supported skills.
⁓ D
 evlop a local CSDG response framework (with a focus on water-responsive
measures).

Other recommendations include:

⁓ S
 upport the development of and capacities to establish and maintain a
municipal geographical information system (GIS) for water-relevant issues
and parameters. This should be expandable (i.e., open software architecture), and based on cost-effective (open source) systems such as QGIS and
remote sensing data.
· Data and tools should be stored at the municipality, but remain
accessible to sangkats and line departments so they can generate hardcopy
outputs and update data as required.
⁓ Facilitation of a phased cross-sectoral water planning process to:
· engage with the different actors and stakeholders, in order to
· identify and consider issues related to urban water resources, and
· identify the gaps and missing inputs required for improved planning.
⁓ T
 o provide support and inputs to address (some of) the identified deficient
cross-sectoral technical inputs and provide a better understanding of how
these will influence future planning and responses at local levels.
· Through consultative / round table or focused phased planning sessions
to reach consensus on specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, timebound and costed (SMARTC) options and solutions to begin to progressively
address water-relevant issues and ensure that these solutions are aligned
with and contribute to the evolving development needs in municipal and
sangkat plans.
⁓ S
 upport the municipality and sangkats in their efforts to better understand
and monitor progress on localized CSDGs targets.
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3.2 Challenges and potential for water-sensitive
urban planning in Sleman, Indonesia (UGM)
Urban transformation of Sleman

The key drivers and the risks of urban transformation in Sleman Regency are
illustrated in Fig. 32. The first section identifies key drivers, the second section
identifies aspects of urban transformation, and the third section identifies risks
that arise from urban transformation.
Universitas Gadjah Mada
(UGM) is an Indonesian state
university founded in 1949.
UGM is the oldest and largest
institution of higher education
in Indonesia. Beyond its mission
in education, the Department
of Architecture and Planning
has the vision to be responsive to a variety of conditions,
issues, and demands of globalization as well as to compete
on a national and international
level in the development
of science, technology, and
arts to support sustainable
development.

Urban development along riverbanks

Urban development along riverbanks is an important aspect of urban transformation in Sleman Regency. Eleven of the seventeen rivers that flow through
districts in Sleman Regency flow through portions of Yogyakarta Urbanized
Areas (YUA), and urban settlements have been built on most of them. These settlements include kampong (organic housing developments), self-built housing,
and sub-standard settlements. These urban settlements were initially formed
due to the difficulty of finding affordable land in Sleman, and have developed
incrementally and organically. This type of development creates controversies
from a disaster risk standpoint (both natural and manmade disasters), and
environmental conservation, especially river conservation. The riverbank settlements do not comply with river setback regulations, and some are located in
disaster-prone areas.
The development of urban riverbank settlements significantly interrupts natural hydrological processes, and goes against the principles of water-sensitive
planning. Because these settlements belong to low-income households, they
typically do not meet minimum standards of water supply and sanitation. Most
of these households tend to dispose of their waste (solid and liquid) with no
treatment. The settlements tend to be very dense and have neither green nor
public spaces for environmental and social functions. Some settlements can
be categorized as slum areas. In recent years, however, there is a tendency
for not only low-income households but also middle and even higher-income
households to occupy land along the riverbank. Some developers even select
the riverbank for investment projects. Close to the urban center, the riverbank
areas also host shops, hotels, restaurants, campuses and offices.
The national government has initiated several programs and projects to address
riverbank settlements. For example, the Kampong Improvement Program
(KIP), initiated in the 1970s, has been implemented in many cities in Indonesia,
including Sleman. In the 1980s–1990s, the KIP was further improved by integrating three aspects of improvement: social, economic, and environment. In
the 1990s–2000s, urban poverty projects were implemented with the aim of
reducing the poverty rate in urban areas. In the 2010s to present, more physical improvements through programs including 100-0-100 (100% clean water,
0% slum, and 100% sanitation), 3-M (Mundur “setback”, Munggah “up”, Madep
Kali “facing the river”) and KOTAKU have been implemented. However, some of
these programs are criticized as “beautification” projects that simply focus on
improving the appearance of the settlements. The main water-related problems
remain unresolved.
In summary, there is a critical need to address riverbank settlements through a
more comprehensive approach that balances housing rights and river conservation, and utilizes water-sensitive planning strategies and tools with community involvement. Co-production models should be developed that involve the
riverbank settlements’ many stakeholders.
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The challenges for water-sensitive urban development in Sleman

Water-sensitive urban development presents a new opportunity for the government of Sleman. This is because even at the national level, such approaches
are not yet introduced. The management of urban waters is a critical issue that
should be tackled by many agencies, yet the way in which each agency currently
responds to water-related issues remains somewhat segmented and partial. For
example, the preparation of land use planning (delivered as a Regional Spatial
Plan, RTRW in Bahasa Indonesia) does not utilize a water-sensitive urban development approach. As Sleman is an environmentally sensitive area, the implementation of water-sensitive urban development there is of crucial importance.
In this regard, the following challenges should be recognized and addressed:
⁓ As growth management in the regency is not effective, there is an urgent
need to strengthen the related planning instruments. This includes the implementation of new, innovative growth management instruments such as
land consolidation, land value enhancement/capture, and other incentive
and disincentive mechanisms in growth management.
⁓ T
 here are conflicts of interest between local governments in the region.
The Kartamantul joint secretariat (for cooperation between Sleman, Yogyakarta City, Bantul and the Province on several issues including water and
sanitation) has the potential to coordinate, mediate, and even resolve these
conflicts of interests.7
⁓ T
 he concept and principles of water-sensitive urban development are still
new for bureaucrats in Sleman Regency, therefore it is important to expand
their knowledge and skills on this topic.
Opportunities for Sleman in terms of water-sensitive urban development are:
⁓ Sleman has active communities and private-sector actors that can be mobilized through collaborative water-related programs.
⁓ S
 leman has sufficient professionals and expertise, especially at its universities, to better support water management.
⁓ S
 leman has water resources that can contribute to the fulfillment of water
needs in the Special Region of Yogyakarta (DIY). Therefore, Sleman has
a strong bargaining position in water-related issues compared to other
regions in the province.

7 The Kartamantul joint secretariat was initiated and funded by GIZ in the late 1980s, and is
considered to be the first successful regional cooperation model between Indonesian cities
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Fig. 32: Drivers and risks
of urban transformation
in Sleman

Governance structures
– the challenges and limitations for public entities

Public entities have a number of limitations in ensuring water-sensitive urban
development. These include limitations related to the knowledge and skills of
local government bureaucrats concerning water-sensitive urban development,
weaknesses in regional cooperation, and a lack of effective and sustainable
collaborative management involving the private sector and communities.
The main recommendations for public entities in planning water-sensitive development are:
⁓ P
 ublic entities should have regulatory power. With this power, they would
be able to introduce water-sensitive urban development into several regulatory instruments, including regional long-term and medium-term development plans (RPJP/M), spatial and detailed plans (RTRW/RDTR), and even
criteria on building permit systems. Public entities should also have budget
negotiation power (the ability to negotiate and decide where the funds are
allocated). With such power, they would be able to allocate local government budgets towards water-sensitive urban development.
⁓ P
 ublic entities should take advantage of opportunities to work collaboratively with both the private sector and communities. Such collaborative
networks are important because successful water-sensitive urban development requires the involvement of these stakeholders.
Given these recommendations, it is crucial to develop innovative models of
co-production, where public bodies, the private sector and communities are
engaged in effective collaboration for common benefits and to ensure sustainable services that support livable cities. The following actions are recommended:
⁓ I mproved coordination among government agencies, the private sector,
and communities. Such coordination is crucial because water issues are
currently tackled by several agencies with their own interests and agendas.
Improved coordination can ensure that all agencies work towards common
goals and objectives.
⁓ S
 takeholders should place a greater value on water. Water needs to be recognized as a common good; the communities and the greater public should
also understand that water should be better valued and access to it is not
completely free, but affordable. A more rational way of valuing water would
be an important step towards the more efficient management of water.
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⁓ T
 echnical improvement in managing water is also crucial, because many of
the water problems in Sleman are related to water loss and low water quality, both of which are caused in part by technical deficiencies.
⁓ E
 ffective corporate governance is needed to be able to manage and provide
water more professionally. This point is particularly relevant to PDAM (the
local government-owned drinking water company).
⁓ M
 aintaining and strengthening pamdes and pamsimas is also important as
they are the organizations responsible for providing water to communities,
particularly in the rural areas of Sleman.
⁓ B
 ecause Sleman is an important source of water for the whole province, the
local environment and water sources must be conserved. Forest conservation in Sleman is therefore essential.
As water management involves inter-sectoral cooperation between several
agencies, the following recommendations should be considered to increase the
effectiveness of future water management programs in the region/regency:
⁓ F
 oster a common understanding of water-sensitive urban development
among all stakeholders. Such an understanding must be elaborated at both
levels of spatial planning (RTRW and RDTR).
⁓ S
 trengthen the role of BAPPEDA (local planning agency) as the lead and
coordinator agency in the whole planning process.
⁓ M
 ore opportunities should be given to the communities to speak up and
be involved in collaborative processes related to water.
⁓ E
 conomic rationality should be introduced in the management of urban
water resources.
In a polycentric approach to urban water resources management, the involvement of private-sector stakeholders should not be neglected. These stakeholders
(e.g., real estate owners, developers, private investors, service providers) could
be involved in this process by:
⁓ P
 roviding training to community leaders, as community capacity
building will be more effective when leaders take the initiative and put
effort towards strengthening their own communities;
⁓ I mproving coordination between government and relevant stakeholders;
and
⁓ P
 roviding fiscal incentives for the private sector to invest or collaborate
with the government and communities.
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3.3 Challenges and potentials for water-sensitive
communities and co-production processes in Sleman,
Indonesia (Kota Kita)
Development and urban transformation challenges in Sleman
Yayasan Kota Kita is a
non-governmental organization
based in Indonesia with
expertise in urban planning
and citizen participation in
the design and development of
cities. Kota Kita’s work focuses
on governance, inclusivity
and climate change resilience.
They have worked with more
than 25 local governments
across Indonesia.

Environmental and socio-economic dimensions

As a fast-growing area, Sleman experiences two main development trends: rapid
population growth and the massive transformation of rural land into urban
areas. These two trends contribute to social, economic and environmental challenges in the region.
Since the 2000s, population growth has bolstered economic growth, in particular
strengthening the non-agricultural sectors. The key non-agricultural sectors are
tourism, trading and services, education, and construction and manufacturing.
At the same time, net migration to Sleman has impacted the demand for land,
both for residential areas and for economic activities, transforming green
open spaces such as farms and paddy fields into built-up urbanized areas. If
this transformation pattern remains unchecked and uncontrolled, it will ultimately reduce Sleman’s capacity as a vital catchment area that provides water
security for the region. Increased population and economic activity have also
dramatically increased groundwater demand in the Yogyakarta-Sleman region,
thus posing a looming threat to water security. While the transformation from
agriculture-based to a trade and services-based economy has produced wealth
and access to modern amenities, it may also result in some future socio-economic drawbacks. Over the years, the Gini coefficient of Sleman has steadily
increased8. The shift in economy has produced an income imbalance between
the communities working in the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors, with
those working in the non-agricultural sector (i.e., trade and services) earning
higher incomes. The poverty rate in Sleman is 7.41%, which is disproportionally
dominated by the agriculture-based population in the north and east of the
region. To strengthen the agricultural sector, the government plans to provide
fertilizer subsidies, eliminate the agriculture land tax, and secure land for sustainable agriculture in Sleman Regency. Despite this, there is an opportunity to
look into applying a more equitable approach focused on sustainable agriculture
and water management that takes advantage of Sleman’s urbanization trends
and growing popularity as a regional destination.

Sleman’s diverse landscape requires localized approaches

Sleman has a vast land area with varied landscape typologies, community
dynamics, specific development dynamics and transformation challenges. In
addition to the environmental dimensions of the landscape, the dynamics of
the communities divided into the desa (villages) and padukuhan (hamlets) are
also important to consider. Issues around local governance effectiveness and
strength of social capital in the community play a significant role in the environmental transformations of the areas. This is particularly true due to the relative
autonomy of the desa or rural village units in Indonesia.

New investment and settlement areas are growing to the north

New investments, focused on the northern fringes of the current urban area,
such as a new toll road, outer ring road, and new Yogyakarta airport will affect
the development of Sleman in the near future. The toll road development will
pass through 21 villages and approximately 212 hectares total area will be
directly impacted. Furthermore, high land prices in urban areas force people to
8 The Gini ratio in Sleman increased from 2016 to 2018, starting from 0.39, 0.41, and 0.42
respectively. (http://www.slemankab.go.id/3176/indeks-pembangunan-manusia-ipm.slm)
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seek other housing options in peri-urban or rural areas. Supported by existing
accessibility, Sleman in the north remains a popular place for people to settle.
As a result, a regulation to limit development in the northern fringes would be
required to prevent massive urban expansion and uncontrolled development
in this zone.

Preserving agricultural land and water conservation areas

The active volcano Merapi is situated at the northern boundary of Sleman, thus
exposing Sleman to the risk of a volcanic eruption. However, this volcano also
has a positive impact due to the highly fertile surrounding soils. Thus, the Sleman
government is planning to introduce new regulations and declare approximately
18,000 hectares for protected rice fields or sustainable greenfields (sawah
lestari). As a consequence, the owners of the rice fields are not permitted to sell
the designated land to the people outside of their subdistrict (kecamatan) or to
change the land use of the rice field. As a reward for following the government
regulations, the government provides fertilizer tax-free for the land that is used
for sustainable agriculture. If the agricultural land belongs to the government
and the land use will be changed, the government has an obligation to find an
equivalent substitute rice field to maintain the number of sustainable greenfields as stated in the regulation. In addition, areas designated for protected
paddy fields (Sawah Lestari) in Sleman are restricted to only rice crop production and the national government has mandated that land-use changes are not
allowed. Changes in land use can only be authorized at the national level.

Clean water, wastewater and solid waste issues in Sleman

In the RPJMN (National Medium-Term Development Plan) 2015–2019, the government targeted 100% access to clean water, 0% slums and 100% access to sanitation
by 2020 (known as the 100-0-100 policy). These targets are consistent with SDGs 6
and 11. Despite progress on clean water, wastewater and sanitation as well as solid
waste management, these targets were not fully achieved by the end of 2019.
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Clean water management issues

In Sleman and other large Indonesian cities, clean water and wastewater is separately managed by different sectors. While clean water is managed by Local Clean
Water Utilities (PDAM), wastewater and sanitation fall under the responsibility
of the Environmental Department (DLH). PDAM provides clean water services
for communities in urban areas, whereas clean water provision in rural areas is
managed by community-based clean water providers (PAMDES). In Sleman, the
provision of clean water is not only from local PDAM and PERPAMDES9 but also
from the Yogyakarta City PDAM and Yogyakarta Province PDAM.
Based on government data, 98.9% of the population had clean water provision in
2018 (up from 98.6% in 2017). 71.0% are served through individual shallow wells,
19.4% receive water from PDAM networks, 8.2% through PAMDES and 0.03%
from deep wells. These numbers are very encouraging for Sleman, but the fact
that more than 70% of water resources come from individual shallow wells leaves
many vulnerable to risks of groundwater contamination and overexploitation in
the future. Therefore, managing water resources through establishing a regulation to protect and preserve its availability is needed.

Clean water resources

The geology and highly permeable soils surrounding Mount Merapi allow high
levels of aquifer recharge for the supply of groundwater resources for Sleman.
There are 4 spring systems in Sleman: Bebeng, Sleman-Cangkringan, Ngaglik
and Yogyakarta, with 154 springwater resources in total. Moreover, the 17 rivers
and their tributaries flowing through the region are also utilized as raw water

Fig. 34: Map of stakeholders
related to management
of urban waters in Sleman

9 PERPAMDES (Perkumpulan PAMDES/Association of PAMDES) is the association of all PAMDES
in Sleman. This association provides training and coaching to every PAMDES at the village level
on drinking water management techniques, drinking water quality standards, institutional
management including AD/ART and financial administrative management. PERPAMDES, in collaboration with the Department of Public Works, annually conducts a PAMDES competition in
Sleman to improve service and management quality.

Clean water
DLH
• Monitoring pollution in waterways
• Monitoring watershed
• Forest ecosystem services

Wastewater
PDAM
• Provides clean water supply
• Manages water treatment plan
BBWS
• In charge of riverway
planning & implementation
• Construction of raw water supply
Kartamantul
• Regional working group
Dinas Kesehatan
• Monitoring water quality from domestic
and business activities

Spatial planning
Stakeholders

Kepala Desa
• Lead the village government based on
RPJM Desa (village medium-term planning)
• Monitor the implemented project at
village level
Kepala Dukuh
• Monitor the implemented project at
sub-village level
Bappeda
• Coordinate planning & Budgeting
Dinas Tata Ruang
• Develop Spatial Planning Document
(RTRW/RDTRK) of the city
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for water utilities (PDAM) and irrigation networks. In addition to groundwater,
spring water, and rivers as water resources in Sleman, some rainwater harvesting initiatives have also been started by communities.

Clean water problems

More than 98% of the Sleman population has access to clean water; however, the
following problems regarding its provision and services are evident:
⁓ T
 he use of dug wells (both shallow and deep wells) as a clean water resource is quite high, which will potentially impact on the wells’ sustainability
due to overexploitation of aquifers. This not only threatens its sustainability
but also makes it difficult to control water quality standards.
⁓ C
 lean water and wastewater are currently managed by different institutions, which may impact water sustainability. For this reason, an integrated
water resources management is needed.
⁓ T
 he current management of water utilities is not optimized, which is evidenced by high water losses due to technical and administrative factors.
These problems are caused by several factors including lack of reservoir
capacity, high levels of water loss caused by the sedimentation in reservoirs,
and other problems related to infrastructure conditions. At the same time,
water
losses are exacerbated by cases of not recording water used and water theft.
⁓ T
 he standardization of the management of PAMDES/SPAMDES needs to be
improved as well as the involvement of community participation in managing the community-based clean water provision. There are hundreds of
community-based clean water providers in Sleman, with varying management capacity and often a lack of knowledge and organization.

Sanitation and wastewater management challenges in Sleman

1. There are often problems in the construction of individual septic tanks, which
are not standardized and can endanger their surroundings as a result. To
overcome this problem, the Environmental Department plans to distribute
standardized septic tanks as well as improve their safety.
2. Lack of community awareness on how to maintain the wastewater plant
and lack of community participation in the management of WWTPs10. There
are 132 community-based wastewater management groups that voluntarily
operate 132 communal IPALs in Sleman. Although the government has provided the training and standard operating procedures to manage the IPALs,
their implementation at the community level varies. Community commitment to and participation in managing their own facilities vary widely; some
groups are very engaged while some lack capacity and/or are not really
committed to operating the communal IPAL.
3. Lack of management procedures in the government bodies to manage the
IPAL as well as lack of budget allocation for improving sanitation. Some
identified problems are:
⁓ There is no technical management division that specifically manages
wastewater and sanitation in Sleman. The current management is handled by the Division of Open Space and Cleanliness under the Environmental Department. For the 132 communal IPALs in Sleman, a separate
unit to manage and monitor their operation is required.

10
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IPAL (Instalasi Pengolahan Air Limbah) also known as WWTP (wastewater treatment plant)

⁓ C
 urrently, the government only has two septic trucks to service the
whole area of Sleman.
⁓ T
 here is a limited financial ability to develop new wastewater treatment
plants.
⁓ T
 here is no wastewater treatment that is specifically operated for the
market and school areas.
The NGO AKSANSI has started to organize the different CBOs and connect with
the local government to set up co-production, linked to the recommended separate division for managing and monitoring IPAL operations.

Solid waste management issues in Sleman

Solid waste is also one of the main environmental issues in Sleman and in
Yogyakarta Province. The current dumpsite, TPA Piyungan, has reached its
capacity. The Regional Strategic Policy (Jakstrada) document for solid waste management in Yogyakarta Province states that every city/regency has to decrease
its solid waste volume up to 30% by 2019. However, according to information
from local governments, Yogyakarta only has the potential to decrease its solid
waste volume by approximately 27%, while Sleman can only decrease it by
approximately 15%.
Sleman produces 776 tons of solid waste per day, of which only 378 tons (49%)
is managed. From this 49% managed waste, 29% is transported to the dumpsite
and the remainder (20%) is managed through waste banks11 or individually managed through sorting and 3R (reduce, reuse and recycle) procedures.
Furthermore, the following problems with solid waste management in Sleman
are identified:
⁓

 imited financial capacity of the local government in managing solid-waste
L
problems. Sleman should have at least three landfills to serve the area
(local government recommendation). A lack of financial capacity also limits
available technology and innovative solutions to reduce and recycle waste.

⁓

 here is a high level of illegal garbage disposal due to a lack of garbage
T
services and the reluctance of communities to pay the service fees. As a
consequence, littering is common in many areas such as in the river and on
empty land and side roads, thus polluting water resources.

⁓

 here is a lack of law enforcement and regulation in relation to solid waste
T
management. There is neither regulation to reduce the use of plastic waste
nor regulation to allow the management of garbage independently by the
communities.

11 Waste banks are a system for collecting & segregating solid waste that works like banking, but what is saved is not money but waste. Savers, who are also called customers,
have a savings book and can borrow money that will later be returned with solid waste
worth the money borrowed. Waste deposited by the customer will be weighed and valued
with a sum of money, then the waste will later be sold to factories or recycling agents or
handed over to local upcycling agents for processing. Source: https://waste4change.com/
waste-bank-to-support-indonesia-clean-from-waste-2025/
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Spatial planning challenges in Sleman

According to Government Regulation No. 34/2017 concerning village land utilization, village land in Yogyakarta is owned by the Kingdom of Yogyakarta and
managed by the village government. There are four types of village land: Tanah
Kas Desa (TKD, land intended to be a revenue-generating asset for the village),
Pelungguh (part of village land managed by village government officers for additional income), Pengaremarem (part of village land an an allowance for retired
village government officers), and land for public purposes. The Sultan Ground
is land located in every village that is owned and managed by the Kingdom of
Yogyakarta as the provincial government. Citizens can rent Sultan Ground as
long as they get permission from the provincial government and use the land
for its prescribed function.
Currently, there is no comprehensive and accurate map detailing the extent of
village land throughout Yogyakarta Province, because villages rely on manual
documentation. In many cases, Pelungguh/Bengkok and Pengarem-arem have
been converted to individual property for retired officers. Consequently, there
is a problem of unclear ownership, especially for Pelungguh and Pengarem-arem.
The allocation of TKD land remains steady due to village government control.
Another issue is ownership conflicts between citizens and village government due
to unclear land certificates or lack of land certificates. This unclear ownership of
village land leads to an unclear determination of the exact extent of village land.
New policies should be provided by the government to aid in solving the problem. First, baseline data on the existing village land is needed. Subsequently,
the government should share these data transparently with the public, allowing
civil society and other stakeholders easy access to the data.
Enforcement and compliance in spatial planning – In terms of spatial planning,
both government and civil society or developers as users have the responsibility
to strictly adhere to the regulations and land use plans. Regulations specified in
the spatial plans (RTRWs) are executed loosely and restrictions are considered
adjustable by the local planning authority. Consequently, spatial planning is
made to accommodate new development rather than to control undesirable
development. Legal compliance by the developer and civil society is another
issue. Developers usually modify their construction proposals to avoid higher
tax payments and increased responsibilities for externalities.
Data limitations – Two challenges faced by Indonesia concerning data are the
quality and accessibility of data. Most spatial data in Indonesia are not yet standardized across the different government sectors. Furthermore, data are not
collected frequently.
Evidence-based planning – The lack of available data influences the quality of
evidence-based planning in Sleman. As an iterative process, spatial planning
needs to be frequently monitored and supported with updated data. Hence,
when the data are not available and accessible, the quality of the spatial planning
policy declines. If the government continues with spatial planning following a
business-as-usual approach, planning will be based only on budget spending.
In some cases, local government planning only accommodates the national program and their requests. Spatial planning in cities and regions remains reactive
rather than proactive, meaning that their own development and spatial problems are not adequately addressed. That is why a paradigm shift from reactive planning towards a proactive approach is needed. This desired proactive
approach will encourage the smart and comprehensive use of data as the main
basis for spatial planning processes and analyses. As a result, the local government can intervene in urban planning and development to address its unique
challenges and conditions. Currently, the ad-hoc nature of development and
transformation and the inability of infrastructure to keep pace are evolving with
or without government readiness.
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Difficulties and potentials for water-sensitive communities in Sleman

To achieve more sustainable urban development, there is a need for ongoing
initiatives at the local and national government levels and a comprehensive
program that aims to empower village level planning to achieve and localize
SDG implementation. Such a program, along with technical support for creating
cleaner water systems in the city, has the potential to create multiple co-benefits
encompassing good governance, community development, economic development and sustainable resource management.
Current challenges are:

1. Clean surface water is a critical resource for the future

In rapidly urbanizing urban areas, extra stresses are placed on water supplies,
primarily due to extra demand, increased pollution loads and reduced space for
water storage infrastructure as well as land-use changes that inhibit healthy,
thriving aquatic ecosystems. In Sleman, where there is limited management of
wastewater, solid waste and water extractions, the continued high pollution of
the surface rivers and the contamination and depletion of groundwater pose
serious risks to public health and livability.

2.  River setbacks are not addressing the fundamental issues of
waste and water

A blanket national regulation on river setbacks has sparked a nationwide frenzy
of riverbank revitalization, embankment protection and resettlement of communities. However, riverbank revitalization efforts have largely been cosmetic
and have not yet addressed the water quality issues critical for public health and
the creation of good urban public space.

3. The 100-0-100 policy requires a comprehensive yet
fine-grained approach

Despite the 100-0-100 policy, progress has largely been driven by political will,
national level programs and special budgets12 (e.g., the KOTAKU program),
which may not present long-term sustainable solutions for local governments.
Changes in the political climate and renewed priorities at the national level may
put these efforts at risk. While national programs scale well across the country,
they cannot necessarily address precise and fine-grained issues and coordination at the local level.

3. Undang-undang Desa (village regulations) is an opportunity
for decentralized planning at the village level

The desa (village) status of Sleman presents multiple opportunities for community-based approaches to planning and participation due to the desa’s relative
autonomy in planning.
⁓ T
 anah Kas Desa / Tanah Bengkok (village communal land) – land that is meant
to be a revenue-generating asset for the village in order to finance its administration with a high degree of autonomy. This village asset can become
potential leverage for planning and urban infrastructure investments that
contribute to the localization of SDGs.
⁓ Dana Desa (village budget) – a direct budget from the national government
across all villages. It is managed directly by the village for general development ranging from social services to developing village business units and
physical infrastructure. The capacity to conceptualize vision and planning is
largely limited, leaving the rapidly urbanizing villages to respond to aggressive market forces without addressing basic infrastructure needs such as
wastewater management, solid waste management and construction and
maintenance of public spaces.
12 
Source: https://pu.go.id/berita/view/10919/program-kotaku--kolaborasi-pemer-

intah-dan-warga-menjadikan-karangwaru-bebas-kumuh
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Community engagement

To realize a water-sensitive community, the role of the community is crucial.
Despite the importance of government readiness, the community will be a determinant actor that can ensure the sustainability of a water-sensitive program.
Commonly in Indonesia, a top-down program from the government will not
be sustainable in the long-term unless it arises from community initiatives and
awareness. That is why the first critical step to be taken in order to develop a
water-sensitive community is raising awareness within the community.
Learning from the experience of a communal wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) program in Sleman, we see that a co-production approach is more
effective than other approaches. In this case, when the village government was
first trying to introduce a communal WWTP to the community, it was unsuccessful. The community believed that the communal WWTP would not make any
difference compared to individual septic tanks. This perception changed when
the village government invited public health officers to provide education on
the importance of communal WWTP in diminishing E. coli bacteria from water
sources in people’s houses. The government itself needed a five-step training
to convince the community to participate. It also became clear that from an
organizational standpoint, an incentive mechanism would be needed to keep
the programs running. For instance, the government might provide stimulus
funding at the beginning of a program, but afterwards, the community has to
generate its own funding as the main source for the program budget. This budget could then be used to pay the wages of the WWTP operator. Another way
to guarantee funding is to align village programs with national and provincial
level programs.
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3.4 Water-wise urban development through new
multi-disciplinary local governance structures in
Sleman, Indonesia (Hamburg Wasser)
Hamburg Wasser (Hamburg
Water) is Hamburg’s drinking
water supply and wastewater management company.
Hamburg Wasser is in charge
of the provision of basic
public services and is active
in the transfer of operator
know-how internationally. It
is the second largest municipal water supply and wastewater management company
in Germany after the Berliner
Wasserbetriebe.

SDG-oriented urban planning

SDG-oriented urban planning may help us understand the strategic elements of
urban development as multi-disciplinary facets of cities like Sleman. An analysis
of urban planning may provide decision makers with a better understanding of
the impacts of water-related infrastructure development in its multidimensionality (health, eco-systems, livability in cities, etc.). It may change the perspective
of city managers from a purely output driven decision making, towards a more
impact driven decision making that invites affected or concerned departments
to participate in the process. Neither an exclusive water-oriented approach nor
any other exclusive sector-driven approach is helpful in overcoming the overall
challenges associated with urban development. Rather, urban development is
a common challenge asking for common solutions for all affected sectors and
parts of a municipality and society.
All SDG-oriented decision making and tool development should take into account
possibilities and basic conditions for pricing and budgeting in the municipalities.
There should be an assessment of the extent to which intersectoral collaboration
in the city/district creates incentives for relevant stakeholders involved in decision making processes. Instruments for the financing of polycentric water-related infrastructure should be identified.
The city administration has started to assign fields of action to SDG-relevant
indicators and initial reflections on strategy development with regard to SDGs
have been undertaken. However, the formulation of activities remains predominantly within sectoral boundaries (e.g., urban planning, road planning, water
supply, sewage disposal, waste disposal).
A promising way to achieve a situation described by the IWA Principles of Water
Wise Cities [26] within a 5-year research program is to build up pilot sites (i.e.,
Living Labs), which – at least internally – do not orient themselves towards existing governance rules or structures and processes of local administrations.

Conceptual recommendations

The conceptual framework of water-wise cities in its planning, technical, financial
and governance-relevant dimensions needs to be concretized in the relevant
specific social, socio-economic and cultural contexts. This would be a strong
starting point for comprehensive water-sensitive urban development.
A high level of organizational capacity is required to ensure that the regulations and decisions of the local government permanently serve the relevant
interfaces. The establishment of a multi-layered communication system that
permanently integrates the relevant stakeholders into the relevant processes
is therefore indispensable. A high level of participation and strong leadership of
community organizations, combined with a pronounced technical and methodological competence in ongoing long-term project management, are essential
success factors.
Water infrastructure (water pipes, drainage systems, storage tanks, etc.) and
waste disposal concepts should be integrated into district development concepts, including into the design and creation of public spaces. This requires
cross-sectoral cooperation with the various specialist departments of the city
administration.
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Polycentric water-sensitive community development also requires, in parallel,
incremental development and professionalization of governance, supply and
disposal structures. Effective co-production between municipalities, civil society
organizations and communities can make a certain infrastructural development
standard possible in the near future. Nevertheless, in the medium and long
term, efficient and more professionalized operator structures and utilities are
indispensable for ensuring and satisfying the population’s growing needs and
expectations for affordable municipal basic services.
Technological, organizational and financial solutions chosen by local community-based organizations may not incorporate high standards (e.g., for water
supply and wastewater disposal). Nevertheless, these decentralized approaches
are an important starting point for the comprehensive development of water-relevant infrastructure at the local scale. To support these activities, the respective
local regulatory framework should consider the technological competences of
these community-based structures.

Recommendations for Sleman

Based on the principles of the SDGs (6, 11, 17) and the NUA, practice-oriented
research should focus on a holistic, long-term and multidisciplinary approach.
The hearts and minds of politicians and administrations have to be opened to
such an approach. The SDGs and NUA, along with the IWA principles, are suitable mechanisms to help convince local politicians and administrative bodies
to think in a more strategic way. This thinking is fundamental to paving the way
for local level administrations and decision-makers to increase collaboration
between authorities and departments, both horizontally and vertically, as well
as between experts (e.g., urban planners, water engineers, investors) and the
local population.
It is important to demonstrate to local decision makers (i.e., governments,
authorities) that living labs can provide the space and the scope to go beyond
the usual, very often inflexible responsibilities and competencies within a city
administration. A shift towards working together in cities typically means a more
or less complete change in administrative structures, both local and regional.
Decision makers should understand that such a process does not endanger their
power or influence in the city. Instead, one can be part of a future-oriented,
water-sensitive development of their own city or municipality, resulting in a
win-win situation for all parties.
These approaches also provide a suitable and promising means to develop
suggestions for where the decentralized activities of local communities can be
combined with the possibilities and necessities of central institutions. The role
of regional institutions and administrations could be to manage technical standardization, run well-equipped central water laboratories, establish and oversee
training institutes to educate and train craftsmen, and harness the engineering
capacity at local universities to support local communities.
In summary, both decentralized action and central support are needed, thus
enabling capacity development and supervision. The challenge is to meaningfully combine the bottom-up approach with the top-down approach.
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3.5 Recommendations for climate change
adaptation in secondary and tertiary cities of SEA
(City of Bremen)
Free Hanseatic City
of Bremen. The Ministry
for Climate Protection,
Environment, Mobility,
Urban and Housing
Development (Die Senatorin
für Klimaschutz, Umwelt,
Mobilität, Stadtentwicklung
und Wohnungsbau) is
responsible for a wide range
of administrative activities at federal state level
(Bundesland) and municipality level. It is mainly responsible for climate protection,
mobility, climate resilience,
flood protection, stormwater management, and nature
conservation, and is the
supreme building authority
for the City of Bremen.

The effects of climate change can already be observed and will increase during
the next decades. Adapting to the consequences of climate change is a long-term
challenge for society as a whole. Cities and regions have to preserve favorable
living and working conditions and ensure that they remain prosperous even
in the face of climate-related changes that will have a wide range of effects.
When designing a climate-resilient city, heavy rainfalls, heat stress, sea level
rise, droughts, more intense storm events and deterioration in wind comfort
are the main issues to consider.
Many studies and policy papers assume that cities and their administrations play
a crucial role in building resilience in growing urban environments. However,
there are general obstacles that must be overcome. The lack of resources is a
known and often major issue. For example, urban planning has to integrate an
increasing number of aspects: economic, social and infrastructural issues have
to be considered and are often the driving forces in development and planning
processes. Climate change adaptation makes these processes increasingly complex and sometimes also more expensive. It is no wonder that the integration
of climate change adaptation is sometimes considered to be a nice addition
rather than a required element of sustainable planning. This is the case in many
Southeast Asian cities, as Daniere and Garschagen (2019) report on findings
from several scientific studies in cities in the region: “Here, as in many of our urban
settings, the local capacity of resources and knowledge for effective climate change
adaptation and mitigation is critical but absent. Residents affected by increased
flooding, landslides, and rampant development investments see little improvement
in the livelihood situation while decisions about their city and neighbourhoods take
place without consultation.”[10]
The scientifically formulated requirements of holistic, cross-sectoral, participatory and sustainable approaches for climate resilience in cities very often deal
with cities that struggle to provide basic services for their residents, due to a
lack of resources. The expectation that the development of climate resilience
policies would solve the problems inherent in the system and societal inequalities is unrealistic. Thus, it is not surprising that Puliat (2019), for the case study
of Lao Cai, Vietnam, comes to the conclusion that “there is an implementation
gap that results in a chasm between a pro-climate adaptation discourse and
actual planning that seems to follow a ‘business as usual’ pattern.” [43]. Even
if a very sustainable, holistic and participatory process for the development of
climate resilience policies can be formulated, the implementation still faces the
same obstacles inherent in the system. To build a climate-resilient city, several
challenges have to be met, of which the following three can be considered to be
crucial from a practical perspective:

1. Adaptation to climate change as a strategic challenge

Cities face many urgent short-term problems that have to be tackled by local
governments and administrations. In contrast, climate adaptation is considered
a long-term task that deals with long-term effects and may cost resources today
while the benefit will only be seen in the future. This makes investing in climate
change adaptation unattractive for politicians, and thus it is often difficult to
keep climate change adaptation on the local political agenda.
A climate adaptation strategy can help define a framework for both current and
future actions; it helps prepare the ground for adaptation measures and can
broaden the scope of measures towards future-oriented and more sustainable
decisions. A strategic concept – either simple or comprehensive – is therefore
an important step towards a more climate-resilient city.
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2. Adaptation to climate change as an integration
and mainstreaming challenge

Planning procedures and sector policies are essential for a city to shape and
define its future appearance, attractiveness and viability. Thus, it is crucial for a
city to integrate climate change considerations into relevant sector policies and
planning decisions. This is a time-consuming process, conflict of aims can arise,
and processes will become more complex, but it is also a chance to create more
sustainable solutions. Synergies can be achieved when departments in charge of
areas such as urban development, public works, traffic planning, water management, disaster control, green infrastructure and healthcare work together and
integrate climate change adaptation into their plans and processes. In addition,
integration also refers to the integration and participation of different stakeholders, including both powerful and less powerful groups and residents.

3. Adaptation to climate change as a learning
and development challenge

“Exploring suitable adaptation pathways to address existing vulnerabilities and
increase resilience will require a process of learning by people and organisations.” [44]
Climate change adaptation remains a relatively young topic. Although much
theoretical work has been conducted in the last decades, the implementation
is relatively slow, due to many operational, organizational, financial and political
reasons. A large step remains in moving from a scientific and political discourse
to implementation on the ground. This gap can be observed in many cities across
SEA and elsewhere. In order to strengthen implementation, climate adaptation
should be made tangible, such as through pilot projects. Pilot projects can fail
but can also create learning loops and provide the opportunity to initiate processes that would not be possible within the existing framework of day-to-day
administration. Because there is no perfect solution, step-by-step infrastructure
development combined with a culture of institutional learning and development
can help to illuminate the best pathway to a resilient city.

Beyond theory – practical recommendations from lessons learned

The resources of a city are limited. Cities have to deliver many services yet often
lack personnel and financial resources, even for basic services. Additionally, they
often have limited experience in dealing with cross-sectoral and strategic issues.
Despite these limitations, cities have a lot of experience in getting things done
on the ground and they know which measures are feasible.
Several key practical recommendations, drawn from experience with the development of municipal climate adaptation policies, shall support similar initiatives
in SEA:
⁓ H
 ook in to existing processes and working groups. There may be existing and functioning cross-sectoral processes and working groups in a city
that are suited or amenable to a climate change adaptation process.
⁓ L
 et all concerned departments and stakeholders participate.
A cross-sectoral problem needs a cross-sectoral approach. Some departments, stakeholders and sectors are more concerned than others. However,
a shared process with equal partners helps to formulate the integrated
measures required, which are difficult to develop with a sector-specific
approach.
⁓ A
 nalyze impact chains and consider indirect impacts. A flooded road,
for example, can impede traffic not only during the flood event but also
afterwards, as receding water leaves behind debris. This could lead to
logistics problems that could affect the supply chain, resulting in negative
impacts on the economy and on food and medical supplies. Thus, the indirect impacts of a heavy rainfall can be more severe than the direct impact
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of a flooded street itself. An impact chain analysis can help to generate a
more comprehensive picture of possible direct and indirect impacts and to
assess the different interlinkages of the systems within a city. Even a rough
analysis can be a good tool to communicate impacts, create a shared understanding, and illustrate cross-sectoral consequences and challenges.
⁓

Create co-benefits. One of the most critical challenges in cities is limited resources. To increase the probability of implementation, it is helpful
to identify synergies and co-benefits. For instance, well-planned green
infrastructure can help to manage stormwater, improve the livability and
attractiveness of the city, and produce positive health effects. It is clear that
integrated and cross-sectoral measures can create short-term or long-term
co-benefits. The identification of those co-benefits greatly assists in the
later implementation process.

⁓ S
 eize the window of opportunity. When there is the possibility to integrate
climate change adaptation into planning or other decision processes, the
chance should be taken to create a quick success story. The implementation
of each measure, large or small, will create momentum and acceptance.
⁓ I dentify no-regret and low-regret options. Since the magnitude of climate change impacts can only be estimated to a limited degree of certainty,
it can be helpful to define no-regret or low-regret measures. As described
by Suzanne Martin:
One of the benefits of identifying no-regret, low-regret and win-win actions is that it
enables organisations and others to implement short-term adaptation actions and in
doing so begin the adaptation process, rather than adopt a ‘wait and see approach’.
No-regret actions are cost-effective now and under a range of future climate scenarios and do not involve hard trade-offs with other policy objectives. Low-regret actions
are relatively low cost and provide relatively large benefits under predicted future
climates. Win-win actions contribute to adaptation whilst also having other social,
economic and environmental policy benefits, including in relation to mitigation. [45]
⁓ C
 onsider both directions (i.e., from measures to strategy and from
strategy to measures). In many cases, adaptation measures have already
been developed or even implemented (even though they may not be called
adaptation measures). These can be used as a skeleton for an adaptation
strategy or an action plan. The reverse flow of strategic development and
practical experience is an excellent precondition for developing an implementable strategy.
⁓

Plan enough time for communication. New approaches and cross-sectoral processes need a significant amount of time for communication
to create a common understanding and “translation” of specific sectoral
knowledge.

⁓ F
 ind a balance between long-term strategic measures and “low-hanging fruit”. The priority is to formulate objectives and measures in order to
strengthen the resilience of the city’s systems. Climate resilience can only
be improved when measures are implemented. Thus, in order to maintain
a certain momentum, it is helpful to define easy-to-implement measures
that create quick success stories, without forgetting long-term strategic
measures.
⁓ P
 lan and ensure a mainstreaming process. Mainstreaming is essential
for a sustainable adaptation and implementation process. The integration
of climate change adaptation into sectoral policy is needed in the long run.
Mainstreaming ensures that climate resilience is considered whenever possible, especially in infrastructure-related decision making.
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3.6 Experiences with co-production between
public entities and communities for decentralized
wastewater treatment in Indonesia (AKSANSI)
Community-based sanitation (CBS) in Indonesia is a program from the national
government that aims to provide access to proper sanitation for Indonesian
citizens. CBS is one of the three main approaches to achieving the SDGs across
the 14,000 islands of Indonesia. Since its launch in 2003, the CBS program has
established more than 8,000 sanitation facilities (community sewerage, community sanitation centers, mixed sewerage and sanitation centers) throughout
Indonesia under several programs including SANIMAS, SANIMAS DAK, SANIMAS
USRI and SANIMAS IDB.
By prioritizing sustainable principles, the approach stresses the importance of
active community involvement at each stage, starting from preparation and construction to the post-construction stage, where CBS operation and maintenance
take place. Community involvement empowers the community to independently
operate and maintain their own sanitation facilities.
Co-production was initiated to accommodate community responsibility for user
fees and operation and maintenance (O&M) of the CBS system. For expenses
where the CBO faces difficulties in collecting sufficient funds, the local government allocates funding. This applies for larger cost positions in order to achieve
sustainable operation of the CBS systems.
Founded in 2006, the Association of Community-Based Organizations on
Sanitation in Indonesia (AKSANSI) is an umbrella association that accommodates
the needs of the CBOs, in particular for the O&M phase.
The CBS program applies locally adapted decentralized wastewater treatment
systems (DEWATS) with low O&M costs. With collaborative management or
co-management schemes, stakeholder responsibilities are shared between the
user groups and the local government. AKSANSI facilitates the establishment
and coaching of co-management schemes. These schemes accommodate the
interests of all sanitation stakeholders at city/regency level for CBS sustainability
and environmental protection. Based on goodwill, equality, respect and shared
benefits, co-management accommodates the rights and obligations of all CBS
system stakeholders.
Currently, there are 4,167 CBS systems recorded in the AKSANSI database:
⁓ Number of community-based sewerage systems: 2,069
⁓ Number of community-based sanitation centers: 1,349
⁓ Number of community-based mixed sewerage and sanitation centers: 436
⁓ Number of non-identified systems: 313
In Sleman District from 2017 to 2019, there were 35 CBS systems monitored, all
fully funded by the local government. The figure below shows effluent samples
from these systems and whether they comply (blue) or do not comply (orange)
with regulations.
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AKSANSI is a communi-

cation forum and umbrella
organization for community-based organizations
in the sanitation sector
throughout Indonesia.
The association specializes
in the co-management
(neighborhood groups,
community facilities,
private sector) of decentralized wastewater
infrastructure and related
monitoring processes.
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The most recent discharge standard from the Ministry of Environment (No.
168/2016) introduced very strict parameters. Based on this standard and sampling data, none of the 35 CBOs comply with E-coli discharge standards. Only 2
CBOs comply with the COD standard, while 16 CBOs comply with the BOD standard. In order to achieve the newly introduced high standards, the CBS systems
require add-on components which require additional investment and additional
O&M capabilities (financial and managerial), which needs to be developed by
the stakeholders at district/city level.

Selected challenges which call for the facilitation
and setup of co-management schemes

The most common problems in the pre-construction phase and reasons for
potential failure are:
⁓

 he selection of CBS and its location is determined by where land is availT
able rather than by where the CBS is needed the most. If village-owned
land is used, construction will be a lot easier if the surface elevation meets
the technical requirement for gravity flow and discharge points.

⁓ W
 ith the roll-out of a large number of systems, the CBS contractor tendering
process creates complexity and problems. Processes are often accelerated,
resulting in a focus on quick implementation with no involvement from the
community (either during or after the construction process). If the community
would be involved, most of the labor cost would fall out and the household
connections could be funded from the project funds.
⁓ T
 he majority of funds are typically allocated for construction, with a very
small sum of money left over for post-construction.
⁓ I n many cases, it is not clear who owns the CBS assets because asset
transfer documentation was not provided to the local government or village
government during handover.
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In the construction phase, the most common problems are:
⁓ T
 he community-based process usually involves two CBOs: one CBO is
responsible for contributing during the construction process, and the other
CBO for the O&M process. In some cases, the CBO for construction was
legalized but not the one for O&M.
⁓ H
 ousehold connections are not part of the project funds, so in some cases,
the CBO faces difficulties in encouraging households to connect.
⁓ I n some cases, the setting and collection of user fees is done directly by
the CBO and users, meaning that the village government is not involved in
formalizing the user fees.
Many CBOs don’t function in an ideal manner:
⁓ Few are democratically elected.
⁓ Half of all CBOs are headed by RT (official local community council) leaders.
⁓ Most are poorly prepared for their role.
⁓ There is no training for new members post-construction.
⁓ There is nowhere to get assistance.

Conclusions to be drawn to establish similar programs for the
development of water-sensitive cities
Regulatory framework

⁓ The Rencana Pembangunan dan Pelaksanaan (RPP, Development and Implementation Plan) SPAM should cover provisions regarding sanitation and/
or put both drinking water (SPAM) and wastewater (SPAL) on equal footing.
Alternatively, national legislation focused on sanitation could be developed
to clarify roles and responsibilities for national and local government for
the development and operation phases, as well as a realistic minimum
service standard.
⁓ I n order to cope with increased effluent standard requirements, possibilities to develop a local legal framework which allows for progressive
implementation towards achieving those standards need to be elaborated
and applied. Otherwise, well-proven solutions will no longer be legal and
appropriate alternatives are currently not available.
⁓ Draft Perda (local ordinances) on wastewater should only refer to legal
entities.
⁓ P
 erda should incorporate NSPK (norms, standards, procedures and criteria)
and a minimum service standard defined by national laws.
⁓ T
 here is a need to consolidate and codify all water services-related legislation into a single Perda. This is to avoid the fragmentation of regulatory
roles and responsibility and to ensure the coherence of water and sanitation policy.
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Financing
⁓

 guideline on expenditure should be issued with sufficient coordination
A
between Bappenas,13 the Ministry of Public Works, the Ministry of Home
Affairs (MOHA) and the State Audit Agencies. This guideline is important in
order to remove ambiguities and provide assurance to local governments
in utilizing budgets to support operation, management, optimization and
rehabilitation of local-scale community sanitation.

⁓

 he institutional set-up under local government for supporting wastewater
T
services can range (in terms of budgetary and structural independence)
from Dinas (government departments) to the Regional Technical Implementation Unit (UPTD) to the Regional Public Service Agency (BLUD).
The government can decide differential tariffs (for IPLT/waste collection) by
the UPTD or BLUD.

⁓ The Perda or Walikota (Regent) decree regulating SKPD/UPTD (local government entities) must contain detailed descriptions on the duties of the
relevant SKPD in supporting local-scale wastewater-related interventions.

Asset ownership

If the community management model remains the predominant model in any
given local government area, then:
⁓ C
 BOs must be incorporated as legal entities and the registered name on
the land certificate must either be individual or legal entities.
(In other management models, the local government may own the system.)
⁓ T
 he land transfer must be conducted between the original owner of the
land and the CBO.
⁓ C
 BOs must obtain a building permit, specifying both buildings and other
installations and infrastructure owned by them.

Appropriate legal forms

If the community management model remains the predominant model in any
given local government area, then:
⁓ O
 ne of the options for the legal form is to create a multiple-tier structure
of entities. In this case, one non-profit entity owns a for-profit subsidiary.
This is most feasible with a foundation. In addition, the foundation is able
to access different sources of funding. In the event that the foundation
is liquidated, the assets have to be transferred to other organizations that
have similar aims or to the government. This will protect the interest in
long-term operation.
⁓ A
 cooperative may be another option, although the regulatory framework
governing cooperatives is not as clear as for a foundation. The current
cooperative law (25/1992) does not specify whether cooperatives can create
a limited liability company. However, there has been a circular letter from
the Ministry of Cooperatives which encourages cooperatives to establish
a limited liability company ahead of the relevant ASEAN Economic Forum,
especially for cooperatives that have assets greater than five billion IDR14.

13

Ministry of National Development Planning of the Republic of Indonesia

14

Equivalent to 356,000 USD at the time of writing this publication.
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⁓ I t may be conceivable for multiple CBOs (in villages or kelurahan) to be amalgamated into one single legal entity at the kecamatan (or even city) level,
in order to simplify the paperwork and procedures for maintaining the legal
entity. The barrier to this is hardly a legal one, but rather lies in the governing process of coordinating between CBOs and the management of the
entity as asset owners.

Recommendations for increasing local government support:

⁓ E
 ncourage local government entities to allocate skills and functions
for sanitation planning, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation to
particular responsibility areas or Bidang.
⁓ I ncrease the space for local government to experiment with post-construction funding for local-scale systems, e.g., by providing specific guidance to
counter fear of sanctions for misuse of public funds.
⁓ R
 ecognize the politics inherent in performance monitoring, i.e., that local
governments may be hesitant to expose the full extent of failure through
robust outcome monitoring, evaluation and reporting, because it will
increase the pressure on them to act. Where this is the case, create positive
incentives for monitoring, e.g., by creating an award (or financial reward)
system for regencies and cities that achieve high standards of local scale
system effluent.
⁓ T
 here are challenges with legally entrusting ownership to either CBOs or
local government. Despite this, local governments should explore options
to reduce the risk of rent-seeking (i.e., using local-scale systems to obtain
economic gain from others without reciprocation) that arises due to unclear
ownership arrangements of land or technology.
⁓ T
 ake a respectful approach to local government assumptions around community empowerment. It should be recognized that while the local government
appears to be taking a normative position on community empowerment
(which results in side-stepping responsibility for failing local-scale services),
it may not be a conscious decision for many actors involved. In the face
of deep-rooted norms, it could be helpful to have an open, joint discussion
about the appropriate balance of responsibility between CBOs, local
government, and other actors involved in local-scale service sustainability.

Recommended government and donor program designs:
⁓

 rogram financing that ensures all (or the majority of) households have
P
a connection to the sanitation system, so design capacity of local scale
systems is utilized

⁓

 echanisms to formalize tariff setting at levels that enable sustainable
M
operations

⁓ Mechanisms to formalize fee collection, to improve user payment rates
⁓ P
 rocedures to maximize the capacity of each CBO to deliver, such as
improving the CBO’s standing in the community by including powerful local
champions, succession planning and hand-over processes for knowledge
transfer
⁓ I nstitutional arrangements for responsible management partnerships with
local governments to ensure all operational responsibilities are successfully
undertaken
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3.7 Governance schemes, regulatory framework and
market development for decentralized wastewater
treatment in Thailand (AIT)
In recent years, Thailand has achieved remarkable improvement in access to
improved sanitation by limiting direct human contact with excreta at the point
of origin. Over a period of four decades, sanitation coverage grew from 0.17%
in 1960 to over 98% in 1999 with strong impulse from the government backed
up by policies and awareness campaigns. The provision of water and sanitation
services today reaches 99.8% of the population, with open defecation effectively
eliminated.

The Asian Institute of
Technology (AIT) promotes
technological change and sustainable development in the
Asian-Pacific region through
higher education, research
and outreach. Established
in Bangkok in 1959, AIT has
become a leading regional
postgraduate institution and
is actively working with public
and private sector partners
throughout the region and
with some of the top universities in the world.

However, improved sanitation is limited to user interface and containment
systems while Thailand struggles to keep pace with increasing water pollution
resulting from the second-generation waste (i.e., waste that’s been flushed)
stemming from population growth and urbanization. The urban population grew
from 20% in 1960 to 52% in 2017. With a population of 64 million, 9.7 million cubic
meters of domestic wastewater is produced daily in Thailand. The black water
from toilets undergoes preliminary treatment in on-site sanitation systems (OSS)
at individual households, which form the basis of sanitation in Thailand. The grey
water and effluent from OSS are then channelled to sewer networks or drains,
of which 27% is treated by 105 centralized wastewater treatment plants and
safely disposed into receiving water bodies, while the remaining 73% is disposed
untreated into the open environment.

Fig. 36: Domestic wastewater
management in Thailand
(developed by Dr. Yuttachai
Sarathai, Asian Institute of
Technology, 2017)
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Despite every household relying on OSS, only 13% of faecal sludge (FS) is treated
and the rest ends up in the open environment. The type of OSS depends on the
state of the community and socio-economic status. For example, in newly developed housing estates, commercial watertight septic tanks are the norm while
in the urban slums, which are usually located along canal corridors, cesspools
and pit latrines along with natural vegetative drainage are the most prominent
systems. In older households, cesspools are the dominant OSS used. At present,
about 88% of households in urban areas of Thailand use leaching nature cesspools. Likewise, industrial facilities, households or any buildings greater than
1000–2000 m2, condominiums, commercial buildings and retail stores larger
than 300 m2 need to have their own treatment systems.
The focus of wastewater treatment until now has been on developing centralized treatment facilities, which have not proven to be successful in the country,
and in the last decade there has been no major investment in the wastewater
management sector. Urbanization trends and population growth place increasing pressure on the system. Furthermore, the situation is exacerbated by overlapping institutional roles and unwillingness of politicians to collect tariffs for
wastewater treatment. This has resulted in poor performance of the wastewater
treatment systems.

Steps towards SDG implementation

During the National Consultation Workshop held in AIT (14–15 January 2020), Mr.
Suchai Janepojant from the Wastewater Management Authority (WMA) stated
that Thailand has invested 60 million THB (approx. 2 million USD) to implement
SDG 6; however, the total investment required for this sector by 2030 is USD 6.9
billion with a potential private-sector investment of 0.7 billion USD [47]. The country’s progress towards the implementation of SDG 6 is indicated by the incorporation of SDGs in the national framework (i.e., the 20-year National Strategy
2017–2036), whose seventh strategy “Advance Infrastructure and Logistics” is
mapped to the SDGs (United Nations, 2017). In line with the national strategy
and SDG 6, Thailand implemented its 20-year Master Plan on Water Resource
Management (2018–2037) with the aims of:
⁓ E
 xpansion of safe drinking water for all – the government aims for all
villages and urban communities to have access to safe and clean water.
⁓ Expansion of access to sanitation and hygiene for all.
⁓ I mprovement of water quality by reducing pollution, with the aim to reduce
wastewater at the source while increasing the efficiency of the wastewater
treatment systems.
⁓ I ntegrated water resource management at all levels – to achieve this,
Thailand has established a national water resource management mechanism comprising the National Water Resources Committee at the national
level, the River Basin Committee at the river basin level and user / civil
society associations at the water user association level. Furthermore, the
government has established the Office of National Water Resources to
supervise the operations of agencies in water resource management for
integrated, systematic and sustainable operations.
The Thai government has targeted the local and regional level as the first level
of implementation while engaging local communities’ participation in improving
water quality and sanitation.
In a recent survey carried out by the Sustainable Development Solutions Network
(SDSN) and Bertelsmann Foundation on development progress related to the
SDGs, Thailand ranked first in ASEAN and 41st in the world with a score of 74.5%
[48], [49].
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Wastewater treatment

Centralized wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) have proven to be an inadequate solution to wastewater management problems in Thailand. In spite of
universal sanitation coverage and billions of THB invested in 105 centralized
wastewater treatment plants and over 1500 FS treatment plants, the safe treatment of wastewater and FS accounts for only 27% and 13% of total generated volume, respectively. Furthermore, almost all of the centralized WWTPs in Thailand
are operating at less than half of their capacity, because they are often oversized considering their design for long-term need. The capital intensity of the
centralized WWTPs and the unwillingness of political leaders to charge tariffs
to users has made it difficult to fund these treatment systems. Likewise, planning and development of the centralized WWTP is a long-term process whereas
decentralized wastewater treatment systems (DEWATS) are a readily available
solution. Similarly, private investors are more interested in investing in DEWATS,
considering the immediate returns compared to centralized wastewater treatment plants.
Based on the Bellagio Principles, decentralized wastewater management:
⁓

does not require large and capital-intensive trunk sewers;

⁓

increases the scope of the various technological options;

⁓

increases wastewater reuse and reduces water requirements for waste
transportation;

⁓

reduces the risk of system failure; and

⁓

allows incremental development and investment.

DEWATS can be appropriate for peri-urban areas where communities are isolated and population density is low. DEWATS manage wastewater at or near the
source while mobilizing local resources, thus making the financial requirement
more affordable and feasible. Furthermore, it encourages local participation
in decision-making processes and often instills a sense of ownership, as these
systems are usually operated by the communities they serve.
The choice of technology should not only be guided by an assessment of the benefits of decentralized or centralized treatment options, but also by citywide sanitation planning directives for the zoning of the centralized, decentralized and
combined systems. There will be room for both approaches considering population density, isolation of communities, accessibility, and other factors. Hence, the
approach should be designed using the incremental sanitation ladder15 along
with the technical and financial feasibility of the proposed system(s). Moreover,
technology selection shall be based on cost-benefit analyses that serve as a
useful guide to decision makers and those responsible for implementation.

Challenges for establishing intersectoral cooperation

No single institution is responsible for sanitation in Thailand. Instead, responsibility is spread across multiple national level ministries and local level departments. There are 38 ministries involved in the management of the water sector
as it relates to wastewater. While the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) and associated departments at local level are responsible for faecal sludge management
15 The incremental sanitation ladder focuses on achieving priorities on a level basis rather
than directly jumping to centralized facilities from on-site sanitation systems. For example, the lower rung of the sanitation ladder focuses on health functions such as safe access
to and availability of latrines with excreta containment, grey water management and
pathogen reduction in treatment while higher rungs stress environmental functions with
resource recovery like nutrient reuse, reduced eutrophication risk and integrated resource
management.
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(FSM), the Ministry of Interior (MoI) and the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment (MoNRE) and associated local bodies are responsible for wastewater management. This has resulted in gaps and overlaps in roles and responsibilities. A lack of interdepartmental coordination is identified as another major
obstacle to adopting an integrated approach. Local bodies are responsible for
the management of wastewater and FS at their respective localities; however,
they lack the capacity to construct and operate the treatment plants and rely
heavily on central funds. They cannot afford to operate and maintain centrally
funded wastewater treatment plants as they cannot cover the O&M costs with
their local budgets. They have local ordinances to collect service fees from the
users for wastewater treatment; however, politicians tend to avoid collection
of service fees from the community in the fear of losing votes and the general
population’s political trust. The local bodies lack sufficient manpower to regulate
informal service providers. Private firms do not take the initiative to invest in
wastewater treatment facilities.
Selected policy recommendations are as follows:
⁓ G
 overnment should form a separate entity that bridges the multiple ministries and local departments involved in sanitation and provides complete
sanitation service at the local level, including operation and maintenance
of the wastewater and FS treatment systems, and assistance in upgrading
community-owned DEWATS.
⁓ E
 nforcement and monitoring have been the major issue as the Local Government Authorities lack capacity; therefore, they need to work together
with NGOs and/or civil society organizations and/or academic institutions.
⁓ E
 ncourage local government to develop local ordinances along with guidelines for implementation and enforce these ordinances in line with ministerial regulations.
⁓ T
 here is a need to implement advocacy campaigns, develop citywide sanitation planning, prioritize areas for DEWATs, centralized and mixed systems
along with a GIS-based sanitation map, and train local government agencies
for better sectoral performance.
⁓ L
 ocal authorities should design the treatment systems and effluent
standards, considering water quality, water usage and ecosystem as well as
the influent water quality.
⁓ P
 olicies should be developed that target utility reform in the sanitation sector; the sector would benefit most if the government unit/utility or private
organization provides integrated services including water supply, waste
water, FSM and solid waste management.
⁓ G
 overnment should implement and frequently revise the wastewater tariff
through regular advocacy and willingness to pay surveys.
⁓ I mplementation of public-private partnerships (PPP) while creating the
enabling environment for private sector involvement.
⁓ E
 ncourage private-sector involvement via mechanisms developed by service
providers and government to formalize the informal service providers.
⁓ M
 andate implementation of the Thailand Industrial Standard Institute’s
standards on DEWATs performance to ensure healthy market competition
as well as product quality. To implement the standards, the government
shall collaborate with academic and research institutions for testing and
certification of the product.
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3.8 SDG localization in Vietnam (VAWR)

The Vietnam Academy for
Water Resources (VAWR)
is one of the leading water
resources management and
technology institutions in
Vietnam. Established in 1959,
the academy has built on over
50 years of experience in the
water sector to develop into the
modern scientific facility that it
is today.

An integral part of Vietnam’s transition to lower middle-income status has been
its transition from a largely rural to an urban economy. The country’s economic
progress has coincided with rapid urbanization. This growth has contributed to
significant challenges in service delivery and infrastructure in cities, in general,
and specifically, for water and management (wastewater, drainage, solid waste
and water supply). The Vietnam 2035 Report noted that integrated approaches
are needed to address Vietnam’s burgeoning urbanization challenges, including
transport, water supply and sanitation, environmental protection, and flood
risks [50]. The environmental quality of water is important not only for ecosystem health and quality of life in general but also for income growth. In urban
areas, environmental pollution from urban wastewater has resulted in toxic
waterways and polluted beaches/coastal waters, with impacts on economic
activities.
Vietnam has undergone rapid urbanization but due to difficult economic conditions and limited investment in urban infrastructure systems (e.g., urban
water supply, wastewater collection and treatment), the result has been a limited capacity of the water sector to meet growing needs, particularly in urban
areas. The lack of technical infrastructure for wastewater treatment as well as
the use of many inappropriate wastewater treatment technologies have led to
a situation where untreated urban wastewater is discharged directly into the
environment, thus creating a great challenge for urban areas. This is a consequence of a long history of neglect of sewerage and wastewater treatment by
municipalities. As with urban water supply, there is no sector investment plan.
Urban sanitation services have suffered from a lack of financial resources, with
providers largely dependent on operational grants from the Provincial People’s
Committee (PPC). Most investments in the last decade have been donor-funded
and provided via projects in selected locations, but management of sewerage
remains a largely undeveloped sector for the country as a whole.

Findings from the voluntary national review
of SDG implementation

According to the latest voluntary national review of the implementation of
SDGs, the seventeen global SDGs have been nationalized into 115 Vietnam SDG
(VSDG) targets based on Vietnam’s development context and priorities. These
targets also consider other international commitments, which are elaborated
in the National Action Plan for Implementation of Agenda 2030 for Sustainable
Development. The VSDG Action Plan and the nation’s voluntary review have
mandated that the SDGs must be integrated within the formulation of social-economic development plans at all levels (country, ministries, sectors, localities,
agencies) starting from 2020 to prepare for the period from 2021-2025. According
to Vietnam’s review of its implementation of VSDGs, some of its targets are
ambitious, and some targets still lack technical and institutional guidelines for
implementation (meaning both technical know-how and management mechanisms for the translation of some targets to the national context). The process
therefore will call not only for financial resources but also for a process or practice that involves better mechanisms to make use of innovative solutions for
water management issues in urban areas, so that even with limited resources,
the localization of SDGs in Vietnam will be achieved.
Regarding SDG 6 and SDG 11, the target ratio for wastewater collected and
treated properly has been set to >50% by 2030 for Category II and above cities
(the current level is 12.5%), which is an ambitious target that will require greater
resources and many improved initiatives in order to be met. Concerning SDG
13, climate change adaptation measures are often proposed separately for individual sectors and regions rather than integrated in a way that can improve the
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resilience of the affected areas, as is promoted in SDG 13. The integration of
climate change and natural disaster considerations into development strategies, plans and planning has been formalized through various legal documents
and directives; however, the integration process remains inconsistent and lacks
many proper guidelines.
In the past decades Vietnam, with the support of international donors, has
achieved some reform of and made investments in the water sector in order
to meet MDG and SDG commitments. As Vietnam has acquired middle-income
country status, the nature of donor investment is changing. Official development assistance will become less available and will be structured differently,
with reduced levels of grant financing and concessional loans. The country is
therefore seeking increased investment from the private sector in both urban
and rural water supply and sanitation, which is why the introduction of the
decree on public-private partnerships is required. Until now, few public utilities
have been able to access commercial finance. A critical obstacle here is the difficulties that utilities face in obtaining government guarantees.

Current management situation for water
and sanitation services

Each province and city in Vietnam has its own institutional management model
for urban services. Service providers may be state-owned enterprises (SOEs),
single owner companies (public), joint stock companies (mainly public), or private companies. They may have service provision delegated to them along with
service contracts, or they may operate without contracts. Service contracts are
typically very basic, with limited service obligations and a one-year lifespan; very
few of them are performance based. Most urban sanitation enterprises operate
their systems under the mechanism of a work order from the city authority and
are paid directly from the city budget. The current practice of providing these
enterprises with a fixed annual budget for operations does not allow them to
invest in research and development or in the optimization of their wastewater
management systems.
Standards, monitoring and regulation: Currently, there is a lack of standards
for measuring and benchmarking the performance of sanitation enterprises and
improving coverage in small towns and cities. The absence of reliable monitoring
data, weak regulation and a lack of progress in implementing policy directives
on service provider autonomy and commercialization are critical challenges.
Wastewater tariffs: The collection of wastewater tariffs following the current
decree is not high enough to pay for the O&M of sewer and wastewater treatment plants (collected tariffs only meet about 20–30% of the wastewater treatment costs). For example, Ha Noi city collected roughly 9 million USD/year from
wastewater tariffs, but the O&M cost is about 44 million USD/year. The tariff for
domestic wastewater is 10% of the selling price of 1 m3 of clean water, excluding
value-added tax. If necessary, People’s Councils of Provinces cities could exercise
their authority16 and decide on specific tariffs suitable for local situations (this
is yet to be applied in any city).
The wastewater tariff is built on the principle of “polluter pays” in order to motivate enterprises and households to reduce pollution and, at the same time,
create a revenue source to pay for wastewater collection and treatment. The
cities Ha Noi and Ho Chi Minh City currently apply only the wastewater tariff,
which is too low to offset drainage management and/or wastewater treatment
costs, while over 20 other smaller cities have applied in parallel the wastewater
16 People’s Councils have the authority by law to adjust the tariff according to local conditions
(either increase or decrease). Despite this, they rarely use their authority to adjust the tariff
to fully reflect the real costs, often keeping tariffs at current rates and using other government subsidy systems to supplement the full costs of wastewater treatment.
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tariff on household discharges directly to the environment (i.e., those without
a collection system) as well as the drainage fee for households connected to
drainage system (see decree 80/2014/ND-CP on urban drainage and wastewater treatment) [51]. The drainage fee is often higher than the wastewater tariff.
Decree No. 154/2016 / ND-CP (recently replaced by decree 53/2020/ND-CP) stipulates that the collection of wastewater tariffs is delegated to localities, while the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment (DONRE) collects environmental protection fees for industrial wastewater, and the clean water providers
or the People’s Committees in communes and townships collect environmental
protection charges for domestic wastewater. The People’s Committees in townships and cities are permitted to deduct 10% of the total domestic wastewater
tariff and 25% of the industrial wastewater to cover the expenses of tariff collection (labor and administrative fees). The remainder is paid to the local budget
for environmental protection activities.
Sanitation technology: In the Ministry of Construction’s (MoC) action plan,
there are actions targeted to energy savings and resources recovery in the
wastewater sector. Now is the appropriate time to consider advanced technology
in the sanitation sector that helps with cost recovery and reduces O&M costs,
with the aim of making the sector attractive and sustainable in the long run.
Financial incentives: Considering the disparity in Vietnam between private capital funding of water supply companies and that of sanitation and wastewater
services companies, it is evident that providing water supply is more attractive
than providing sanitation. This is because the willingness to pay for clean water
is much higher than it is for wastewater and sanitation service. In addition, the
regulatory framework allows for higher pricing on water supply (within a government subsidy framework) compared to the wastewater tariff (fixed to 10%
of the water supply pricing), while the cost to treat 1 cubic meter of wastewater
to meet discharge standards is comparable to that of clean water treatment, if
not higher. Thus, consideration should be given to innovative financial incentive
mechanisms for sharing the burden between clean water supply and wastewater
collection and treatment. Such schemes could involve:
⁓ r ewarding investors with water supply development contracts (which enjoy
higher rates of return) in exchange for a commitment to develop sanitation
systems (which have lower rates of return); and/or
⁓ a
 lower land-use tax for developers applying green infrastructure that supports the treatment of stormwater and wastewater.
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Assessment of water-related SDG localization
in three cities in Vietnam

VAWR conducted assessments of water-related SDG localization in the cities of
Vinh Yen (Vinh Phuc province), Vinh (Nghe An province) and Quy Nhon (Binh
Dinh province).
The findings from Vinh Yen are representative of many secondary cities in
Vietnam. The city lacks inter-sectoral management of water-related infrastructure, which would encompass wastewater, clean water, stormwater, sustainable
development, citywide water resource management and development of green
infrastructure connected with water management, while also accounting for
the impacts of increasing urbanization and climate change. With the current
administrative structure, it is difficult for the city to coherently develop this kind
of integrated urban water management. The reasons for this are:
⁓ D
 ifferent planning phases for different sectors result in different implementation plans, which ends up causing disruptions in fulfilling the potential of
infrastructure projects.
⁓ D
 ifferent investment criteria for different areas and different donors
(with several sources of funding including ODA, central government funds,
provincial funds and PPP) resulting in mismatches in the setting of priorities. Therefore, the planning law framework at the national level was put in
place to ensure that development projects are coordinated to generate
the desired impacts.
⁓ A
 pproaches to developing shared technical infrastructure (e.g., water,
electricity, telecommunications) lack the necessary mechanisms to enforce
the sharing of investment and O&M costs between different sectors.
Holistic and integrated planning has been expressed in Vietnam’s action plans
(VSDG, Green Growth, and Climate Change Action Plans). Therefore, a strong
coordination effort is needed, especially in uniting different action plans and
planning processes with consideration given to available financial resources and
the cities’ visions for making the plans work in localized contexts. In Vinh Yen, a
promising effort to improve urban water management is the Vac lagoon development [52], which is happening through several phases of different projects
that are coordinated with each other. This program is a prime example of how
multiple measures can effectively be integrated.
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Fig. 37: Secondary and tertiary
cities are regional centers of
trade and development
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4. Shaping water-sensitive
urban design in three pilot
cities
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Fig. 38: Map of
PolyUrbanWaters Pilot Cities

Sam Neua, Houaphan District, Laos
Kratié, Cambodia

Sleman, Indonesia
The PolyUrbanWaters project works with polycentric approaches to water-sensitive urban management in three pilot cities: Kratié (Cambodia), Sam
Neua (Laos) and Sleman (Indonesia). The three pilot cities represent a broad
cross-section of different contexts in terms of size, urban water resources challenges, urban scales, governance schemes, cultures, transformation models
and financing capabilities at government as well as community level. In working
with these cities, the project aims to reflect a large number of realities faced
by secondary and tertiary cities in SEA. The project team has already begun
to initiate a local-level, multi-faceted cooperative management approach that
demonstrates the project’s value proposition to decision makers, fosters trust
within the scientific network, and establishes a basis for solid working relationships. During the Definition Phase, the project team specified the conceptual and
methodological design of the approach to urban water resources management
within the pilot cities, in turn facilitating the relevant decision-making processes
between the multiple stakeholders.
The methodological approach of the project enables working with local stakeholders to gain comprehensive knowledge about water resources in the cities and develop strategic management approaches for a transition towards
water-sensitive cities. The benefit of such a methodological approach is its scalability and transferability for other secondary and tertiary cities in the region.
Together with the three pilot cities, PolyUrbanWaters intends to co-create
water-sensitive urban development scenarios to foster urban resilience and support the localization the localization of the SDGs. Combining urban design and
integrated water management, the project seeks to develop tools and instruments for cross-sectoral cooperation that bridge existing silo approaches by
bringing together different sectors and relevant stakeholders, such as public
entities, private sector, communities, civil society and academia.
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How PolyUrbanWaters will support
the development of water-sensitive cities
The focus of the PolyUrbanWaters team lies on the development of tools and
instruments for future-oriented strategic urban planning. In the pilot cities,
these tools and instruments will enable the assessment of water-related risks
and opportunities as well as support the development of a water-sensitive and
resilient urban concept based on the localization of the SDGs in the relevant
contexts. The development of tools and instruments will be embedded in partici
pative processes and supported by capacity building activities to aid the pilot
cities in understanding and developing resilient and transferable strategies
towards the localization of the SDGs. As a result, the cities will be guided in
modelling alternative urban development scenarios and co-developing strategies for near real-time urban transformation.
With the elaboration and regular refinement of development scenarios, including
business-as-usual and water-sensitive scenarios for 2030 and 2045, water-relevant approaches to urban development can advance beyond single-sector decision-making practices. The scenarios consider a multitude of possible trends
in urban development together with patterns of water availability and water
consumption. Scenario-based planning can be seen as a vision building process
that fosters a comprehensive understanding of development opportunities at
various urban decision-making levels. The output of the proposed approach is
a multi-scale plan for the future, developed for and by the people of the pilot
cities, which includes and protects local resources in an environment that is
undergoing both social-economic and climatic changes.
The desired outcome of this entire process will be the incremental implementation of the SDGs (especially SDG 6 and SDG 11) on a local level in the pilot cities.
This process will build on ongoing initiatives at the local and national government levels and encourage the formulation of transition pathways to coordinate
these complex multi-stakeholder processes. Therefore, local capacities will be
strengthened and local municipalities empowered through co-production processes to carry out SDG implementation.
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Fig. 39: Localization of the
SDGs in the urban context
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Kratié, Cambodia
Population growth rate:
0.75% per year
Location:
Central Cambodia

Density:
622 people/km2

Municipal Area:
approx. 88.6 km2
(land area 72 km2)

Communes:
5 Sangkats (Krakor, Krachech, Roka
Kandal, Ou Ruessei, Kaoh Trong)

Population:
32,012

Villages:
16
Fig. 40: Location of Kratié
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Kratié, Cambodia
Kratié is a regional city and important node for regional trade, located approximately 220 km northeast of the Cambodian capital Phnom Penh.
Kratié is located on the riverbank and floodplain of the Mekong River, meaning
that large seasonal floodplains surround the city. The water acts as both a great
opportunity and threat for a city that must cope with regular riverine and flash
flood events. These flood events, which are likely to increase in frequency and
intensity due to the effects of climate change, cause many development challenges such as reduced economic capacity (the city essentially shuts down) as
well as increased pressure on existing systems related to mobility and transport,
public health, waste management and socio-economic development. Planning
for flooding exceeds the city’s technical capacities; when floods occur the city
mainly provides support in the provision of food and medicine, especially to
poorer communities.
Figures 40 and 41 present the topography of Kratié and its mean monthly precipitation and temperature. The figures illustrate the flood-prone character of
the city, highlighting low-lying areas.
The demand for quality provision of water from public services in Kratié is constantly increasing due to changing expectations as well as population growth.
Wastewater, solid waste and sanitation management services in the city are
struggling to keep up with the increased demand. In parts of the city, these
services are completely lacking; in fact, there is no comprehensive waste collection and management system in place. There is a need for strategic planning to
further develop the city’s wastewater strategy and strengthen its flood resilience
in order to improve livelihoods and provide business and investment opportunities – all while operating within a strategic framework that manages wastewater
and flood events in a holistic way.

Fig. 41: Topography of Kratié [53],[54]
Fig. 42: Mean monthly precipitation
and temperature [55]
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Cambodia lies at an important geographical junction that links the Southern
Economic Corridor (SEC) and Central Corridor of the Greater Mekong
Subregion (GMS) Economic Cooperation Program, which was adopted by
the GMS countries in 1998 to accelerate the pace of sub-regional economic
cooperation. Looking to the future, Kratié, as a Regional Economic Corridor
City (REC), has geographical advantages and potential to become an engine
of economic growth in the region, due to its market accessibility, transport
connectivity, economic density, level of urbanization, and human capital.
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Fig. 43–46: Living with water in
Kratié: The city’s close relation
ship with its water resources
and flood prone character are
represented in the local
architecture and riverbank
erosion is a constant threat to
infrastructure

Fig. 47: Urbanization process
in Kratié 1984–2018 [56]
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Fig. 48–51: Ongoing infra
structure development in
Kratié (urban expansion area
and construction of new
roads)
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Fig. 52–53: The growing socialeconomic activity in Kratié
that has led to greater resource
management challenges
associated with the interconnections between urban planning,
solid waste management
and integrated water resources
management
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The role of Kratié as a REC enables it to grow (continue to urbanize) and prosper
in terms of provincial and regional economic importance, and the GMS cooperation program can support the city in unlocking positive developmental forces
that benefit the local population, country and region.
The city is identified as having high economic potential [57] and is striving to
develop its capacities for tourism and new investments. Various international
investors are currently driving the transformation processes within the city
through major investments such as road construction and upgrades, an urban
extension project which involves roads that also serve as dikes and the backfilling of a lake, and the proposed ADB wastewater treatment project [58]. These
anticipated developments, in addition to the numerous multi-level residential
buildings under construction, are expected to bring positive economic changes
to Kratié, but may add additional pressure on already challenged existing systems, so that they may be even more vulnerable to future flooding events (e.g.,
through the reduction of natural floodplains).
The ability of local governance to effectively guide these large urban transitions
is limited due to the following aspects (see the summary from CIUS for more
information, Chapter 3.1):
⁓ lack of financing;
⁓ concentration of decision-making powers at the national level;
⁓ lack of technical capacity; and
⁓ weak regulatory and enforcement environment.

How can we work towards a water-sensitive Kratié?

Fig. 54: Urban planning for
Kratié: Vision model comparing
a “business as usual” scenario
to a water-sensitive approach

Scenario

Business as Usual

The tools and strategies co-developed through the PolyUrbanWaters project will
give the city the opportunity to develop in a way that reduces its vulnerability to
the dynamics of the larger water bodies around it (see Fig. 45). As a result, Kratié
will be able to further develop its capacity to effectively handle and manage its
various water processes, thus generating desirable benefits across sectors and
ultimately enhancing the city’s functionality and livability. This can be reached
primarily through interventions to improve integrated urban planning capacities involving the thematic priorities (as stated by partners and stakeholders) of
flooding, wastewater handling, stormwater drainage and the growing relevance
and importance of working with priority SDGs.
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Sam Neua, Laos
Location:
Northeast Laos, Houphan Province

Population growth rate:
0.8% per year

Population (2019):
city 17,000; urban area 30,000

Villages:
12

Fig. 55: Location of Sam Neua
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Sam Neua, Laos
Sam Neua is the provincial capital of Houphan Province, located in a mountainous region in the northeast of the Democratic Republic of Laos. The city has a
rich cultural heritage and is an important regional node, due to its location on
National Highway No. 6, which connects to the nearby border with Vietnam.
The region is expected to undergo major socio-economic changes, accelerated by the construction of an international airport 30 km from the city. Sam
Neua is located on the planned Northeastern Corridor of the Greater Mekong
Subregion (GMS) Economic Cooperation Program. According to the SDC (2018),
“if the northeastern section of the China‐Indochina Peninsula Economic Corridor
through Sayaboury and Sam Neua materializes, the importance of these towns would
certainly increase, which could have significant implications for population growth
and urban development”. These expected changes include an expanding population and the opening of Sam Neua for international tourism. Multiple national
and international investors are already driving transformation processes within
the city through the construction of larger hotels and real estate developments.
While changes can bring positive economic development to the city, they are
also expected to challenge existing systems, in particular those related to urban
water resources.
Sam Neua lies on the banks of the Nam Xam River, which has a water catchment
area of 338 km2 upstream from the town (its tributary has a watershed area of
81 km2). The river’s water quality decreases noticeably after passing through
urban areas, which is mainly due to an open canal drainage system in Sam Neua
that discharges directly into the river. Although a basic assessment in the urban
area indicates that 95% of the inhabitants have access to water and sanitation
services, the treatment of wastewater remains a key challenge. Furthermore,
although the majority of households have septic tanks, there is no centralized
wastewater management system. During heavy rain events in the rainy season,
localized flooding occurs on a regular basis.
Figures 55 – 57 show the region’s land cover, topography and Sam Neua’s mean
monthly precipitation and temperature. The figures illustrate a mountainous
region with a humid subtropical climate.
Fig. 56: Topography
of Sam Neua [53]
Fig. 57: Mean monthly
precipitation and
temperature
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While sufficient treatment of wastewater remains a challenge for Sam Neua,
an additional challenge awaits the city if it continues along its projected development path. Since 1998, Sam Neua’s water supply has been sourced from two
stream intakes (Houay Dam and Houay Hin Men), which were considered to
have an combined estimated long-term yield of 2,500 m3/day (allowing for an
environmental base flow all year round). Since 2015, water demand during dry
seasons has exceeded the water supply, leading the city to implement a rationing
plan where water is allocated by zone and time of day. Sam Neua’s current water
demand is around 5,000 m3/day and is expected to increase continuously in the
future, reaching an estimated demand of 11,300 m3/day in 2041. To satisfy this
growing water demand, the ADB is funding an additional extraction project on
the Nam Xam river in Sam Neua that will increase the city’s water supply capacity by 8,800 m3/day [58]. However, drought-related issues have forced the ADB
to adjust the extraction method. The question remains: For how long can the
increasing demand of a growing Sam Neua be met?
The main functions of urban planning in Laos are to guide development and
urban expansion as well as to protect the community, including environmental
and cultural resources. Urban planning is predominantly a centralized, technical
activity, with some relegation of powers and tasks to sub-national levels and
various participatory mechanisms. Resource allocation decisions are also made
centrally. Accordingly, for the purposes of understanding the overall urban planning situation of Sam Neua, national policies and strategies are central guiding
instruments as they provide a background narrative for urban planning and
development processes for all sub-national and local administrative units.
For the purposes of urban planning and administration, Sam Neua’s urban area17
comprises 12 of the 103 villages in Sam Neua District. A top-down approach
remains predominant, with the Office for Planning and Investment (OPI) leading
planning processes and activities. The principal planning instruments are the
Master Plan and the 5-Year Socio-Economic Development Plan, which correspond to the five-year National Socio-Economic Development Plan. The stated
vision of the current plan is: Sustainable development of Sam Neua District into
a center of trade, services, culture and tourism-related goods production while
simultaneously protecting the environment.
Despite the existence of a Master Plan and 5-Year Socio-Economic Development
Plan, it appears that planning is not effectively being put into practice. Essentially,
new urban development is uncontrolled, and is strongly influenced by private-sector property development. Furthermore, plans that have been prepared
and budgeted for are not always implemented.
In effect, planning in Sam Neua appears to be largely practiced reactively rather
than proactively, meaning that spatial designs and regulatory frameworks have
to be redressed as urban development speeds forward without any managed
approach18. Compounding this complication is a lack of coordination among the
departments involved in development planning.

17

 here is no solid definition of what constitutes a town or urban space in Laos PDR. This
T
is a key issue because in order to define where and how to work in urban areas, there
is a need to have a common definition and understanding of what “urban” means [59].

18 As evidenced, for example, by the situation of Sam Neua´s new residential expansion
area, where building is taking place despite the lack of a formal planning process and plan
(according to city planning staff).
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Fig. 59: One of the main
roads in Sam Neua and central
services located along the
street
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Fig. 60: A major new urban
expansion area in Sam Neua

Water-sensitive Sam Neua: a development opportunity for the city

Several investments in Sam Neua could have a huge impact on the city: the new
airport, new provincial hospital, new construction sites funded by international
investors and an effectively unplanned city extension, where construction activities have already commenced.
The forces driving these investments can help unlock a powerful transformation of Sam Neua, which, if controlled and balanced, can have multiple significant benefits for both the public and private domains. A functional relationship
between integrated urban planning processes at the District and Village administrative levels and privately led investment has tremendous potential for balanced, equitable and sustainable development in Sam Neua. This could offer
opportunities for social, economic and cultural benefits as well as improved
resource and energy efficiency. However, to unlock this full potential the city
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Fig. 61: Sam Neua urbanization process 1988–2018 [56]

Fig. 62: A newly constructed
airport with international travel
connections is expected to have a
major influence on the socio-economic development of the region,
which is currently only accessible
by irregularly scheduled domestic flights or by car over mountainous routes

needs to provide attractive settings for development with a functioning wastewater strategy and, most importantly, sufficient freshwater supply. Additionally,
a proactive planning and shaping of the city’s future development and its water
resources is necessary to reduce inequality, achieve sustainable development
and create business opportunities for local people. Furthermore, a water-sensitive urban planning approach integrates very well with the city’s self-stated
“green, clean, peaceful and beautiful” vision and the achievement of the SDGs
at the local level. The approach presented by PolyUrbanWaters focuses on the
integration of urban water resources management (wastewater and freshwater) and creates instruments for intersectoral urban planning. The aim is to
enable Sam Neua to act on the opportunity to become a model city for the
region, demonstrating how to plan and prepare for sustainable, water-sensitive
transformation.
Fig. 62 shows a general vision of water-sensitive development for Sam Neua,
contrasted with a “business as usual” planning approach. This comparison is
drawn from a baseline assessment of existing water resources (availability,
demand, quality), benefits from nature, urban planning approaches, planning
instruments and methods, and challenges, vulnerabilities and opportunities
for the city. In order to achieve the water-sensitive best-case scenario, strong
stakeholder involvement will be crucial at all stages.

Fig. 63: Example of vision
building in Sam Neua:
“Water for the Future” using
a water-sensitive approach

Water for Future

Scenario

Business as Usual
No public Spaces

Loss of Control
(Unmanaged Property
Expansion)

Eco-tourism

Public unsealed
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Future
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Loss of public
access to the
Riverbanks
Removal
of Vegetation
No Stormwater
Planning

Water-sensitive approach

Green
and safe City
Ecosystem
Services

$
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Fig. 64–65: The main market
in Sam Neua is one of the most
important nodes in the city,
attracting regional and inter
national merchants
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Fig. 66–67: View of Sam Neua
showing its urban development
in the forested hills of northern
Laos
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Sleman Regency, Indonesia
Location:
Southern Java Island, Special Region
of Yogyakarta Province
Area:
approx. 575 km2
Population (2019):
Population: 1,206,71419

Population growth rate:
1.29 % per year
Density:
2099 people/km2

In d ia n

Ocean

Villages:
86

Fig. 68: Location of Sleman
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Sleman Regency, Indonesia
Sleman Regency is a fast developing area located in the northern part of
the Special Region of Yogyakarta Province, which is ruled by the Yogyakarta
Sultanate and is the only officially recognized monarchy within the government of Indonesia. As a regency (Kabupaten), Sleman has urban and rural areas
that administratively consist of 17 sub-districts (kecamatan), which are further
divided into 86 villages (desa) and 1,212 sub-villages (dukuh/dusun). Agricultural
and rural areas, including a national park, dominate the northern, eastern and
western areas of the regency, while urban areas dominate in the southern part
of the regency.
Situated just south of Mount Merapi, the most active volcano in Indonesia,
Sleman is the main water catchment area for the region, which includes the
Yogyakarta urban area. It is the most populated region in the province, has
high migration rates and is attractive for new investments, which in turn drives
transformative changes in the city. Increasing tourism and commercial development in the core city of Yogyakarta has driven urbanization upstream to
Sleman. As a thriving education hub, Sleman is also experiencing high growth
in rental dormitories (kost-kostan) along with other student-oriented amenities
and related economies. Within Sleman, there are new investments planned such
as an outer ring toll road, a new international airport, shopping malls, hotels and
other accommodation for tourists, all of which will bring many changes to the
city, and in turn, will place additional stress on the management of urban water
resources. The recent drive for infrastructure development at the national level
will also have a major impact on Sleman’s future. A plan for a toll road connecting
cities in the region (Solo, Yogyakarta and Magelang) will encourage trade and
local tourism and drive urban development.
Population growth and development, combined with land use changes, can
threaten the health of the hydrological systems that the region depends on.
Figure 69 below presents the river network in Sleman Regency. A key issue in
Sleman is poor water quality that results mostly from household wastewater
entering the system and runoff from agriculture. This issue is especially significant since Sleman is a main water provider for downstream population centers
such as the Yogyakarta metropolitan area. The areas highly permeable volcanic
soils allow for fast replenishment of groundwater resources, which on one hand
increases the supply capacity but on the other hand increases the potential that

Fig. 69: Topography and river
network in Sleman [53], [60]
Fig. 70: Mean monthly preci
pitation and temperature [55]
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pollutants reach groundwater reservoirs. Nevertheless, Yogyakarta’s and
Sleman’s rapid growth in population
and service-related industries and
other sectors has foregrounded the
strain on groundwater resources. To
substitute for freshwater taken from
groundwater, spring water and rivers, some communities in Sleman
have begun rainwater harvesting
initiatives.
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Sleman has been subject to unexpected flash floods and droughts
(outside of the usual wet and dry seasons) and unpredictable weather conditions, which strongly influence the
revenue generated in many districts,
mostly from agriculture. Despite
this, no climate change adaptation
strategy has been established for the
city. Therefore, Sleman finds itself at
a crossroads where the regency is
aiming to embrace its dynamism and
growth while ensuring water security
for its population and for downstream
users.
Figures 69–73 illustrate Sleman’s
topography and river network, land
cover, urbanization and population
density as well as mean monthly precipitation and temperature.
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Fig. 72: Population density [61]
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Fig. 74–76: Kalibuntung riverside revitalization in Sleman
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In Sleman Regency, physical urban transformation is determined by the expansion of the City of Yogyakarta. Historically, urban expansion has typically taken
place along important infrastructural axes such as arterial roads, or along the
sacral north-south axis. The government currently plans to construct a toll road
through Sleman Regency, which could severely impact the surrounding areas.
Fig. 77 illustrates the changes in Yogyakarta’s urban form from 1998 to 2020.
Urban growth from the city center has expanded predominantly to the north
(Sleman Regency) and to the south (Bantul Regency).
The social and economic transformation away from an economy based on
agriculture is evident from the decrease in agricultural land. According to data
obtained from the provincial statistical bureau office, Sleman Regency currently
has 21,840 hectares of agricultural land (38% of the region). During the period
2010-2016, the land conversion rate in Sleman was the highest in the Greater
Yogyakarta Region, mainly due to newly built housing and commercial developments. In a shift consistent with land conversion in the regency, the hotel and
restaurant industries now outpace agriculture as the largest contributor to local
economic development.
Sleman’s Spatial Planning Agency has divided the regency’s territory into four
areas: Urban Area, Agricultural Area, Cultural Tourism Area and Disaster-Prone/
Natural Conservation Area (Fig. 78). Even though current social and economic
transformations indicate a development away from the agricultural sector,
Sleman aims to conserve its traditional agricultural lands that give the regency
its special character. Beyond the traditional value of the fields within the regency’s boundaries, the unsealed surfaces play a major role in the management of
the local water cycle and are therefore crucial for the regency as a major water
provider for the whole region. In this context, Sleman aims to combine regional
water provision with major socio-economic development.
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Fig. 77: Urban changes in
Yogyakarta Region 1988–2018
[56]

North Sleman

East Sleman

Disaster-prone and nature conservation area

Cultural tourism area

West Sleman

South Sleman

Agricultural area

Urban area

North Sleman terminates at the peak of Mount Merapi,
an active volcano, national park and highly-visited tourist
destination in Indonesia. With steep slopes and valleys,
the area is prone to disasters such as landslides, volcanic
eruptions and lava ﬂows. It plays a role as a critical water
catchment area that needs to be conserved. However,
growing tourism activities are putting the conservation
area at risk - new hospitality developments and Merapi
four-wheel drive tours encourage cut and ﬁll developments along the slopes, which may impact water quality
in the long run.

Its vast flat and fertile landscape is cradled by Mount
Merapi and the mountain ranges in Kulon Progo.
The key driver of the economy is agriculture and the
area has also been designated as a bread basket.

Fig. 78: Characteristics of the
four settlement areas defined
by Sleman’s Spatial Planning
Agency

East Sleman is designated as a cultural heritage conser
vation and tourism area due to the density of historical
sites such as the Prambanan temple, Ratu Boko Temple,
Ijo Temple, Plaosan Temple, Kalsan Temple and Breccia
Cliffs. Its topography of rocky outcrops limits the area’s
viability for urban expansion. The area is also prone
to water scarcity. East Sleman has one of the highest
concentrations of poverty in the regency.

The urban area consists of sub-districts that are in
close proximity to Yogyakarta – the metropolitan urban
core. These areas have the highest revenue in the
region, more than Yogyakarta City itself. The concentration  of activities and relative proximity to Yogyakarta
city makes these areas viable for new residential developments. In fact, these sub-districts boast some of the
most expensive residential real estate in the province.
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How can we work towards a water-sensitive Sleman?

The PolyUrbanWaters project proposes working towards a water-sensitive
Sleman, as a way to embrace future-oriented socio-economic development
while simultaneously respecting the regency’s role as an important regional
water provider. The proposed approach aims to create a development opportunity for the city, starting at the local level. A comprehensive program and technical support for creating cleaner surface water systems will generate multiple
co-benefits encompassing good governance, community development, economic development and sustainable resource management. An entry point on
the village level would enable the creation of transferable tools and instruments
for sustainable urban development and can address the impacts of rapid and
partly unplanned urbanization processes on water-relevant services in sub-districts (Kecamatan/Desas), especially those located along rivers.

Fig. 79: Urban planning
for Sleman: A vision model
comparing “business as
usual” to a “water-sensitive
communities” approach

Water-sensitive communities
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Surfaces
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Fig. 80–82: Impressions of Sleman Regency Urban Area
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Polycentric approaches for the management
of urban waters form a holistic concept that
in its modularity:
⁓ a
 llows cities to adapt their urban
systems to quickly changing framework
conditions and environments
⁓ g
 enerates a cross-sectoral perception
of cities’ resources and the dynamic
transformation of their production and
consumption patterns
⁓ f acilitates cooperation between
multiple sectors and various stake
holder groups
⁓ r eflects existing ground realities, e.g.,
institutional and financial capacities

The PolyUrbanWaters project is developing
practice-relevant tools that enable municipalities
to implement polycentric approaches for urban
development and integrated, cross-sectoral water
management. The aim of the project is to develop
new models for water-sensitive, sustainable
and inclusive planning that meet the local needs
and realities of urban areas.
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